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EDITORIAL 
dpryor@cpg.com 

Blasts from 
the Past 

D id you see something in past issues 
of SW Expert that caught your 
attention? Did you think, ''I'll 

look at that more closely when I have time"? 
Then you forgot which issue it was. Well, 

now there's a way to jog your memory. We have indexed and archived at least 
rwo years worth of SW Expert. If you go to http: //www . sw. expert. com, 

and follow the links, you'll be able to use our keyword search to find that 
which was lost or only partially remembered. If, for example, you look for 
"nerwork attached storage," you get in return a list of current and past articles 
in SW Expert relevant to that topic. Also, we have indexed the complete set 
of RF Cs. Please use this service. We do. 

T he fi les you'll find are in Portable Document Format (PDF). We chose 
this format to protect the design of our magazine. We are very proud of 
our look and the attention to illustration our art department displays every 
month. With PDF, we can show you exactly what appeared in the hard copy 
of each issue. We think it's worth getting the Adobe Acrobat reader just to 
see what the artists have come up with. 

And while we're on the subject of storage and nerworks, you'll want to look 
at this month's cover story by Alexandra Barrett, called "Backup Pros Jump on 
the SANwagon," Page 46. While storage area nerworks are getting all the ink in 
the press, we thought it might be a good idea to investigate how all these new 
SANs are getting backed up. That's the topic of Alex's feature. She discovered 
that almost every backup vendor is hard at work testing the latest SAN con
figuration . The fact that SANs reportedly allow you to effortlessly add storage 
capaciry to the data center and manage it with unprecedented ease, sends rip
ples of panic through all those hardy souls charged with maintaining the back
up regime for these systems. Data, data everywhere and all the sysadmins did 
shrink. So too have backup windows. But take heart. Alex says, "While add
ing more storage certainly can't help a backup predicament any, a SAN, imple
mented correctly, can actually go a long way to easing your backup woes. In 
a few cases, SANs can actually decrease the amount of time it takes you to do 
backup. And, in most cases, they can actually save you money." 

So remember "save you money," and you'll be able to track down this 
feature in our archives in the months to come. 
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Linux Tower of Babel? 
Shopping for a Linux distribution to 

download? Don't expect to accom
plish the task over your lunch 

break. Choosing between the multiple 
versions of this open-source operating 
system isn't as simple as merely clicking 
on a freeware sire these days. There are 
dozens-perhaps hundreds-of versions of 
the platform, available in both commer
cial and freeware form. 

This diversity may be fine for tech
nical users who like having plenty of 
options and have no qualms about 
navigating the subtle differences 
among the various flavors of 
Linux. Bur it's likely to become 
a bit of a headache for software 
and hardware vendors, as well as 
corporate customers who don't 
want to have to kick the tires on 
a dozen-odd versions of an oper
ating system. While all distri
butions aim to support the most 
recent Linux kernel-the basic 
core of the operating system that 
is licensed by the GNU Project 
and the Free Software Found
ation (http: //www.gnu. 
org)-rhey may differ in a num
ber of other ways, including 
administrative tools, user inter
faces, configuration processes 
and libraries. 

"There are many distributions, some 
free, some you have to pay for, some of 
which involve all open-source code, 
some involving closed-source code as 
well, and the only thing they really all 
have in common is the use of the Linux 
kernel itself," said Tony lams, research 
director for systems software at UNIX 
research firm D.H. Brown & Associates 
Inc., Port Chester, NY, during a recent 
presentation on D.H. Brown's report, 
"Linux: How Good is it?" 

Thar's why many in the Linux com
munity are initiating efforts to ensure a 
basic level of compatibility between the 
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various distributions and to ensure that 
products claiming to support specific 
Linux platforms actually do so. 

Most recently, KeyLabs Inc. , a resting 
and certification company based in 
Lindon, UT, introduced a Linux cert
ification program for hardware vendors. 
Pete Nelson, program manager for 
KeyLabs, says the certification arose 
from demand from both vendors and 
customers. "The hardware vendors 
didn't want to have to send a box to 
each, individual distribution vendor to 

pass their certification. They'd rather 
have it done in one place. We also saw a 
need on the corporate side from busi
ness leaders , IS managers and others 
who want to have a 'seal of approval' on 
a product before they purchase it. They 
don't like to buy untested products ," 
Nelson says. 

The company rests products from 
four leading distributors-Red Hat 
Linux from Red Hat Software Inc. , 
Research Triangle Park, NC, OpenLinux 
from Caldera Systems Inc., Orem, UT, 
Turbo Linux from Pacific HiTech Inc. , 
Oakland, CA, and SuSE Linux by 
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German firm S.u.S.E. GmbH. Other 
distributions may be added in the future. 
Nelson says that, while KeyLabs is start
ing its certification with servers and 
workstations, the company plans to ex
pand into peripheral devices and, eventu
ally, into software applications. 

Other members of the Linux com
munity are working to iron out differ
ences in how applications are supported 
on the various distributions. For exam
ple, a group of 14 software developers 
and distribution vendors, including 
Red Hat, Caldera, Pacific HiTech and 
S.u.S.E., are collaborating on a Linux 
Standards Base (LSB) in an attempt to 

develop a standard specification 
for all Linux development, as 
well as a test suite and sample 
implementation (http: // 
www. linuxbase . org) . 

"About a year or so ago, we 
realized that with all the dif
ferent distributions , there was 
some potential that the Linux 
space might split in the same 
way the UNIX space did," says 
Jon Hall , senior leader of the 
UNIX Software Group at 
Compaq Computer Corp., 
Houston , TX, and executive 
director of Linux International 
(http: // www.li.org), a 
not-for-profit organization ded
icated to encouraging Linux 
development. "Although Linux 

vendors do use the same libraries and 
kernel, there are sometimes glitches in 
the libraries that cause a break in binary 
compatibility. Also, there are lots of 
applications in UNIX which require 
more than just the libraries and kernel to 
be specified-things like positions of the 
password file, syntax of the password 
file, how device names are designated, 
things like that. All of those need to be 
spelled out in a binary standard that an 
ISV can program to. Thar's what the 
LSB is about." 

Of course, multiple versions of 
Linux are not, in and of themselves, a 
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News 
bad thing. Many in the Linux commu
nity consider it a mark of healthy com
petition and innovation. "Think how 
good the Windows environment might 
be if there had been four or five com
panies with Microsoft's code competing 
against each other to make it better," 
says Art Tyde, executive vice president 
and cofounder of Linux training and 
certification firm Linuxcare Inc., San 
Francisco, CA. Different types of users 
may find one or other of the Linux dis
tributions better suited to their needs; 
some distributions focus on optimizing 
scientific applications, for instance, 
while others offer foreign language sup
port for Japanese or Korean users. And, 

of course, many of the versions are 
aimed at different hardware platforms. 

But differences in basic functionality 
are likely to hamper, not help, end-user 
and ISV adoption of the Linux plat
form, experts say. As far as software ven
dors are concerned, standardization is 
likely to encourage more development of 
Linux applications. "For software ven
dors and companies like ours, which 
support multiple distributions, it makes 
it a lot easier if everyone is following a 
standard," Tyde says. 

For customers, standardization of 
things such as the configuration process 
and user interface is likely to be more 
important and may dictate how quickly 

Linux gains acceptance with mainstream 
corporate users. "Linux has a couple of 
major [user interface] alternatives and 
a couple of minor ones, and some sort 
of convergence over time is going to 
be critical on the desktop for gaining 
any additional momentum," says Greg 
Weiss, analyst for D.H. Brown.-sjh 

HotSpot: 
How Hot is it? 

At last, developers of server-side Java 
applications are getting a chance to 
test-drive Sun Microsystems lnc. 's 
long-awaited HotSpot Java Performance 
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Artecon Boxed in 

The storage market continues to see consolidation of its 
smaller players. At the end of April , Box Hill Systems 
Corp., New York, NY, and Artecon Inc., Carlsbad, CA, 

announced a definitive agreement to merge. The resulting 
company will operate under the Box Hill moniker until a 
new name is approved. 

"The reason for the merger is that RAID is becoming 
a commodity product. Margins are dropping and it's very 
difficult for smaller players to continue to grow," says Aaron 
Shatz, research analyst at International Data Corp. (IDC), 
Framingham, MA. "We've found that larger players take 
market share from smaller players. So a consolidation of 
smaller players is inevitable. This merger makes [Box Hill 
and Artecon] the biggest of the smaller third-party players." 

Shatz defines small third-party players as RAID vendors 
that do not sell to OEMs and are not EMC Corp., Hopkinton, 
MA. Typically, they generate less than $100 million in revenue 
per year from storage products. Such companies include 
Ciprico Inc., Plymouth , MN, ECCS Inc., Tinton Falls, NJ , nStor 
Corporation Inc. , Lake Mary, FL, and Storage Computer Corp., 
Nashua, NH. 

Box Hill's acquisition of Artecon is the third storage acquisi
tion to be announced this year. The first was in January, when 
Sun Microsystems Inc. purchased Maxstrat Corp., Milpitas, 
CA. That was followed in March by an announcement that 
nStor had acquired a controlling interest in Andataco Inc., San 
Diego, CA. "There are just scores of these smaller companies 
that do maybe a $100 million in revenue a year," says Roger 
Cox, chief analyst at research firm Dataquest, San Jose, CA. 
"They can 't get any bigger unless they consolidate by merging 
and leveraging the resources you can get by merging." 

By merging, Box Hill and Artecon can combine thei r efforts 
in developing hardware and software for the emerging storage 
area network (SAN) market, as well as benefit from the unique 
customer base each company brings to the table. "This really 
gives us critical mass," says Jim Lambert, chief executive offi
cer (CEO) and founder of Artecon , and future co-CEO of the 
merged company. "Our salesforce is much bigger. Our cus-

tomer support and professional organization is a lot stronger. 
We see that software and professional services are going to be 
important for the future with storage area networks." 

Dataquest's Cox agrees this is necessary to compete in the 
SAN market, "which is the market of the next decade," he says. 

From Box Hill and Artecon's perspective, they hope the 
merger will position the new company as a leading vendor in 
the growing market. "We are and will become an Internet and 
SAN storage powerhouse," says Carol Turchin, executive vice 
president and cofounder of Box Hill. "We will get stronger as 
we go forward." 

One strength may grow out of the merger: each company 
has a unique customer base. Box Hill has strong ties to the 
financial and communications companies on the East Coast, 
while Artecon has a significant presence on the West Coast 
with telecommunications companies and Internet service 
providers (ISPs). "Customer-base-wise it's a really good fit 
and it will allow them to cut costs and grow margins," IDC's 
Shatz says. 

While the third-party storage vendor space lost a player 
with the Box Hill and Artecon merger, the high-end hardware 
and software storage space added a new competitor. In May, 
Hewlett-Packard Co. , Palo Alto, CA, launched a new line of 
storage products dubbed "stress-free." The new line will 
compete directly with EMC's products. Previously, HP was a 
reseller of EMC products and reportedly accounted for 13% 
of EMC's revenue in 1998. Now, HP has licensed disk arrays 
from Hitachi Data Systems Inc. and will offer the MC256 disk 
array. The company also announced the Switch F16, a 16-port 
Fibre Channel switch, and SureStore E enterprise storage sys
tems and management software. 

Analysts predict that HP's foray into the high end against 
its old partner will be good news for customers in the long 
run . "It creates more competition for the end user," says Data
quest's Cox. "They're going to get better pricing and better 
value in terms of products and support. Now there are two 
companies competing for the same business, whereas before 
EMC and HP would work together to get the business."-ptc 
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Engine, the Java compiler touted as the 
answer to server-side Java performance 
woes. In April, Sun posted the first 
completed version of HotSpot for 
Windows to its Web site (http: // 
java.sun.com / products / 
hotspot )-almost two years since it 
was announced and more than one year 
after it was originally scheduled to be 
finished. Sun also released a SPARC 
version of HotSpot in June for use by 
Sun licensees. 

HotSpot features faster garbage col
lection, thread synchronization and an 
approach called "adaptive optimization," 
which means that the most perfor
mance-critical parts of an application are 
compiled first, while the rest of the 
application is left in byte code for on
the-fly interpretation. The compiler pro
files the application to identify, and then 
optimize for, performance "hot spots," 
or bottlenecks in the code, rather than 
attempting to compile everything it 
encounters, which is how traditional 
just-in-time (JIT) compilers work. 
According to Larry Abrahams, director 
of core Java 2 development at Sun, Hot
Spot offers server-side performance gains 
of 100% over Sun's Java Development 
Kit QDK) 1.1, which uses a combina
tion of Sun's classic Java Virtual Machine 
QVM) and a JIT compiler from Cuper
tino, CA-based Symantec Corp. 

HotSpot licensees and users report 
varying degrees of improvement: Marc 
San Souci, chief technology officer of 
GemStone Systems Inc., Beaverton, OR, 
which is licensing HotSpot for use in its 
GemStoneJ application server, reports 
substantial gains in performance. 
"Compared to previous revs of the Java 2 
Virtual Machine, we're seeing a two
times improvement for most routine 
operations and five-times for more 
specialized, computational-type appli
cations. One thing we've found is that 
the HotSpot garbage collector does a bet
ter job of keeping up with a VM that has 
a lot of concurrent activity and a lot of 
threads, which is typical of server-based 
software," San Souci says. 

Lowell Kaplan, senior consultant for 
Random Walk Computing Inc., a Java 
consulting firm based in New York, 
NY, agrees that HotSpot produces 
noticeable improvements in response 
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time over the JDK 1.2 JVM and JIT, 
although he hasn't done any bench
marking. "I think it's lived up to its ex
pectations in terms of performance," 
says Kaplan, who nonetheless wouldn't 
mind seeing even more performance 
increases in the future. "Any more drops 
they can squeeze out of it [would be 
good]," he says. 

On the other hand, Hewlett-Packard 
Co., Palo Alto, CA, which licensed 
HotSpot and is now putting the finish
ing touches on a HotSpot port to HP
UX, reports performance gains of closer 

to 30%. "A couple of years ago, when 
Sun started talking about HotSpot, they 
talked about a fairly revolutionary, 
order-of-magnitude improvement and 
that hasn't really materialized with this 
current version of HotSpot," says Susan 
Henson, enterprise Java program man
ager for HP. However, Henson says the 
next version of HotSpot, due out later 
this summer in early access form, is 
likely to further improve performance. 
"Sun probably had to leave some per
formance on the table [with this ver
sion) and will go back and get that in 
the next revision." 

Sun's Abrahams says the next version 
of HotSpot will indeed work on increas
ing performance and will probably add 
another 30% improvement to the perfor
mance engine's current speeds. Where 
HotSpot is most likely to make a differ
ence is in long-running, server-side appli-
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cations. "HotSpot does a great job of 
speeding up byte code by compiling into 
native code and that will help programs 
that are heavily weighted toward byte 
code execution, which typically means 
server programs," Abrahams says. 

Sun will need that extra margin to 
stay ahead of the competition. In the 
May VolanoMark ratings (http: / / 
www. volano.com/ report.html)-a 
benchmark for Java server applications 
on the Intel Corp. platform conducted 
by Volano LLC, a Java chat server vendor 
based in Seattle, WA-three compilers 

placed higher than Hot
S pot in terms of per
formance . In that test, 
HotSpot came in fourth 
behind Tower Technol
ogy Corp.'s Tower} 3.0 
for Linux and IBM 
Corp.'s JDK 1.1.7 for 
OS/2 and JDK 1.1.7 for 
Windows. 

In fact, Sun has more 
competition these days 
in the compiler arena 
than it did when it 
first announced Hot
Spot two years ago. To 
some degree, that's the 
result of Sun's delay in 
getting the HotSpot 
technology into the 
market. Tim Thatcher, 

program director of marketing for Java 
at IBM, says IBM decided to develop its 
own JIT for Windows only after decid
ing that Sun wasn't moving fast enough: 
"We were concerned that Java was not 
evolving to the extent it needed to on 
the Windows platform," Thatcher says. 
"We felt it needed a top-notch solution 
on the Windows platform. Prior to Hot
Spot, we didn't feel Sun was doing an 
adequate job of serving the needs of that 
segment of the marketplace." 

Sun also has competition from the 
makers of native compilers, which opti
mize performance by compiling Java 
byte code down to native binaries rather 
than by doing on-the-fly compilation. 
"Tower} can provide better performance 
with fewer hardware resources than 
HotSpot will ever be able to," says 
Martin Cloutier, chief operating officer 
of Tower Technology. "The reason is 
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News 
that we do all of this optimization off
line from the production machines, so 
we create a very highly optimized, com
pact, self-contained native executable, 
which runs very fast on the machines 
we target." Of course, the resulting 
native binaries don't have the advantage 
of cross-platform portability provided 
by pure Java byre code. 

Sun won't say how many vendors 
have lined up to license HotSpot, but 
says that a "sizeable number" of vendors 
are porting it to other platforms. And 
Sun's Abrahams says the technology will 
help eliminate any reluctance on the 
part of corporate customers to use Java 
for server-side applications. "If there 
ever was a barrier to adoption, HotSpot 
removes it once and for all. "-,Uh 

Setting Standards 
Sun Microsystems Inc. has altered its 

course for standardizing Java 2. Sun, the 
company responsible for developing 
the Java language, originally planned 
to submit the specification to Joint 
Technical Committee 1 (JTCl), an 
International Organization for Stand
ardization (ISO) committee, using the 
Publicly Available Specification (PAS) 
process. Instead, Sun has decided to 
submit the technology to ECMA, for
merly known as the European Com
puter Manufacrurers Association, for 
formal standardization. 

For some in the industry, this is a 
good news and bad news situation. The 
good news is Sun hopes to make the 
technology a standard. The bad news is 
some observers believe the sudden 
change could give Sun unfettered con
trol over that standard. "Sun's shift away 
from using the ISO PAS process to 
achieve de jure standardization of Java 
has removed the element of recourse 
and creditability that ISO was provid
ing," says Rich Ross, president of The 
Java Lobby, a nonprofit group dedicated 
to the advancement of Java standards 
and software. "ISO gave confidence to 

developers that Sun couldn't take chis 
thing and be a runaway train with it." 

Sun appears to have made the move 
to ECMA because of a recent change 
made by JTCl regarding the mainte
nance of standards. According to 
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JTC l's new procedures, modifications 
and maintenance of standards must 
come from a working group. Some Java 
followers believe Sun wants to maintain 
total control of Java even after it 
becomes a standard and chat perhaps 
ECMA is a way for the company to 
accomplish this. 

IH~l!+l=m;.Hl·Jt .. •••• r?'/2U 
_Membe~s of The Java Lobby rated their 
,mpress,ons of the following statement: 

"Sun :S process for Java is open and fa . " Ir. 
Here are the results: 

1. Strongly disagree 52 (9'¾) 
2. Disagree 81 (14%) 

0 

3. Neither disagree nor agree 103 (18%) 
4. Agree 202 (36%) 
5. Strongly agree 129 (23%) 

-

"Sun already has what they consider 
to be a very efficient and inclusive and 
fast process for evolving the Java tech
nology, called the Java Community 
Process," says David Harrah, group 
manager of public relations for Sun's 
JavaSoft division. ''All the Java licensees 
are able to participate. Those com
panies can get together, come up with a 
solution chat everyone agrees upon. We 
would have to scrap that process or go 
through the process twice if we had 
continued going through PAS." 

"With all due respect to ECMA, I 
don't believe it is equal in stature or 
power to the ISO," says The Java 
Lobby's Ross. "I chink this creates the 
question, 'Is ECMA in a position to 
provide any sense of security that Sun 
can't take Java at some future time and 
run away with it in some self-interested 
direction?'" 

Moreover, supporters of Sun's Java 
efforts aren't sure what to make of the 
recent development. A spokeswoman 
for IBM Corp. provided a carefully 
worded response to Sun's submission to 

ECMA chat was neither an endorse
ment nor a denouncement of the 
move: "IBM thinks that mature por
tions of Java should be managed and 
maintained by a standards organization 
and they are currently evaluating Sun's 
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ECMA proposals," she said. Quickly 
adding, "IBM really doesn't have a feel 
on the proposal and the differences 
between ISO and ECMA." 

ECMA has to officially accept the 
process of standardizing Java 2. If it 
does, the group will then lay down rules 
for how that process will work. Once 
the specification is approved, ECMA 
will submit it back to JTCl to receive 
ISO approval. At that point, because 
ECMA is a Class A ISO liaison, Java 
would not be required to go through 
PAS, avoiding the whole issue of being 
maintained by a working group. Java 2 
could be forwarded to ISO for fast-track 
approval as an international standard. 

To date, most Java supporters are 
happy with Sun's efforts . In fact, while 
Ross personally is not happy about the 
move ro ECMA, the majority of his 
organization's members are happy with 
Sun's handling ofJava. In May, members 
of The Java Lobby were asked to rate 
their opinion on the following state
ment: "Sun's process for Java is open and 

News 
fair." The members were given five 
options: strongly disagree, disagree , 
neither disagree nor agree, agree and 
strongly agree. Out of 567 respondents, 
59% agreed or strongly agreed with that 
statement, indicating support for Sun's 
management of Java. Only 9% strongly 
disagreed with the statement.-ptc 

NCs See Slow but 
Steady Growth 

The Network Computer (NC) indus
try is expected to maintain a healthy rate 
of growth in the coming years, according 
to a survey by International Data Corp. 
(IDC), Framingham, MA-and it may 
have Microsoft Corp. to thank for it. 

Worldwide shipments of enterprise 
thin clients are expected to jump 87% 
from 369,000 in 1998 to 1.2 million in 
1999 and 6 million in 2003 . This 
growth can be attributed to an increase 
in demand for Windows-based terminals 
spurred, in part, by the release last year 
of Microsoft's Windows Terminal Server 
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Edition (TSE) software and the subse
quent TSE price cuts announced in 
January. In contrast, Java-based NCs are 
expected to grow more slowly. 

"By far, as we move forward into the 
forecast, the majority [of thin clients 
shipped] will be Windows-based termi
nals," says Eileen O'Brien, director of 
NC research for IDC. "Of the 6 million 
units to ship in 2003, approximately 4.2 
million will be Windows-based and 1.8 
million will be (Java-based] Network 
Computers." She estimates the Win
dows-based terminal market will have a 
compound annual growth rate (in units 
shipped) of 80.7% from 1999 to 2003. 
The Java-based NC market is expected 
to grow 58.1 % during the same period. 

However, Howie Hunger, director of 
channels and marketing for Network 
Stations at IBM Corp., reports that IBM 
is seeing healthy sales of both its Win
dows-based and Java-based NCs. IBM, 
which sold 81,000 of its Network 
Station NCs in 1998, according to IDC, 
makes three different versions of the 
Network Station for Windows-based 
computing, Java-based computing and 
Internet access or terminal emulation. 
The Network Station 1000, specifically 
aimed at Java computing, accounted 
for 35% of sales, according to Hunger. 
"That states that either customers are 
using those devices for Java or they see a 
need for Java in the future, " he says. 
However, Hunger estimates that 50% of 
the total units sold were used for Win
dows access, indicating many customers 
may have multiple uses for their NCs. 

Hunger says the market for NCs is 
shaping up to be a fairly diverse one, 
with customers putting NCs to work in 
various applications from terminal emu
lation to client-side Java processing. "We 
take a very broad view of the thin-client 
marketplace from Windows access all the 
way up through Java. That's why we've 
had good success," Hunger says. 

IBM, which has landed a number of 
major customers for its NCs in the past 
year, came in second in number of ship
ments only to Wyse Technology Inc., 
San Jose, CA, which sold 117,000 of its 
Windows-based terminals in 1998. Sun 
Microsystems Inc. sold just 10,000 of its 
JavaStation NCs last year, according to 

IDC estimates.-.ifh 
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i-Planet: A World 
Wide Desktop 

Mobile workers may soon have an 
easier time accessing internal corporate 
files and applications thanks to Sun 
Microsystems Inc.'s April announcement 
of its i-Planet Web portal software. 

i-Planet reportedly enables users to 
access server-based applications running 
on Windows NT, UNIX (including 
Solaris) and mainframe hosts using a 
standard Web browser. That means, for 
example, a traveling employee could use 
a hotel business center PC to access an 
application residing on the corporate 
mainframe, or a sales representative could 
run a presentation off a customer's work
station. As long as the desktop client is 
equipped with a Web browser and a 
TN3270 client (for mainframe access), it 
can use i-Planet. 

"Any organization can take a UNIX 
X Window application, a mainframe 
3270 application or an NT application 
and, through the i-Planet software, 
deploy it without making one change [to 
the application]," says Kevin Kalajan, 
senior engineer for Solaris software at 
Sun and former chief technology officer 
of i-Planet Inc., which Sun purchased 
last year. 

However, IT managers shouldn't 
count on i-Planet being a simple plug
and-play solution, says Dave Kelly, vice 
president of Hurwitz Group Inc., an ana
lyst firm based in Framingham, MA. 
Network administrators should plan on 
having to devote some time to config
uring and integrating the product with 
their back-end resources, something that 
may slow the rate of adoption of i-Planet 
initially, he says. ''i-Planet will take some 
market education. Sun will have to show 
people how to utilize the technology," 
says Kelly. "But the market [for i-Planet] 
is a large one because just about every
body has these problems with remote 
access and secured access." 

Companies may also need to pur
chase software above and beyond the 
$10,000 starting price for i-Planet. 
While i-Planet needs only a browser on 
the desktop, it does require additional, 
remote access software installed on the 
server. For access to Windows NT appli
cations, for example, users will need to 
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purchase Citrix Systems Inc. WinFrame 
software or Microsoft Corp. Windows 
NT 4.0 Terminal Server Edition (TSE). 
For UNIX X Window System applica
tions, i-Planet supports GraphOn Corp. 
Go-Joe software (a five-user license for 
Go-Joe is included free with i-Planet). 

Companies can avoid the need for 
remote access software if they have an 
existing Web-enabled application that 
can be accessed via pure HTML, or if 
they require only email or file transfer 
capabilities. For simple email or file 
access, i-Planet comes with two Java 
applets-Netmail and Netfile-which can 
be downloaded to the browser without 
the need for additional server software. 

• 
The product, which has been beta

tested internally by Sun employees in the 
form of the Sun.Net corporate portal, 
is targeted not only at enterprise cus
tomers but also application service 
providers (ASPs), which provide hosted 
applications. 

i-Planet should find a receptive mar
ket in application hosting, says Ted 
Schadler, analyst with Forrester Research 
Inc., Cambridge, MA. "The primary 
issue [for Sun] is whether there is an 
attractive market for applications that 
somebody else owns. And the answer is 
absolutely yes," says Schadler. In fact, 
Forrester is predicting a boom in the 
application hosting market over the next 
few years, reaching $15 billion in revenue 
by 2003, up from $2 billion in 1999. 

One ASP already interested in 
i-Planet is Digex Inc., Beltsville, MD. 
Digex, which manages dedicated Internet 
servers for corporations, got into the 
hosting business earlier this year when it 
began offering hosted electronic com
merce applications from Pandesic LLC, 
Sunnyvale, CA. Now, Digex plans to 
offer i-Planet as well. 

"Many of our users are having a hard 
time with [access to] their legacy sys-
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terns," explains Charles Boyle, director of 
research and development at Digex. 
"This gives them the same access as 
they'd get from the office, no matter 
where they are-in a hotel, using a [public 
Internet] kiosk-it looks the same." Boyle 
says i-Planet is ideally suited for com
panies that have either a distributed or 
traveling workforce, or those trying to 
consolidate IT resources. 

Lawson Software, Minneapolis, MN, 
also sees plenty of potential in i-Planet. 
Lawson is planning to integrate i-Planet 
with its Lawson Insight II enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) application. 
"What i-Planet does is give a single point 
of authentication for all applications. So 
our customers will be able to access 
everything over the Internet, instead of 
having to install RAS [remote access 
software] on their laptops and do direct 
dial-in," says Jim McAllister, director of 
advanced technologies at Lawson. 

Security is supplied through Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) and URL redirects. 
When i-Planet detects a request from the 
client, it encrypts the traffic and directs 
it to the i-Planet server before routing it 
to an internal mail or application server. 
This provides the same level of security 
as having a virtual private network 
(VPN), says Evan Miller, Internet email 
services manager for Texas Instruments 
Inc., Dallas, TX, which just completed 
an i-Planet pilot to provide email access 
to its employees. 

"You can put i-Planet on the firewall, 
and then someone from an airport kiosk 
could log on, authenticate themselves, 
establish a secure connection via SSL and 
then have a reverse proxy that forwards 
the IMAP connection to the Internet 
mail server," Evans says. i-Planet is also 
useful for providing internal email access 
to employees who don't have their own 
PCs. "In our factories, no one has their 
own desktop. This gives us a shared-PC 
solution," Evans says. 

Currently, i-Planet runs only on 
Solaris servers. However, future releases 
will support Windows NT and will add 
load balancing and improved scalability, 
according to Sun's Kalajan. "Today, with 
one of the larger Sun machines, you 
might get on the order of 10,000 simul
taneous users. We want to get that up to 
100,000 or 1 million."-.ifh 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 
by Michael O'Brien 

'1 like you. Go home. " 

Doom and Death 
Q• You keep telling us that Mr. P 

•• has a little problem with reality. 
Like, he has very little reality, and that 
makes him the way he is. How do you 
take that? Isn't it alienating, being cooped 
up here with him? 

A Well, it does pay the bills. And 
: it's not so bad, really. His enter

tainment value is high. I never do know 
how he's going to take new things that 
come along. For example, his notion 
of what's important in the world is 
measured solely by how much Internet 
traffic is devoted to it, which makes it 
rather amusing to watch him trying to 
make sense of the online versions of 
various newspapers. Newspapers them
selves, of course, are useful only as bird
cage liners, and because his bird is vir
tual, along with its cage, watching him 
change the liners is rather unsettling, as 
I've mentioned before. 

Occasionally, though, something 
comes along that generates big Internet 
traffic and big real-world traffic, and 
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that's when conversing with him gets 
really interesting. Of course, most of the 
time his main reaction is one of com
plete outrage when he discovers that 
some high-flying site has decided to 
bounce any browser other than Internet 
Explorer or Netscape. It's the only case 
where I've ever seen him advocate an 
outright lie. He believes browsers should 
be able to tell complete confabulations 
to sites with attitudes like that. HTML 
is served up for browsers to make what 
they can of it, and bouncing a browser 
because it lacks credentials is itself an 
act that lacks class. Completely. Mr. P. 
fully supporcs, for example, Steve 
Weyer's brilliant little browser for the 
Apple Newton, Newt's Cape (http: // 

members.bellatlantic.net / 
-sweyer /newton), which can easily 
be configured to lie through its tiny 
little teeth about its identity to over
come just such nonsense. He figures 
that Opera, Lynx and other second-tier 
browsers should be equally empowered. 
A man's browser is his own business. 
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And on the subject of "mind your 
own business," we have a topic that 
is bound to stir up a few people. Mr. 
Protocol, co my complete surprise, has 
actually taken notice of the tragedy at 
Columbine High in Littleton, CO. 
Thanks to the delays in paper publi
cations that would so infuriate Mr. 
Protocol if only he paid any attention 
to paper publications, it will be old 
news by the time you read this; but if 
the past performance of the press is any 
indication, this particular cud will still 
be being chewed when this hits print, 
if only due to the chronic indigestion 
the subject seems to cause. 

Let us begin by peeling off a few lay
ers. First, the national media. Edward R. 
Murrow has been dead for years, and 
this fact has not been lost on the com
panies that have been buying up media 
outlets. They play to the bread-and-cir
cuses crowd. "Our Children: Threat or 
Menace?" is about as useful as they've 
been. The number of children who have 
shot up their schools has climbed from 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 
zero to about five in the lase couple of years, and fearless, eagle
eyed reporters have spotted a trend. Now, regardless of the face 
chat the only trends broadcast reporters are able to spot these 
days are trends in the ratings, we should note chat actually, 
crime among schoolchildren is at its lowest level in 15 or 20 
years. What's way up is the rate at which sober, middle-aged 
men are stepping off the curb in record numbers, and taking 
ochers with chem; cf the gentleman in Santa Ana, CA, who 
recently ran his car into a schoolyard because his girlfriend 
had given him the pitch. He wasn't in a fashionable age group, 
so while he got plenty of local coverage, no one is pointing to 
him as part of any national trend. Not even though adults have 
been killing children all along, and now seem to be doing so 
at record rates. 

By far the most provocative reportage, and some of the most 
responsible, has been coming from sites on the Internet, and 
especially from the rather unlikely site mounted by Slashdot 
(http: //www . slashdot . org), whose motto is "News for 
Geeks. Scuff That Matters." Geeks, indeed. Slashdot colum
nise, Jon Katz, has mounted a couple of columns entitled 
"Voices from the Hellmouth," consisting mainly of excerpted 
and anonymized email from students who vividly portray 
exactly why events at Columbine came off as they did. 

The Good Old Days? 
Let's go back oh, say 40 years, and look at the experience 

of the baby boomer generation. Eisenhower was in office, 
we were locked in the Cold War, everyone was looking to the 
House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) to save us 
from the godless Communises, and HUAC was looking to save 
us from communist Hollywood. Hollywood took notice, and 
film noir was replaced by "Singin' in the Rain. " In the after
math of World War II, there was a chicken in every pot, the 
Depression was a fading memory, everyone had 2.3 children 
and schools were quiet places, just like in the Dick and Jane 
readers. 

It's funny how that image persists to this day. Actually, this 
was the decade that made "juvenile delinquency" such a com
mon subject that the words started to sound funny. Kids don't 
grow up quietly. Ever. And especially not if they're forced 
together in groups. 

The reality is schoolchildren in the 1950s were every bit as 
savage as William Golding portrayed them in Lord of the Flies. 
The only error he made was chat he assumed it was necessary 
to isolate the children from adult contact in order for these 
tendencies to be made manifest. With the horror of Nazi 
Germany behind us, and the horror of nuclear war ahead, 
society became rigidly conformist, and the greatest rigidity 
was imposed on schoolchildren who had no say in the matter. 
The culcure was utterly unable to accept plurality, and chose 
who did not fie the mold were persecuted mercilessly by their 
peers, by their teachers, by their school administrators and 
often by their parents. Having no other outlets, the misfit 
children suffered in silence, or rebelled and were termed 
"juvenile delinquents. " 

The 1960s cracked chis mold. Society in general, and par
ents in particular, have by and large become more accepting of 

differing modes of behavior, particularly as the rebel children 
of the 1960s have had the tables turned on them by their own 
children. They may not approve, but they can identify. 

Schools, however, despite curricular reforms, have by and 
large avoided any cultural reforms. They march to the same 
beat they stepped to during the Eisenhower administration. 
Individual teachers may nourish individuality; the system as 
a whole does not. Schools are invidious, insidious, dangerous 
and subversive, because while their fundamental mission is 
to teach our society's democratic ideals along with a large, 
fixed load of subject matter, they cannot be run democratic
ally. Schools are, and must be, fascist enterprises. The most 
successful schools are chose which engage the students suffi
ciently to make them understand why this fascism is neces
sary, and why it's a very good idea to leave it behind as soon 
as practicable. 

To expect an ongoing institution to continually preach its 
own dangers is foolish . Schools are massively conservative insti
tutions by nature. Our society, forced into accepting pluralism, 
has reached a stage where some are tired of it all and yearn to 
hear a single voice, as Germany did after World War I. The 
schools stand ready and willing to step up to the bar. 

The degree of conformity demanded by most schools today 
is frightening. One example, among many, is the idiocy engen
dered by "zero-tolerance" laws, which see children expelled 
for bringing water pistols or Tylenol to school. One rule fits 
all. One behind-the-scenes argument chat is often made in 
such cases is that enforcement must be arbitrarily absolute in 
order to survive a court challenge. Most people would say that 
choosing between expelling a kid for possessing a water pistol 
and risking a court challenge, is a no-brainer. 

In the wake of the Columbine tragedy, one report centered 
on a middle school that required all of its students to wear 
blue and white "in solidarity" with the students of Columbine. 
The only problem was none of the children had blue clothing: 
blue, in chat neighborhood, was a gang color and, hence, for
bidden. One girl had been suspended the previous quarter for 
wearing a blue sweatshirt. 

Conformity. No pressure to conform in a school is as pow
erful as peer pressure. Children are by nature violently conser
vative. Literally violent. They do not, in general, tolerate dif
ferences of opinion, taste, clothing or culture. Combined with 
an administrative culture that believes the ostracism of out
casts is all a part of "socialization," the wonder is chat schools 
did not start turning into smoking craters a couple of decades 
ago. The one thing this proves is that children are adaptable. 
Any adult subjected to the uniform denigration, degradation 
and abuse that a school misfit enjoys would crack and go 
postal in a matter of months. In fact, they do. That's why 
there are more of chem. That's where the term "go postal" 
came from, remember? The quiet guy with a temper. 

What is more disturbing is chat the pressure for conform
ity is being replaced by a witch hunt. 

Students across the country are being suspended and 
expelled for the content of their Web sites set up on hosts 
which have nothing to do with the school. The American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), according to USA Today, is 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 
fielding hundreds of telephone calls per day from students 
and their families looking for help in protecting their First 
Amendment rights. In one school, a student who had been 
suspended for the content of his private Web site avoided 
expulsion by the intervention of the ACLU. In another case, 
a student in a similar situation chose to delete the offending 
site and apologize so that he could graduate with his class 
and go on to college. 

Let's see what church leaders have to say about this situa
tion. From the Westboro Baptist Church in Topeka, KS: 

"Two fi lthy fags slaughtered 13 people at Columbine High, 
and the sodomite-controlled media and the Liccleton, Colora
do community are engaged in a massive conspiracy to cover 
up the fag component of the bloody crimes." 

If you're starcled to see text like chat in a computer maga
zine, lee alone issued by a church, be it noted that this is an 
example of the leveling influence of the Internet. .. and it is 
a key to what is really going on at Columbine and elsewhere. 

The text is taken from the Web site of the Westboro Baptist 
Church, whose URL is http: //www. godhatesfags. 

com. Now, it's an indication of Mr. Protocol's odd priorities 
that the biggest question he has about chis URL is, "What's a 
church doing in the. com domain? " Good question. Makes 
you wonder what it's really out for. 

Perhaps more interesting is the structure of the site. It has 
a few pages of text, all in pretty much this tone, put in as reg
ular HTML hypertext. Most of the content, however, is con
tained behind an index page of bulletins and messages issued 
by the church. Each link leads to a large image, which is a 
scanned image of a broadsheet published by the church, using 
a printing press inherited from Ben Franklin, judging by the 
print quality. 

And chis is the key: Just about anyone reading this page 
could, if they wanted to, go to chat Web site and read every 
single one of these broadsheets. Doubcless some will, and will 
feel refreshed at finally finding someone of a clerical persua
sion who shares their views. Ochers will not. 

But, please be it noted chat almost no one reading this 
would have any reasonable opportunity to see these broad
sheets on paper, as printed by the church. Paper must be 
bought, printed and distributed, and only a small percentage 
of Americans, whatever their beliefs, can receive these, owing 
simply to reasons of cost. 

Because the site consists of scanned broadsheets, it is obvi
ous most of the creative energy of this church is channeled 
into traditional ouclecs, with the Web page being an after
thought. For chis, most of us should be thankful. The only 
"message" most of us have foisted off on us from chis church 
is whatever we gather on the nighcly news, when its members 
picket something like Matthew Shepard's funeral. Their out
put of broadsheets, pitifully small compared co what they 
could do with a really aggressive Internet campaign, passes 
us by, unnoticed. 

But the Internet is there, and it is a great leveler. The peo
ple who are using it, by the hundreds and thousands, are chose 
who are most at risk in chis campaign of oppression: the nerds, 
misfits, ,goths and outcasts who are suddenly, each and every 

one, being treated like bombs to be defused rather than as 
human beings. 

One good reason why overall juvenile crime is down over 
the past couple of decades, despite any meaningful reform in 
schools, may well be that students generally have more ouclets 
available to chem. The Internet is far from the only one-a look 
at goth club culture will show chat-but it is an important one. 
Those who play Doom and Quake are engaging in what 
Aristocle called katharis: the generation of real emotions in 
response to a fictitious environment, which allows those emo
tions to be expressed and acted on harmlessly. The gunmen 
of Columbine weren't driven to their deeds by these games. 
The truth is they were so wracked by hate chat these games 
were unable to sublimate their drives. Such people, of any 
age, are thankfully rare. 

Mr. Protocol has pointed out in the past that the Internet 
allows people with the rarest of interests to find one another, 
and (in the case of legal interests, at least) publicize them
selves. As chis is being written, we are fighting a war in Yugo
slavia where all factions (and there are a lot more than two) 
have posted Web pages touting their cause. 

The backlash of the Columbine massacre is generating a 
similar outpouring onto the Internet of chose who find them
selves making the rocky transition from ignored outcast to 
persecuted minority. So large is the flood chat mainstream 
media are beginning to cake notice. Here and there, particu
larly in the print media, one finds a story or two about the 
effect of all of chis soul-searching-turned-scapegoat-finding. 

There are those out there who are saying outright, and with 
a straight face, "School safety is more important than individ
ual rights. " 

It's an appealing position, and Columbine makes it look 
like a necessity. That doesn't make it right, any more than 
World War II made Manzanar right. If we're lucky, the courts 
will not cake 40 years to say so. 

Setting aside for a moment the elusive Mr. Protocol: I help
ed co build this Internet. Though I was not a chief designer, 
I have been on the front lines the whole way. I, and others 
like me, always intended it to be what Ursula LeGuin calls 
an Oikumene: a common meeting ground for all. SIW Expert 
is a technical magazine, so there's a good chance some of its 
readers may be members of the "trench-coat crowd." If so, 
and if what I've said seems right (or wrong!), lee me know. 
You will be heard. My address is below. ~ 

Mike O'Brien has been noodling around the UNIX world for 
far too long a time. He knows he started out with UNIX Research 
Version 5 (not System V, he hastens to point out), but forgets the 
year. He thinks it was around 1975 or so. 

He founded and ran the first nationwide UNIX Users Group 
Software Distribution Center. He worked at Rand during the glory 
days of the Rand editor and the MH mail system, helped build 
CSNET (first at Rand and later at BBN Labs Inc.) and is now work
ing at an aerospace research corporation. 

Mr. Protocol refuses to divulge his qualifications and may, in 
fact, have none whatsoever. His email address is amp@cpg.com . 
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UNIX Basics 
by Peter Collinson, Hillside Systems 

Just what is that File? 

W henever I get a new com
puter system, I spend some 
time poking around the file 

system to see what is there. Of course, 
one of life's universal rules applies: look
ing is generally fine, touching needs to 
be discouraged. A long time ago, I learn
ed that running commands you just 
happen to find lying around can cause 
huge amounts of grie( It's considerably 
more dangerous to run an unknown 
command as superuser, so don't ever 
do that. "Danger, Will Robinson!" 

Incidentally, if you are a new user of 
a free UNIX system of whatever flavor, 
be sure to set up a user account for your
self that doesn't have superuser privilege. 
You should only log on as root in 
extremis; it's better to get into the habit 
of logging on as a normal user and using 
the su command to obtain unprotected 
privilege only when needed. 

That being said, it seems to me there 
are an increasing number of commands 
and files on UNIX systems that are un
explained and mysterious. You'll find 

them scattered around the system and, 
occasionally, by looking at output from 
the ps command. It used to be that all 
(maybe only nearly all) commands had 
associated manual pages, so if you found 
a command called doi t, there was a 
good chance that man doi t would tell 
you what the command was. If the man 
command failed, the command was per
haps lurking quietly on an associated 
manual page and it was possible to use 
grep to search through the manual page 
sources with the hope of finding some
thing sensible. Well, my Solaris system 
certainly seems to possess some "secret" 
commands, whose purposes are barely 
discernible. Just what does / sbin/ 
bpgetfile do? I think the lack of 
documentation is a retrograde step. 

On Linux, you are presented with at 
least three sources of basic information: 
manual pages, the GNU info system 
and the Linux HOWTO documentation. 
Having to look in three places is not 
helpful. Attempts are being made to 
create one single coherent set of docu-
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mentation, or at least have a unified 
interface to the disparate document 
sources. The newly announced 
GNOME desktop has one GUI that 
accesses the various information sources. 
It's still not possible to search for some 
random text, and I find this annoying. 
The ability to grep through manual 
pages is a great boon and can save a 
great deal of time. 

Looking at the File 
OK, so you've found a mysterious file 

and want to know something about it. 
What do you do? Well, you may be able 
to deduce something about its contents 
from its file name. This is not guaran
teed because UNIX itself cannot enforce 
any rules on how a file is named. Never
theless, files are often named using stan
dard suffixes. For example, source code 
for the C language will be found in a file 
that ends in . c. We are all kept in line 
following this convention because the 
C compilation command cc (or gee) 
recognizes the standard suffixes and 
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processes files differently based on their suffix. However, there's 
nothing co stop me from placing a shell script into a file called 
scri pt. c and happily executing the script. So, the file name 
may not really cell you much about the file on a UNIX system. 

We really need co look at the contents of our mysterious file 
co be sure what it contains. UNIX supplies the file com
mand, which opens files and cries to tell us what they contain. 
Of course, you need co have appropriate permissions co read 
the mysterious file and, actually, most UNIX files have their 
permissions set co allow reading by all. In the example below, 
I ran the f i le command on my Solaris system in a directory 
where I have collected various files for demonstration purposes: 

$fi l e* 
core : ELF 32 - bi t MSB core file SPARC 

Version 1, from ' cat' 
dir : director y 
ix : Eng l ish t ext 
ls : ELF 32 - bi t MSB execut able SPARC 

Ve r sion 1, dynamically linked, stripped 
pdficon. gif: 
typescript : 

GIF f i l e, v8 7 
ascii t ext 

I've folded some of the lines for printing purposes. The file 
command examines each of the files you give it on the com
mand line. Each file is subjected co a sequence of tests and a 
message is printed guessing the contents of the file . 

The first sec of tests uses standard UNIX system calls co 
see what can be determined about the file. UNIX provides the 
stat system call chat returns a file's metadata, the information 
the system holds about each file. The mecadaca contains che 
file's owner, its access permissions, modification time informa
tion and size. The file type is stored as part of the file permis
sions. UNIX doesn't have many different file types; the types 
scored are only chose chat are used internally by the kernel co 
distinguish a plain file from a directory, or a symbolic link 
from a file chat's used co access a peripheral and so on. In the 
above example, file cells us chat dir is a directory by look
ing at che file's mecadaca. 

The second sec of tests in the file command looks for 
magic numbers in the file. Many file formats , both text and 
binary, contain a magic value at their scare chat is used in the 
normal course of processing co check chat it does contain cor
rect information. For example, a file holding a document in 
Adobe Systems Inc.'s Portable Document Format (PDF) scares 
with the sering %PDF, which allows the Acrobat reader co refuse 
co play when supplied with any ocher file format. Actually, 
%PDF is followed by a hyphen and a PDF version number, 

which enables Adobe to alter the way the PDF protocol works 
as time progresses. The Acrobat program can look at the ver
sion number and say: "OK, chis version did this in such and 
such a way." The Acrobat reader is also able co announce its 
own demise: "Sorry, the file contains a format I don't under
stand, please gee a new version of Acrobat. " 

Anyway, there are a great number of these cellcale magic 
numbers used by the file program co deduce the basic con
tents of the file. In the original versions of f i le, the magic 
values were compiled into the binary and could not be altered. 
These days, you'll find chem in a text file called / etc / magic 
(the actual position of the file may vary from system co sys
tem; it's in / etc on Solaris) . Solar is has a manual page chat 
describes the format of the file, so you can add in the know
ledge of your local files should you wish co. 

If a magic value is found in the target file, then the f i 1 e 
program may' continue co obtain information about the file 
using some code chat knows about specific file contents. For 
example, most versions of f i 1 e will cell you the name of the 
command chat dumped core and created a cor e file. Incident
ally, I induced the cat command co generate the cor e file in 
the example above. The cat program didn't crash and burn. 

Executable programs use several magic numbers co indicate 
their type, which are understood by the kernel when the pro
gram is launched. The file program will decode the binary 
header and cell you not just the type of program, but will sup
ply ocher information as well. Perhaps the program is "dynami
cally'' linked, meaning it pulls some portions of its code from a 
shared library at the start of its run. The f i le command will 
cell you whether the file containing a program has been "strip
ped," which means its symbol cable has been removed, making 
the file considerably smaller. The symbol cable is useful when 
debugging the program, it allows debuggers co find the value 
of named variables in the program. The information is not 
really relevant when the command is "in production use." 

If the f i le program cannot locate a magic number it 
knows, then it uses a set of heuristic tests to check on the file. 
These tests are used co cell us chat the ix file in my example 
is "English text" and the type script file is "ASCII text." 
Actually, the ix file contains HTML in English, and the 
typescript file is the output from the script program, 
logging a terminal session. It contains several nonprinting 
characters, like the backspaces that I typed when I deleted 
some text on the input line. 

The file program does a fairly good job. At least, it can 
stop you loading binary rubbish down co the screen. Random 
binary data that is sent co a screen can have bad effects because 
the data can contain sequences the terminal (or terminal emu
lator) interprets as programming information. I find my 
xterm windows hang occasionally because I've managed co 
cat a binary file at the screen. 

The strings Command 
Well, we've looked at our mysterious file and discovered it's 

a program or a text file chat contains what looks like configu
ration data. What next? Well, something must be using the 
file, and that something could be a compiled program. On 
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Linux, or other source-full systems, you can search the source 
with grep looking for the file name; assuming, of course, that 
the file name is significantly distinctive, allowing the string to 
stand out from any normal file contents. 

However, on a binary-only system, like Solaris, things are 
a little more complicated, and we need to employ a different 
strategy. We can use the strings command to scan files 
looking for C-language text strings. When programming in 
C, any string (such as a file name) will be compiled into the 
binary and stored in contiguous bytes terminated by a byte 
containing a null character (a character of value zero). The 
strings command makes use of this knowledge by scanning 
any file that is supplied on its command line looking for a 
minimum of four contiguous ASCII characters terminated 
by a null byte or a newline indicator. The four-byte minimum 
is imposed because sometimes machine code instructions can 
appear to be a legal string, and the printing of these sequences 
will get in the way of any real strings the program may con
tain. An option to the strings program allows you to con
trol the number count. 

Printing the output from a strings command for 
publication is likely ro fill loads of column inches and tell 
you little. I suggest you run the command and see the full 
gory details for yourself. Sometimes, the raw output will tell 
you things about the mysterious file because the file will 
contain help strings or error messages. When looking for 
something specific, I usually run the output from strings 
through grep. Here, I am looking at the sendmail binary 
to see where it expects to find its control file, 
sendmail. cf: 

$ strings / usr/lib /sendmail I grep sendmail.cf 
sendmail.cf 
/ etc /mail /sendmail.cf 

This sendmail binary contains / etc / mail / sendmail. 
cf, so there's a good chance that's where it will look for its 
configuration file. 

I used the strings command a few years back to look at 
Year 2000 compliance on several machines. The standard C 
routine that translates time in seconds from January 1, 1970, 
into a structure that holds the day, month, year and time of 
day, delivers only the last two digits of the year. When UNIX 
was invented, many programmers printed the year from pro
grams using a constant string in a print statement: 

"19%d" or 
"19%2d" or 
"19%02d" 

which made the printing code output "19" followed by the 
number of the year (%d), or the number of the year as two 
digits (%2d) or, more properly, the number of the year as two 
digits ensuring that any leading zero digit is printed as a zero 
and not a space (%02d). Well, as we approach 2000, we've 
hopefully learned to add "1900" to the year value to obtain 
the correct date, and the print statements have changed to 

print the number as four digits: 

"%d" or 
"%4d " 

Several years back, when I scanned binaries of a couple of 
systems looking for strings that contained 19%, I found only a 
couple of commands that contained old code. They are fixed 
now in recent releases, but it was illuminating to find how few 
commands did have this problem. 

The scanning script for such an exercise is easy to con
struct. If we change into the bin directory, we can type 

$ cd /usr/bin 
$ ls I while read name 
do 

echo $name 
strings $name I grep '19%' 

done 

Here, we use the ls command to generate a list of the file 
names and this is piped into a loop. Incidentally, you can't 
pipe program results into loops in csh, which is one very 
compelling reason to use a Bourne shell variant when pro
gramming. The loop reads the names one at a time into the 
name variable. For each name, we first echo it so that we can 
see what we are processing. We then run strings on the file 
and pass the output into grep looking for the appropriate 
string. We end up with a list of file names on the standard 
output. If we find anything in a file, the matched string will 
appear after the file name. 

This is a quick hack, and is fine if there are only a small 
number of files being scanned. It's about the level of complex
ity where the code is easy to type into the shell and to get a 
result. Ideally, we'd like to have output only for the files that 
contain the string we are looking for. The script becomes 
slightly more complicated, and perhaps pushes the code to 
a point where you might think about putting it into a com
mand file. Here's the more selective version: 

$ cd /bin 
$ ls while read name 
do 

$op= $(strings $name I grep '19 %' ) 
if [ $op ! = "" l 
then 

echo " $name" 
echo "$op" 

fi 
done 

The inner loop runs the strings ... grep command 
sequence as before, but captures any output into a shell 
variable using the POSIX $ ( ... ) syntax that replaced the 
previous (unnestable) backquote mechanism. We now test 
whether we've found anything by looking at the result and 
only proceeding further if the result is non-null. I've quoted 
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UNIX Basics 
the arguments to the echo commands to preserve any new
lines or spaces in the values. 

We can extend this command sequence to search for all 
binary programs on a file system, by replacing the ls com
mand in the scripts above with 

find/ -type f -exec file{} \; J 

grep ELF I 
awk -F: '{print $1}' I 
while read name 

The commands as above 

The find command is one of the delights of UNIX, and it 
is worth getting to grips with its somewhat arcane syntax. It 
scans a file system tree applying a set of tests to all the files 
it finds. In the above example, it says: start at the root of the 
file system(/) and look for all regular files (-type f). When 
one is found, the command between the -exec and the semi
colon is run. The backslash immediately before the semicolon 
is used to tell the shell to pass the semicolon into the find 
command; otherwise, the shell would see it and think it was 
an end-of-statement separator. The curly braces in the argu
ment to the -exec option are replaced by the name of the 
file. The effect is to run the file command on every regular 
file in the file system. 

The output we obtain from the find command is the 
same as in my example at the beginning of the article. We 
now select only the executable files by using grep to choose 
the output lines that contain the word ELF. Having found 
the files we want, we need to reduce each output line so 
that it contains just the file name. 

There are several different ways to reduce the line. I've 
chosen to use awk because the file command adds a colon 
afrer each file name and we can use this as a column-separator 
character. So, I tell awk to split its input into columns using 
the colon character (-F: ). I know then that the first column 
will contain the file name I want. The rest of the awk com
mand prints the first column ' {print $1} ', and we 
now have a stream of file names that can be processed by 
the scanning code. 

The scanning code I've outlined has many uses. I once used 
the technique to find the program that was writing a mysteri
ous message to a log file. The message wasn't an obvious system 
error, and there was a good chance of finding the culprit and 
sorting out its problems by looking for the string in the binary. 

Follow-Up 
I'd like to finish this month with some observations sent 

to me by several readers via email in reaction to my article 
entitled "Automation" (SIW Expert, April 1999, Page 26, 
http:/ / sw. expert. com/C2 /SE. C2 .APR. 99 .pdf). 
One of the things I discussed in that article was the shell 's 
PATH variable, and I showed you how you could create a 
series of directories to be searched when a command is 
typed into the shell. My correspondents complained that 
I had put the current working directory into the example 
path. I still do this, so I can create commands in the current 

directory and execute them without having to explicitly 
say $ . / command. 

However, putting the current working directory in your 
search path can be dangerous in some environments, because 
it allows an unscrupulous person to place their own version of 
a common command in a directory and fool you into running 
it. A favorite student trick when I was running academic sys
tems was to send mail saying, "Look at this neat command 
fggxu in my directory." You would use cd to move into the 
directory, type fggxu and get a "Command not found" mes
sage. You would then type ls without thinking, and find that 
the command was fgxu. It was probably neat, too. However, 
what you didn't spot was the private version of the ls com
mand that was lurking in the directory and, of course, you'd 
run that command when you typed ls. The private ls was 
run as you, with your permissions at the time, and could do 
a variety of things ranging from funny to nasty. 

The potential for running a fake or Trojan command is 
the reason why you may not want to place the current working 
directory into your PATH variable. Doing so adds a security hole 
to your environment, meaning that any standard command you 
are trying to run may not be the command you think it is. 

One way to avoid the problem is to never allow the shell 
to execute a command from the current working directory by 
ensuring that your PATH variable doesn't contain it. Another 
way is to place the current working directory at the end of the 
chain of direcrories, so the common commands will be found 
and used before any fake ones. 

Whether this is likely to happen to you is dependent 
on your environment. You need to take a view on this, as 
lawyers say. ~ 

Peter Collinson runs his own UNIX consultancy, dedicated to 
earning enough money to allow him to pursue his own interests: 
doing whatever, whenever, wherever ... He writes, teaches, con
sults and programs using Solaris running on a SPARCstation 2. 
Email: pc@cpg.com. 
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by .tEleen Frisch 

More Useful Tools 

I~ n previous columns (see "Tools 
for Getting Things Done," March 

. 1999, Page 36, and "Useful Tools, 
Part 2," April 1999, Page 35), we con
sidered some of the tools Windows 
NT provides for performing important 
administrative tasks. This month, we'll 
consider additional tools beyond what 
Microsoft Corp. provides, including both 
free software and commercial products. 

These programs and utilities provide 
a wide range of function-

in some of the examples that follow to 
save space, and we will be using three 
right brackets as our Windows NT 
command prompt. 

A Potpourri of 
Mostly Freeware 

We begin with Service+ from Active+ 
Software (http: //www. acti veplus. 

com), which is intended as a replacement 
to the Services control panel applet. 

ality, ranging from system 
information and config
uration aids to real-time sys
tem activity monitors and 
security-related commands. 
Unless otherwise stated, all 
of the tools are available at 
the Beverly Hills Software 
download site, http: / / 

32bi t. bhs. c om (usually 
in demo form for the com
mercial products). Note that 
we have had to shorten and 
reformat command output 

Figure 1. The Service+ Utility 
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When installed, it appears as an icon 
in the usual Windows NT Services win
dow. It provides similar functionality to 
the normal applet with some enhance
ments, and it has the advantage that it 
can operate services running either on 
the local system or a remote host. The 
dialogs in Figure 1 illustrate this utility's 
features. 

The dialog box on the left shows the 
Service+ main window, which lists all 
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of the services that are installed on the 
selected computer. The buttons at the 
bottom of the window allow you to start, 
stop, pause and resume the selected ser
vice. The Remove button enables you to 
delete a service (the delsrv command 
from the Windows NT Resource Kit 

Figure 2. The Samwise Utility 

can perform the same function). The 
Properties button brings up the dialog 
box shown on the right, allowing you to 
specify a start-up mode for the service, as 
well as the account that it will run as. In 
addition, this window displays the names 
of other services on which the current 
one depends, as well as subordinate services that depend on it. 
Finally, you can use the Name field at the bottom of the dialog 
box to rename the service. Pricing for Service+ starts at $35 
for a single computer system. 

The showrne utiliry (written by Don W Alexander and 
distributed as freeware) is a useful tool for quickly determining 
disk space usage by subdirectory. As such, it provides similar 
functionaliry to the UNIX du command. Running showrne 
displays the size of each subdirectory within the directory 
specified as the command's argument. For example, to display 
the sizes of the subdirectories under the usual Windows NT 
installation directory, use the following command: 

showme c: \ winnt \ *.* 

Note that the wildcards must be included. I find this com
mand syntax hard to remember, so I have written a bat file 
called du, which adds the wildcards for me and precedes the 
command output with some header lines: 

>>> type du.bat 
echo off 
els 
echo Subdirectory Bytes MB 
echo 
showme.exe %1% \ *.* 
echo-------------------------

>>> du c: \winnt 
Subdirectory Bytes MB 

--------------------------
Config 1614 0.00 
Cursors 242572 0.24 
Fonts 10509255 10.51 
Help 4286241 4.29 

system32 173287294 173.29 

As the output indicates, showrne is not recursive and displays 
disk space usage only for first-level subdirectories under the 
starting directory (rather than descending to the bottom of 
the tree). 

OD 

Samwise is another useful freeware utiliry (written by Bob 
Friedman). It provides a convenient GUI interface for editing 
a variery of frequently changed registry keys. Fields controlling 
the various settings are collected into a series of panels within 
the utiliry's main window (illustrated in Figure 2). 

The dialog on the left shows login and start-up/shutdown
related settings, including keys controlling whether or not the 
Shutdown button is enabled in the login dialog box and speci
fying the title and content text for the optional legal notice 
dialog box. While the registry settings corresponding to the 
items on this panel can all also be set via the system policy 
editor, the same is not true for those in the Server/Nerwork 
panel shown on the right. Some of the latter settings relate to 
the manner in which the local system participates in browsing 
and browser elections, and the Samwise interface provides a 
very convenient mechanism for modifying them. 

Next, we will consider rwo freeware utilities for assigning 
user rights from the command line: grant (written by Andreas 
Hansson) and ntprivs (written by Michael T. Gercevich). 
The grant utiliry can list, add or delete user rights, and it 
has the following syntax: 

grant action right user-or-group server 

where action is a keyword indicating rhe operation to perform, 
right is the desired user right and the remaining rwo arguments 
indicate the user or group and server upon which the action is 
to be taken, respectively. The list action keyword displays a 
list of all defined user rights, while the show action keyword 
displays the holders of the specified user right, as in the follow
ing example, which displays the holders of backup privilege: 

>>> grant show SeBackupPrivilege 
Accounts with SeBackupPrivilege: 

BUILTIN\ Backup Operators 
BUILTIN\Server Operators 
BUILTIN\ Administrators 

The following command grants this right to user Chavez 
using the add action keyword: 

grant add SeBackupPrivilege Chavez 
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Similarly, you can use the del action to remove a user right. 
The n tpr i vs command can perform similar tasks. For 

example, the following command removes the backup privilege 
from user Chavez: 

ntprivs - Backup Chavez 

Like grant, ntprivs accepts a server name as its final argu
ment and, therefore, can operate on either a local or remote sys
tem. It also uses more intuitive names for user rights. 

The ntlast command can display login history data for 
Windows NT systems (it is freeware written by J.D. Glaser) . 
Its options and arguments allow you to specify the system from 
which you want information (local or remote) and to limit the 
display to either successful or failed logins (both are included 
by default) and/or to a specific user. Its normal output is rather 
verbose, but the -c option limits the display to one line per 
login (following the style of the UNIX last command): 

>>> ntlast -c 
SQL Acct BOREALIS VALA May 21 07:52:46 1999 
administrator BOREALIS \\VALA May 21 07:52:44 1999 
Administrator BOREALIS VALA May 21 07:52:42 1999 
Chavez BOREALIS \\DEMETER May 20 10:39:04 1999 
Chavez BOREALIS \\ SHEILA May 13 21:08:48 1999 

In the above example, we can see that user Chavez last logged 
in to the local system on May 20 from DEMETER, and logged 
in from SHEILA seven days prior. Note that this command 
does not distinguish between true interactive logins and those 
generated by resource usage from a remote system (because 
Windows NT does not distinguish them either). 

The ExitsNT facility (written by Peter van Wingerden) is a 
freeware tool that adds an icon to the system tray, allowing for 
one-click system shutdown (the icon image is of a little com-

Systems Internals Software 

FREE SOFTWARE 

CacheSet: Sets various Cache Manager parameters. 
Contig: Creates contiguous files. 
CPUmon: Continuously displays CPU activity data. 
Ctrl2cap: Switches Caps Lock and Ctrl keys. 
Diskmon: Continuously displays hard disk activity. 
Filemon: Continuously displays file system activity. 
Frob: Sets scheduler parameters. 
Handle: Displays open files by process (command line). 
HandleEx: Displays open objects by process. 
ListDLLs: Lists loaded DLLs by process. 
NewSID: Changes computer system ID (SID). 
NTFSinlo: Displays usage information about NT file systems. 
Pmon: Continuously displays process creation/deletion activity. 
Portmon: Continuously displays serial and parallel port activity. 
Regmon: Continuously displays registry-related activity. 
Sdelete: Secures file overwriting program. 
Strings: Searches Unicode and ASCII strings of binary files. 

puter, a choice which is not completely intuitive to me). By 
default, a single click on the ExitsNT icon initiates an imme
diate shutdown; fortunately, you can configure the utility to 
require a double-dick instead. Right-clicking on the icon 
brings up a menu containing shutdown, reboot, powerdown 
and logoff options, and also provides a means for configuring 
and exiting from the utility itself. 

We will consider utilities designed to recover deleted files as 
the final item in this next section. Normal Windows NT usage 
has file deletion occurring through the Recycle Bin, where files 
are temporarily saved until the user empties the bin manually. 
However, files deleted from the command line or via programs 
don't go through the Recycle Bin and cannot be recovered by 
simply restoring them from it, and neither can items that were 
removed when the bin was emptied. Furthermore, like many 
users, I always set the Recycle Bin to immediate delete, so it 
provides no safeguard at all for me. 

The Recover NT facility from Sunbelt Software (http: / / 
www. sunbel t-software. corn) can sometimes restore delet
ed files, whether or not they ever went through the Recycle 
Bin (pricing starts at $295 for a single system). Its strategy is 
to examine the entire disk in order to locate whatever files it 
can, taking a brute-force approach to the problem. Once it has 
finished, it provides a list of all files currently on the disk and 
those that can be recovered from unused space. The user inter
face could be a lot easier to use-for example, it is necessary to 
scroll through a huge list of files to find the one you want-but 
the utility does get the job done and I have successfully recov
ered more files with it than I care to remember. 

Software from Systems Internals 
Systems Internals' site (http: //www. sys internals. 

corn) offers a variety of extremely useful sofrware, mostly free of 
charge, by Mark Russinovich and Bryce Cogswell (see "Systems 
Internals Software" for a list of some of the programs that are 

Sync: Flushes disk buffers to disk. 
TCPView: Displays TCP and UDP connections/endpoints. 
Undelete for Windows NT: Expands the Recycle Bin to catch 
files deleted from command prompts and within programs. 
Uptime: Shows how long a system has been up. 
VolumelD: Sets disk partition volume IDs. 
Winobj: An Object Manager namespace viewer. 

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 

FAT32: Makes FAT32 file systems accessible to Windows NT. 
ERO Commander: A bootable floppy set for Windows NT giving 
system access and read/write file system access via 15 or more 
standard commands. The Professional Edition adds support for 
striped volumes, password recovery and additional commands. 
NTFSDOS Tools: A read/write NTFS driver for DOS/Windows 
(limited file renaming and copying). 
Remote Recover. Provides access to drives on a dead 
Windows NT computer across the network. 
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most germane to Windows NT systems administration). We 
have space to look at only a few of them here. 

We'll begin with a few command-line utilities. The uptime 
command shows how long the local system has been up (in 
other words, the time since it was last rebooted): 

>>> uptime 
This computer has been up for O days, 
0 hours, 20 minutes, 49 seconds. 

This utility performs the same function as the one of the same 
name available on UNIX systems. 

Like uptime, sync is another UNIX utility that is miss
ing from Windows NT. The version provided by Systems 
Internals flushes the disk buffers associated with all hard disk 
partitions by default. You can include its -r option to flush 
the buffers corresponding to removable disks as well, as in the 
following example: 

>>> sync -r 
Flushing: CD EFG HK 

As this example illustrates, the utility displays each drive letter 
as it does its work. 

The contig command can be used to make an existing 
file contiguous, which in some circumstances will improve 
disk 1/0 performance. For example, the following command 
will attempt to make the specified library file contiguous (with 
the command operating in quiet mode): 

>>> contig -q c: \ winnt \ system32 \ vfp6r.dll 
Contig Vl.21 - makes files contiguous 
Copyright (C) 1998 Mark Russinovich 
http: //www.sysinternals.com 

Processing files in silent mode ... 

(Despite Russinovich's brilliance as a programmer and analyzer 
of Windows NT and other operating systems, he still has a bit 
to learn about what "quiet" means.) The contig utility can 
also be used to create a new contiguous file of a specified size. 

The final command-line utility we will consider here is 
strings, which searches binary files for Unicode or ASCII 
character strings (again operating in an analogous manner to 
the UNIX utility of the same name). For example, the follow
ing command will search the Windows NT kernel loading 
utility for Unicode strings: 

>>> strings c:\ntldr 
ScsiAdapter 
LastKnownGood 
Microsoft(R) Windows NT(TM) Operating System 
ProductVersion 
4.00 

Systems Internals has also produced a number of useful 

Figure 3. The Filemon Facility 

IAP_toll_Q.EANUP K:\\llork\9in\UPT1ME.EXE 
IAP_MJ_O.OSE K:\Work\Srl\UPTJME.EXE 
IAP_MJ_AEAD• K:\\llork\Bin\UPTlME.EXE 
IAP_MJ_AEAD• K:\Wo,k\Bin\UPTIME.EXE 
IAP_MJ_O.OSE K:\Wo,k\Bin\UPTIME.EXE 

Offaet 286nlength: 1536 
Olftet 17.tOEILenglh: 11264 

GUI-based system monitoring tools. We'll look at Filemon 
as a typical example; it is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Filemon produces a display of all ongoing operations with
in the Windows NT file system. Like other utilities of this 
type, Filemon continuously updates its display, thereby provid
ing the ability to monitor file system activity in real-time. In 
Figure 3, the uptime utility has just been run from the com
mand line, and we see the file access operations performed on 
its executable image file, which resulted from that command. 
Systems Internals provides similar facilities for monitoring 
low-level CPU, disk 1/0, registry access and serial/parallel 
port activity. 

Another useful monitoring facility is HandleEx, a GUI 
program that displays file and thread resource usage for a 
process (see Figure 4, Page 36). Note: Systems Internals' 
Handle and ListDLLs utilities provide equivalent command 
line-based functionality. 

The top window illustrates HandleEx's default mode of 

ALPHANUMERIC 
eAGING., E.QR,UNIX 

RELIABLE, EASY DELIVERY OF 
MESSAGES ANYTIME ANYWHERE 

• Email forwarded to pager automatically 
• Pages can be generated from scripts, and 

network monitoring programs 
• GUI and command line interface 
• Works with any paging service 
• Automatic email confirmation, history logs 

and error reporting 
• Client-server technology 
• Works with digital and alphanumeric pagers 

Personal Productivity Tools 
for the Unix Desktop 

14141 Miranda Rd 
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 
Email: sales@ppt.com 
Tel: (650) 917-7000 
Fax: (650) 917-7010 
http://www.ppt.com 

Circle No. 19 
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Figure 4. The HandleEx Facility 
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operation: the lower portion of the window displays all object 
handles associated with the process selected in the window's 
upper pane. In chis case, we are viewing the handles associated 
with the main SQL Server process (beware the display has been 
truncated). From this data, we can determine several of the 
disk files used by the server, two of the registry keys it relies 
on and some of the threads the process currently comprises. 

The bottom window illustrates the utility operating in its 
ocher mode: listing dynamic link library (DLL) files associated 
with a process. Again, chis example shows chose corresponding 
to the main SQL Server process. 

The Systems Internals site also provides access to the com
mercial software created by Russinovich and Cogswell; chis 
software is marketed and support-

support for additional system facilities, such as striped vol
umes, as well as the chkdsk command. Pricing starts at $249 
for the regular version and $324 for the Professional version 
(you can upgrade from the regular version to the Professional 
version for the $75 difference in price). 

When you purchase ERD Commander in either version, 
what you get is a program chat can create these bootable disk
ettes, not the boocable disk set itself. In order to make the disk 
set, you must run the program, providing it with a set of stan
dard Windows NT setup disks chat it will modify; if desired, 
it can create a new set of chem as it runs. I recommend you 
choose the latter option rather than modifying your original 
Windows NT setup disks. 

Windows NT Security Tools 
Pedestal Software (http: / / www.pedestalsoftware. 

com) offers a variety of very useful Windows NT security
related command-line utilities (written by Keith Woodard 
and Fernando Trias) in a single package. These utilities may 
be divided into four main classes: file permissions modifica
tion cools (including access control lists, or ACLs, file owner
ship and auditing settings), registry key permissions cools, 
share permissions cools and a user account utility. 

This package, called NTSec for short, is available in two 
versions (with and without auditing tools); pricing starts at 
$15 (nonauditing version) and $55 (full version) for a single 
compute~ system. Some of the most useful are summarized in 
"NT Security Tools from Pedestal Software." We'll conclude 
chis column by considering a few examples. 

NTSec includes several utilities for modifying ACLs. For 
example, the listacl command lists the contents of an 
ACL, while the igrant and irevoke commands add and 
remove specified access for a specific user/group from an ACL, 
respectively. For example, the first command below gives user 
Chavez all defined permissions (granted individually) for the 
file ntsec. txt, augmenting whatever permissions she had 
before. The second command replaces user Wong's current 
permissions with Read-Execute-Change access: 

ed by Winincernals Software and 
may be purchased via http: / / 
www. winternals.com.Of 

NT Security Tools from Pedestal Software 

its many useful products, ERD 
Commander is deserving of 
special mention. This package 
may be used to create a set of true 
boocable Windows NT floppy 
disks; when used, they boot the 
system into a limited command
line mode from which it can be 
repaired (similar to a limited 
single-user mode under UNIX). 
This command shell provides 
around 15 commands that can 
be used to examine and modify a 
troubled system. The Professional 
version of ERD Commander adds 
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Listacl : Displays file permissions and auditing settings. 
Swapacl: Reassigns file permissions from one user/group to another. 
lgrant, lrevoke: Grants/revokes file and directory permissions, respectively. 
Swapdomain: Swaps one domain for another in ACLs. 
Setowner: Sets file/directory ownership. 
Saveacl, Restacl : Saves/restores ownership and/or permissions to/from file , respectively. 
Reglistacl: Displays registry subkey security and auditing settings. 
Reggrant, Regrevoke: Grants/removes access to registry keys, respectively. 
Regsetowner: Changes registry key ownership. 
Regswapacl: Reassigns permissions from one user/group to another. 
Regauditadd, Regauditdel: Adds/removes auditing settings for registry keys, respectively. 
Auditadd, Auditdel: Adds/removes auditing on files and directories, respectively. 
NTuser: Adds/modifies/deletes users, groups and policies. 
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>>> igrant -f chavez:,rwopxd ntsec.txt 
>>> igrant -f -replace wong:rxp ntsec.txt 
>>> listacl ntsec.txt 
C: \ Bin \ ntsec.txt 

Owner: Administrators (lg) 
Administrators (lg) 
Everyone 
SYSTEM 
Server Operators (lg) 

Chavez 
Wong 

(All) 

(RWXD) 
(All) 

(RWXD) 
(RWXDOP) 
(RXP) 

The final command lists the contents of the ACL on the same 
file, and the display verifies that Chavez's and Wong's per
missions are as we have just set them. 

The command syntax may seem a little strange at this 
point, but it is easily explained. The igrant utility is a gen
eral command that can set both file and directory permissions 
(the -f option says to operate only on files). The command's 
first argument, consisting of a name followed by a colon and 
two comma-separated permissions sets, specifies the desired 
directory and file-level permissions. In the above examples, 
we have lefr the directory permissions blank because we are 
concerned only with a file's ACL. 

In a similar manner, the irevoke command can be used 
to remove specified permissions from an ACL, using the 
-replace option again serving to overwrite rather than 
selectively modify any current permissions. For example, the 
following command takes away Chavez's access to this file: 

irevoke -f chavez:,all ntsec.txt 

The swapacl command allows you to reassign existing 
ACL entries from one user or group to another. It can be very 
useful in circumstances when you need to move permissions 
from one user to another. For example, the following command 
reassigns Chavez's permissions to the group chem for all the 
files on drive d: (-r says to operate recursively): 

swapacl -r chavez chem d: \ *.* 

Note: The -clone option may be similarly used to copy an 
existing ACL entry without removing the original one. 

File ownership may be specified with the setowner 
command. For example, the following command makes user 
Chavez the owner of all files in the billing subdirectory with 
the exception of Excel spreadsheet files: 

setowner -r chavez billing \ *.* -x *.xls 

The saveacl and restacl commands are used to save 
the ACLs for a subtree to a disk file and then to reapply them 
later, respectively. For example, the saveacl command below 
records the ACL for every file in the Windows NT installation 
directory tree, saving them to the file named saved_acls. A 
subsequent restacl command could be used to apply those 
ACLs to the same files, either on the same system or on a dif-

ferent system-in this way, a standard set of permissions could 
be easily applied to multiple systems (and automating the 
process would be very easy): 

saveacl -r c : \ winnt saved_acls 

By default, the ACL data from the file completely replaces 
those residing in the file system ro which it is applied. How
ever, the restacl command can also merge the permissions 
specified in a file with those already existing on the system via 
a single option: 

restacl -mergewithreplace saved_acls 

The -mergewi threplace option says ro replace the existing 
ACL entry with the one found in the specified file, but leaves 
other entries alone (that is, those for which no entry is record
ed in the saved file). 

For our final example, we will briefly consider the ntuser 
command designed to create and modify user accounts from 
the command line. Some of the functionality provided by this 
command is available via the standard Windows NT net 
user command, but it also provides access to many account 
attributes, which the latter cannot modify. ntuser's capabili
ties are illustrated by the following example, which modifies 
the account for user Chavez (we've placed each option on a 
separate line for easy readability): 

ntuser change chavez 
-full_name "Rachel Chavez-Vega" 
-home_dir //vala / homes / chavez 
-home_dir_drive x: 
-acct_expires 31 / 10 / 99 

-set UF_DON'T EXPIRE_PASSWD 
-set RASPRIV_CallerSetCallback 
-unset UF_ACCOUNTDISABLE 

This command sets the user's full name, specifies the location 
of her home directory, as well as a drive letter to which it 
should be mapped automatically at login, and sets the expira
tion date for her account. It also flags her password as never 
expiring, grants her dial-up system access, allows her to specify 
a callback telephone number and clears the disabled flag for 
the account (thereby activating it). 

I hope this column has introduced you to some free and 
modestly priced utilities, which will make systems administra
tion easier and more efficient for your Windows NT system. 
If you have some similar favorite tools, please feel free to drop 
me a line about them. ,_ 

Jfleen Frisch is systems administrator for a very heterogeneous 
network of UNIX and NT systems. She is also the author of the 
books Essential System Administration and Essential Windows 
NT System Administration /both from O'Reilly & Associates Inc.). 
In her /almost nonexistent) spare time, she enjoys painting and 
lounging around with her cats, Daphne, Susan, Talia and Lyta. 
Email: aefrisch@lorentzian.com. 
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0 
nee upon a time-last month, 

b . d ' to e exact-we were prre mto 
__ discussing internationalization 

(often abbreviated Il8N) by some work 
Copeland is doing at Softway Systems 
in preparing its lnterix system for 
UNIX branding. We were explaining 
the steps you must take to enable your 
anglophone software to handle charac
ters other than ASCII and languages 
other than English. On the one hand, 
it's a cookbook problem because the 
patterns repeat themselves. On the 
ocher hand, we may need to consider 
our software a little more closely because 
algorithms appropriate for a character 
set with 128 elements just won't work 
for one with 6,400 ideographs. This is 
an application of the Hawker Obser
vation: You need to seriously rethink 
the algorithm you're using every time 
you increase your data set by two orders 
of magnitude. 

To review quickly: In most cases, you 
read data into your program with each 
character represented by one or more 
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Work 
by Jeffreys Copeland and Haemer 

I18N, Part 2 
bytes. You convert the multibyte charac
ters into the standard C wchar _ t data 
rype using the mbtowc ( ) interface. 
Then you can process the wchar_ts 
using similar algorithms to your existing 
ones, but using different interfaces. 

More Character Strings 
When we left off last month, we 

had just finished talking about collating 
sequences. After chat complicated prob
lem, the remaining string-processing 
interfaces are fairly straightforward. 

For example, in the 11 SN environ
ment-as long as we are sure we have a 
single-byte character and have called 
set l ocale ( ) to set up the language 
specifics- we can still use the normal 
macros from <c type. h >. In other 
words, is l ower (i.i) returns true even 
though i.i isn't in the ASCII range. But we 
also have wide-character versions of those 
same macros defined in <we type . h >. 
If we have a wide-character we contain
ing chat same u-umlauc, i s wlower (we) 
will be true. Even tow lower ( ) and 
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"Once more unto the 
breach, dear fiends. " 
- William Shakespeare, 
Henry V, III: 1 

t owupper ( ) do the expected thing. 
That still leaves us with the interfaces 

for handling full strings rather than sin
gle characters. Again, things work in a 
reasonable fashion . There are wide-char
acter equivalents for the major string 
functions defined in <s t r ing. h >. 
For example, we s cpy (a , b) copies 
the wchar _t *b into a and returns 
the pointer to a . 

This means that if you have a code 
fragment for assembling a string such as 

char *result, *whole, *fraction; 

strcpy(result, whole); 

strcat(result , " . " ); 

strcat(result, fraction); 

you can now use the analogous 

wchar_ t *re sul t, *whole, *fraction ; 

wchar_ t wradix[lO]; 

char *radix ; 

wcscpy(result, whol e ) ; 

radix = 

l ocaleconv() - >dec ima l_point; 
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mbstowcs (wradix, radix, 10); 

wcscat(result, radix); 
wcscat(result , fraction); 

Notice chat the code is not exactly the same. We can't assume 
chat a foreign language uses the same marker for a decimal 
point as we do in English. The locale-specific radix character 
is available from the locale as a multibyte string in the lconv 
structure whose pointer is returned by localeconv () . Notice 
also chat we're careful about converting the multibyte string to 
a wide-character sering before we append it to our result. (If 
chis was in the inner loop of our program, we'd prepare the 
wide-character version of the radix outside the loop.) 

Input and Output 
It's all well and good to have strings-even strings with 

European or Asian characters in chem-but how can we get 
them in and out of our programs? 

Again, by analogy, we have %le and %ls specifiers to 
printf and scanf. This lets us print the string we assem
bled above with a line such as 

printf( "%d %1s\n", n++, result); 

Notice chat %ls (or the equivalent %S) converts the wide
character string to its mulcibyte form before writing it. In other 
words, the mulcibyte form is the normal external one, and the 
wide-character version is used for internal processing only. If 
you think about it, this makes perfect sense. The mapping 
from multibyte to wide-character is implementation-dependent 
and may not be portable between systems. For example, while 
Solaris uses a 32-bit wide-character representation, lnterix 
uses 16-bits, so if Haemer writes a document in Japanese wide
characters on his Sun server, Copeland will be unable to read 
it from his lnterix machine. However, we can easily exchange 
the document using the Shift-JIS codeset, which is one of the 
common Japanese multibyte representations. 

But how do we get Japanese (or Chinese, or Korean) char
acters into the computer in the first place? This varies from 
system to system and isn't covered in any standard. However, 
in general, there is something called an input method editor, 
or IME. In rough outline, an IME provides a way to enter a 
word, which can be translated into an ideograph. In the case 
of Japanese, we generally have a keyboard with two Shift keys. 
One shifts from lowercase to uppercase, and the other shifts 
the keyboard into "kana'' mode, which allows the keys to type 
Japanese phonetic characters, hiragana or katakana. When 
we enter a word in hiragana, we are then presented with the 
possible Japanese kanji for chat word-remember chat there is 
a many-to-one mapping in Japanese both for words into kanji 
(the name "Yoshihara" may have several different renditions 
in kanji, for example) and kanji into words (a given kanji may 
have several different readings). After we've chosen the correct 
kanji rendition, it is entered into the file. Again, there is rio 
standard way to do chis, so your mileage will certainly vary. 

There is one last vital consideration for output. The word 
order in a given sentence varies from language to language. For 

example, "yellow flower" becomes "la flor amarilla'' in Spanish. 
The differences between English and German are equally dra
matic. To solve this problem, the standard printf () allows 
the order of the arguments to be handled in variable order in 
the format string. For example, if we have 

printf (fmt, month, date, who); 

we can use an fmt of "%s %dis %s' s birthday" in 
English to produce "April 26 is James's birthday" and 
"%3$s' s geburtstag ist %2$d . %1$s" in German to 
generate "James's geburtstag ist 26 April." Notice chat quali
fiers like 2 $ allow us to reorder the parameters to account 
for word orders in different languages. 

Message Catalogs 
Allowing for different format strings is very nice, but how 

do we provide those in the program? We use the message cata
logs mechanism, which we'll only cover in outline here. 

Catalogs are a collection of text strings that your program 
loads at runtime, rather than having them stored in the exe
cutable itself. Generally, we find the catalogs by using the 
NLSPATH environment variable, which cells the catopen () 
interface where to look for the catalog based on current set
tings for environment variables like LANG. Our program then 
looks up individual strings with the catgets () interface. A 
typical use is something like 

printf( catgets(cat,msg_set,msg_id, "%s %d"), 
mon, day ) ; 

In other words, we look up a particular message in catalog 
cat, and use "%s %d" if we can't find it. 

In many existing programs, you'll find an amazing variety 
of syntactic sugar to hide the complicated ca tgets () call. 
The most common is the_( "message") syntax used in 
many of GNU's utilities. 

One last warning about text strings: You should remember 
that plurals vary from language to language, so the familiar 
English fragment 

printf("%d error%s", n, (n==l)?"":"s"); 

won't work. 
Translation of text strings is a complicated process. Whole 

organizations with the ostensible purpose of internationalization 
actually spend most of their time providing translation services. 

Time 
How to get time values sensibly printed is a real problem, 

given the different names for months and days of the week, dif
ferent culcural requirements for formatting dates and different 
numbering schemes. These problems are all subsumed by the 
strftime () interface. It takes a buffer pointer, a size, a format 
and a pointer to a tm structure, as returned (for example) by 
local time (), and generates a formatted string into the buffer, 
returning the length of the result. 
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The format specifiers for s trftime 
are more numerous and every bit as 
complicated as those for print f . How
ever, many of the specifiers wi ll be famil
iar if you've used alternate formats from 
the date command. For example, 

strftime(buf, SZ, "%A %d %B %Y", t m); 

produces "Thursday 7 February 1985." 
The important point is that if I have 
LANG set ro some locale other than 
POSIX, I can just as easily generate 
a string like "Donnerstag 7 Februari 
1985." 

One of the added complications for 
str ftime is that to meet The Open 
Group's specifications it must also han
dle dates based on eras, the best-known 
example of which is the Japanese imper
ial date. In Japanese, the year we think 
of as 1985 is "Shouwa 60," or the 60th 
year of Hirohiro's reign . To produce a 
dare like this, we say 

strftime(buf, SZ , "%A%d%B %EY", t m) ; 

which in a Japanese locale results in 
"mokuyoubi 7 2gatsu 60 shouwanen," 
in the appropriate kanji characters. In a 
locale without information for era daring, 

Work 
the normal Gregorian year is supplied. 

For the inverse problem-I have a 
string and I need the tm structure it rep
resents-we have the strptime () inter
face. Ir rakes as its arguments a buffer 
and a format specifier similar to those 
for strftime, and fills in the given tm 
with the information it is able to glean 
about the date from the string. 

Even more amazing is getdate ( ). 
While it is nor supplied in every sys
tem-it's a relatively recent addition to 
the srandards-getdate allows us to 
check a variery of date format strings 
so that we need not exactly know the 

format of the dare we're trying to parse 
apriori.Thegetdateinrerfacepe~ 
forms this magic by referring to a file 
of possible dare formats, and parsing 
the given buffer based on the first for
mat it finds to match. Different appli
cations can use different dare format 
files based on the DATEMSK environ
ment variable. 

Numbers and Money 
We've talked about the interfaces for 

character class, collation, strings, mes
sages and time. We haven't yet talked 
about how we use the LC_NUMERIC 

and LC_MONETARY locale categories. 
Their data is relatively sparse and slight
ly overlapping. 

The LC_NUMERIC category tells us 
what characters to use for the decimal 
point and thousands separator in the 
current locale. This allows us to change 
1,789.456 in English to 1.789,456 in 
French. Our old friend printf already 
understands the decimal point, bur to 
make it use the thousands separator, 
we need to use the % ' modifier. The 
above number is rendered with a 
format like % ' • 3 f. 

Similarly, monetary quantities suffer 
from cultural variations. Many of them 
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tre handled in the strfmon () inter
=ace. Like strftime (), strfmon () 
:akes a buffer and size, a format and 
trguments, and returns the length of 
:he character data placed in the buffer. 
fhe format specifier allows us co decide 
Nhecher to use the local currency sign 
'.such as a dollar sign) or the interna
tional currency name (such as USD), 
~ow many digits of pence, cents or 
pfennigs to include past the decimal 
point, whether to include thousands 
,eparators, what kind of fill characters 
to use for chat check-like look and 
whether to use a minus sign or paren
theses when our checkbook balance 
looks like the government's. 

While numeric and monetary items 
use similar data, they use orthogonal 
locale categories because currency may 
have a different format than other num
bers. Also, s trfmon () doesn't use all 
the information provided in the locale. 

To get the ocher data, like whether 
the minus sign precedes the currency 
symbol or follows it, we can use the data 
returned by the localeconv () inter
face, which we mentioned briefly above. 
It returns a pointer to an lconv struc
ture that contains all of the data in 
the LC_NUMERIC and LC_MONETARY 

categories. Unless you are in a situation 
where you absolutely need the raw locale 
data, you're better off using the provided 
interfaces, which are (usually) more 
general and don't depend on the under
lying data formats . 

Finishing Up 
We've spent two months quickly 

reviewing internationalization. I 18N 
is a large can of worms, and we've just 
scraped off the top layer. Think of chis 
as a checklist rather than a tutorial. For 
the complete story, nothing will substi
tute for reading the standards and manu
al pages. The locale chapter in The Open 
Group's System Interface Definitions is 
particularly useful (see http: //www . 
opengroup.org / publicationsand 
click on "Common Access to the UNIX 
Documentation" for an online version). 

As usual, we have no clue what we' ll 
discuss next time because there's no 
cell ing what problems we'll find inter
esting in the meantime. But until then, 
happy trails. ~ 

Work 

Jeffrey Copeland (copeland@alumni . 

cal tech. edu) lives in Boulder, CO, and 
works at Softway Systems Inc. on UNIX 
internationalization. He spends his spare 
time rearing children, raising cats and 
being a thorn in the side of his local 
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ing laser printer firmware. Before he 
worked for OMS, he operated his own 
consulting firm and did a lot of other 
things, like everyone else in the software 
industry. 

Note: The software from this and past 
Work columns is available at http: / / 

alumni.caltech.edu / ~copeland / work 

or alternately at ftp: // ftp. expert. 

com/ pub /Work. 

408.7il~.0300 ph. 4O8'.7ls..b979 fax 
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Java Class 
by Jim Frost 

A Tangled Skein 
I n last month's column (''At Your 

Service," Page 44, http: // sw. 
expert.com/ CA / SE.Cl0.JUN. 

9 9. pdf), we briefly investigated Java 
threads as a way to manage server load. 
This month, we're going to step back 
a little and look at the Java threading 
model and build some objects that are 
useful in a multithreaded environment, 
including a more generic request-han
dling thread pool. 

Java provides an object, j ava. 
lang. Thread, which is the basic 
execution context in a program. All 
program code runs within one or more 
thread context objects. One thread, 
the main thread, is created by the Java 
Virtual Machine QVM) when it starts, 
and is used to run the public static 
main ( String argv [] } method that 
is specified to the JVM. 

Any thread may create new Thread 
objects and start them running with the 
start ( } method. A programmer may 
either subclass Thread and override 
the run ( } method with her own code, 

42 

or supply an object that implements 
the j ava. lang. Runnable interface 
(which contains only a single method, 
run ( } ) to the Thread object con
structor. 

Simple programs, such as Hello 
World, use only the main thread. 
Others, including most servers and 
GUI programs, spawn a number of 
threads to perform various duties. 

Threads provide two useful capabili
ties. The first, and best known, is con
currency, or the ability to perform (or 
appear to perform) multiple tasks at the 
same time. This is particularly useful in 
computationally intensive operations, 
such as matrix multiplication or ray 
tracing on multiprocessors, because it 
allows more than one processor to be 
brought to bear on the task. 

But more important than concurren
cy is the ability to handle asynchronicity, 
or the tendency for events to come at 
unpredictable intervals. Almost every 
modern program must handle a variety 
of asynchronous events-everything 
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from watching for clicks and mouse 
motion, to handling requests from 
thousands of simultaneous users. 

Unfortunately, in traditional single
threaded applications it is difficult to 
handle asynchronicity. Usually it's done 
with one of two techniques: an event
driven model, such as the UNIX signal 
system or the Windows event dispatch
er; or a polled model, where one contin
ually checks a series of input sources in 
a loop and handles each in turn. In 
either case, a programmer must set up a 
framework for determining which input 
source produced the event and must 
manually manage the data context for 
each event source. A typical polled loop 
would look like the following: 

for ( ;; ) { 

wait_for_event(}; 
if (event_l_happened} 

handle_event_l(}; 
if (event_2_happened} 

handle_event_2(}; 
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This leads to long and often complicated code runs, and has 

the deficiency that while you're handling an event, nothing 

else can happen in the system. 

In a multithreaded environment, the thread system handles 

the management of data context and CPU allotment for the 

programmer. This allows asynchronous events to be managed 

using a single context per event source-turning the task into 

one of several more simple synchronous processors. The exam

ple in Listing 1 shows a simple TCP/IP server written in Java 

using multiple threads. 
Because each thread deals with only a single event source, 

the event-handling loops are very simple: wait for an event, 

process it, then wait for another. 

Listing 1. Server Written Using a Threaded Technique 
I I Server. j ava 

import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 

/** A server class that uses threads to handle client data processing. */ 
public abstract class Server 
{ 

/** Socket on which to wait for new clients*/ 
private ServerSocket serverSocket; 

/** Method that opens a new output stream for a client . */ 
abstract OutputStream openClientStream(); 

/** Creates a new server object to handle clients . */ 
public Server(ServerSocket serverSocket) 
{ 

this.serverSocket = serverSocket; 

/** Waits for a client to connect and spawns a thread to handle it. */ 
public void handleClients() 
{ 

try 
for (;;) { 

Socket clientSocket = serverSocket .accept(); 
new ClientThread(clientSocket); 

catch (IOException e) {} 

/** Inner class that defines a client-handling thread. */ 
class ClientThread extends Thread 
{ 

private Socket clientSocket; 

/** Creates a new thread object to handle the given client socket.*/ 
ClientThread(Socket clientSocket) 
{ 

this .clientSocket = clientSocket; 
start(); /* Start running immediately*/ 

/** Main method for the thread . */ 
public void run() 
{ 

try 

} 

InputStream in= clientSocket.getinputStream(); 
OutputStream out= openClientStream(); 
byte[] buf = new byte[1024]; 
for (;;) { 

int bytesRead = in . read(buf); 
if (bytesRead <= 0) 

break; 
out.write(buf, 0, bytesRead) ; 

in.close(); 
out .close(); 
clientSocket . close(); 

catch (IOException e) {} 
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Each event-handler operates with

out knowledge of the others. This 

allows for much shorter and less 

complicated code runs, which, as 

we all know, helps to keep the bug 

counts down. 

In Listing 1, the main thread 

creates the Server object around 

a Server Socket object it has 

already created. It then starts 

waiting for clients by calling 
handleClients ().This method 

loops, waiting for new client con-

nections to the ServerSocket. 

As each is obtained, a new client 

management thread is spawned 

to handle data from the client. 

Each client management thread 

has a run ( ) method, which simply 

loops, waiting for data from the 

client and processing it as it comes 

in. When there is no more data, the 

run ( ) method returns, allowing the 

thread to terminate and the thread 

object to be garbage-collected. 

When Not to Use 
Threads 

When Sun Microsystems Inc. 

developed Java, one of the basic 

assumptions was that threads could 

be created cheaply and used in 

multitudes. But, as mentioned last 

month, this is not true of many of 

today's Java runtime environments. 

Threads may be expensive to create 
and have considerable overhead, 

and on most systems you are limit

ed to a few hundred or thousand 

in the entire system. Even when 

threads are cheap and plentiful, 

extensive use of them can make 

code slower and more difficult 

to understand. 

One relatively common mistake 

made by novice Java programmers 

is to create a new thread to process 

every button or menu event. They 

have the right idea; they're trying to 
make the event processing indepen-
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dent of the GUI. The problem with this technique, however, is 
that most GUI events are handled very quickly; the overhead of 
creating and starting a thread, or even of handing the event off 
ro a thread that has already been created, dwarfs the actual pro
cessing done by the thread. Worse, the code gets longer and 
more complex as a result of the many thread objects, and it is 
often difficult (or even illegal) for multiple threads to work 
with GUI elements safely. This technique is a recipe for disaster. 
Except in rare instances, you should use the GUI event-process
ing thread to handle the events. 

A good rule of thumb is to use threads every time you have 
a discrete input source to handle or whenever you need a long
duration activiry to take place at the same time as other pro
cessing (for example, background calculations in a spread
sheet). Otherwise, it's best to leave them alone. 

Controlling Concurrency 
In almost all threaded applications multiple threads have 

to act on shared data, or must coordinate their actions. To do 
this they need a way to avoid stepping on each others' toes. 
Java provides two mechanisms for this coordination: synchro
nization and notification. 

Synchronization allows the programmer to define a method 
or code block that can only be executed by one thread at a 
time. Any other thread that comes along while the first is run
ning must wait until the first thread leaves the synchronized 
block. Furthermore, Java guarantees that when a thread exits a 
synchronized block, all data modifications made within that 
block are available to all other threads (necessary for cache 
coordination on multiprocessors) . 

Java uses a primitive synchronization object known as a 
monitor, which may be used either implicitly (by a synchro
nized nonstatic method) or explicitly (by a synchronized code 
block). Every Java object instance has its own monitor. 

A synchronized method in Java is written as 

public synchronized void method() 
{ 

I I ... do something ... 

When this method is called, its object instance's monitor will 
be acquired and all other threads that try to call the method 
will stall. When the method returns, it releases the monitor, 
allowing one waiting thread (if any) to enter the method. 

Synchronized code blocks are more flexible; they specify 
the particular object instance whose monitor is to be used. 
For example, 

Object o = new Object(); 
synchronized (o) { 

I I ... do something ... 

Why do you care? Because if two threads attempt to modify 
the same data at the same time it can have unexpected conse
quences. Consider the following code 

i i + j; 

This code is processed in a series of discrete processor steps. 
First, the value of i is loaded from memory and put into a reg
ister. Then, the value of j is loaded from memory and put into 
a register. Next, the two are added together. Finally, the new 
value is put back into memory. (The JVM is defined as a stack
based processor, rather than register-based, but the process is 
essentially the same.) If two threads are running this code at 
the same time, both may load the same values from memory, 
add them and save the new value back to memory-leaving a 
value of i + j rather than i + ( 2 * j ) , as was desired. 

To make the code sequence atomic, you must wrap it in a 
synchronized block: 

synchronized (this) 
i = i + 2; 

Now, the second (or third, or fourth . .. ) thread must wait until 
the first has completed the operation. They operate in lock
step, avoiding each other. 

Informed Java programmers will know that Java guarantees 
atomic update of all basic data rypes except long and double. 
This negates the necessiry of synchronizing around individual 
member assignments in order to preserve data integriry; it isn't 
possible for the data to be corrupted by two threads making 
assignments concurrently, or by one reading a value while 
another is assigning it. Many people take this as a license to 
avoid synchronization in simple get () and set () methods, 
but this has a risk. Unsynchronized data updates may take a 
while to propagate to all threads when running on a multi
processor. Synchronization ensures not only integriry, but con
sistency as well. Except in rare instances, it is best to synchro
nize around data elements that may be modified. This comes 
with a small performance penalry, but on modern JVMs (such 
as the Sun Java 2 production JVM), this penalry is minimized. 

Notification, the other way for threads to coordinate 
their actions, simply allows one or more threads to wait until 
another tells them it's OK to proceed. Every Java object pro
vides three methods to accomplish this: wait (),notify() 
and not i fyAll ( ) . The wait ( ) method simply stops the 
thread until some other thread tells it to start. The notify () 
method tells one, and only one, waiting thread that it is time 
to start. The notifyAll () method tells all waiting threads 
it 1s nme to start. 

Because these methods must operate in lockstep, they 
require that their object's monitor be held when they are called. 
While inside the wait ( ) method, the monitor is released; 
it is reacquired immediately upon waking up. In addition, 
the wait ( ) method may be interrupted by the Thread. 
interrupt () method. While this is rarely done, Java requires 
that the InterruptedException be caught, just in case. 

Most other multithreaded languages provide additional 
thread synchronization mechanisms, including the mutex and 
semaphore constructs. These may be implemented easily using 
the primitives that Java provides, but it is commonly consid-
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ered a weakness in Java that it does not provide these synchro
nization objects. Doug Lea, author of the excellent Concurrent 
Programming in Java: Design Principles and Patterns (published 
by Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1997, ISBN 0-201-69581-
2), provides a set of thread synchronization primitives for Java 
in his util. concurrent package available at http: // 
gee.cs . oswego.edu / dl / classes / EDU / oswego / cs / 
dl / util / concurrent / intro. html. I strongly recom
mend Lea's book and package to all Java programmers. 

In practice, however, these other objects are not needed all 
that often. Rather, most code has one of two requirements: 
mutual exclusion (provided by synchronization), or the ability 
to hand data to another thread or set of threads for processing. 
The latter is easily accomplished with a queue-a list of objects 
any number of threads may add to and any number of other 
threads may remove from, in order. 

Listing 2 illustrates a simple queue class written in Java. 

Listing 2. A Simple Queue Class 
public class Queue 
{ 

private Queueitem head, tail; 
int waiting; 

/** Puts a new data object into the queue. */ 
public synchronized void put(Object datum) 
{ 

Queueitem item= new Queueitem(datum, tail); 
if (head== null) 

head= item; 
tail = item; 
if (waiting> 0) 

notify(); 

It also illustrates the practical use of most of the Java thread 
coordination primitives. In this queue implementation, there 
are just two public methods: put (),which adds an object to 
the queue, and get (),which removes one. 

Because get ( ) and put ( ) perform a number of discrete 
operations that must be done atomically (for example, update 
the head and tai 1 members of the class, and check or 
modify the waiting member), they are each declared 
synchronized. This ensures that no matter how many 
threads are competing to add or remove objects, they cannot 
mix each other up. 

When a thread adds a new object to the queue using 
put (),a new queue item is created and added to the end of 
the list. That makes it available for another thread to acquire 
using the get ( ) method. It is possible, however, that a thread 
is already waiting for an object. In this case, the waiting 
member will be greater than zero, and the put () method 

wakes up the thread by calling notify (). 
When a thread tries to obtain the next object in 

the queue by calling get ( ) , it first checks to see if 
there are any objects in the queue. If not, it increments 
the waiting member to indicate there is a thread 
waiting for an object, then calls wait (). When it 
is awoken by put () (called from another thread), 
it decrements the waiting member to indicate it is 
no longer waiting for an object. At this point, there 
will be at least one object in the list. This object is 
removed from the list and returned. 

Last month, we used a thread pool to control the 
number of concurrent requests being handled by a 
server. The same design can be used with a queue. 

/** Retrieves the next data object from the queue. */ 
public synchronized Object get() 

Rather than having each individual thread call 
Socket. accept (), simply call Queue. get () . 
One or more other threads can feed requests to 
the thread pool using Queue . put ( ) . 

{ 
if (head== null) 

waiting++; 
try { 

} 

wait(); 

catch (InterruptedExce~tion e) {} 
waiting--; 

Object datum= head.datum; 
head= head.next; 
if (head== null) 

tail = null; 
return datum; 

/** Class which holds a queue item. */ 
static class Queueitem 
{ 

Object datum; 
Queueitem next; 

Queueitem(Object datum, Queueitem prev) 
{ 

this .datum= datum; 
if (prev != null) 

prev.next = this; 

In some cases, it may be useful to push off process
ing to some other thread to handle whenever it has the 
time, effectively introducing asynchronicity. In a typical 
server, for instance, requests are logged to a file for later 
perusal. It is not strictly necessary for the client to wait 
while the request is logged, however. One way to avoid 
the wait is to put log requests into a queue and have a 
log-request-processor thread remove them and write 
them to a file. This allows the client to get its response 
faster and allows the server to update the log as it has 
the time to do so. 

We've covered a lot of ground this month, including 
a number of very important concepts that you need to 

understand to work effectively with Java. Next month, 
we'll start to take a look at the features Java provides for 
building client/server applications by investigating the 
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) package, Java's ver
sion of Remote Procedure Call (RPC). ~ 

Jim Frost is a software engineer specializing in Java 
technologies and strong opinions. He may be reached by 
email at j imf@frostbytes.com. 
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It setms almost ,very ba<kup vendor is hard at 
work testin9 the latest stora9e area network 
<onfi9uration. ls it time you jumped on 
the SAM bandwa9on? 

by Alexandra Barrett 
nyone involved in a business whose 

storage needs are continually on 

the rise can appreciate the coming 

of storage area networks, or SANs, 

because they will reportedly allow 

you to effortlessly add storage capacity to 

the data center, and manage it with unprece
dented ease. 

For anyone involved in backing up that 

data center, though, the thought of adding 

more storage capacity sends waves of panic 

coursing through your body. That's because 

while the modern enterprise's capacity for 

more storage seems to grow ad infinitum, 

the amount of time IT professionals have for 

completing backups is at best standing still, 

or more likely, getting smaller. 

While adding more storage certainly 

can't help a backup predicament any, a SAN, 
implemented correctly, can actually go a long 
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way to easing your backup woes, experts 
say. In a few cases, SANs can actually 
decrease the amount of time it takes you 
to do backup. And, in most cases, they 
can save you money. 

Granted, there isn't an incredible 
wealth of successful SAN implementa
tion stories out there; SANs are still very 
much in their infancy. But in the next 
six to 12 months, more and more SAN 
pilots will begin to move into produc
tion and, at that point, the industry 
will be ready to see if SAN vendors 
can corroborate their claims of faster 
and cheaper backup. 

A SAH Recap 
First, for anyone out there who's had 

their head in the sand for the past year, 
let's briefly review what a SAN is. A 
storage area network, as the name sug
gests, is a network of storage devices. 
Whereas a local area network, or LAN, 
links together computers, printers and 
the like, a SAN connects RAID arrays, 
CD-ROM towers and backup devices 
such as rape libraries. 

. Channel support, 
With full native Fibre . 'd to be 
AD/C's Sca/~r ~1BFC ~s/i~~~ry to take 
the industry s first tap t the increased 
complete adva~ta;tt: and data transfer 
bandwidth, sea da I !th Fibre Channel 
rates associate w1 
SANs. 

However, the SAN environment is 
made up of a whole lot more than just 
storage devices. Usually (but not neces
sarily) based on Fibre Channel technol
ogy, to make a SAN complete you also 
need Fibre Channel host bus adapters, 
hubs and switches, and SCSI-to-Fibre 
Channel bridges for connecting to 
SCSI-based rape libraries. Together, 
these elements can begin to form the 
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backbone of the contemporary SAN. 
Among Fibre Channel's virtues is its 

100-MB/s performance-slightly faster 
than Ultra Wide SCSI 2 (80 MB/s) and 
a full five times faster than the pervasive 
20-MB/s Fast Wide SCSI 2. 

But perhaps the most important 
benefit Fibre Channel brings to the 
table is the flexibility chat comes with 
networking. A Fibre Channel SAN can 
support up to 126 devices on a single 
Fibre Channel arbitrated loop (although 
in practice that is rarely done). And in 
forthcoming switched topologies, it will 
be possible to have full 100-MB/s pipes 
to each individual device on the SAN. 
In addition, optical fiber cabling can 
run up to 10 kilometers, or 6.2 miles, 
which should make it easy to create 
remote mirrors of your data across 
campus or across town. 

SAH and Backup 
First, let's define the problem. When 

it comes to backup woes, the issue is 
too much data, too little time. A SAN, 
vendors assure us, can help you back 
up your data in that ever-decreasing 
backup window. 

"Data growth has gotten to the point 
where the process of backing up to a 
central backup server is broken because 
there is simply too much data, " says 
Scott McIntyre, business line manager 
for storage networking at Legato Sys
tems Inc., a storage software vendor 
based in Palo Alto, CA. Networks are 
buckling under the load of backup traf
fic and backup servers are doing every
thing they can to keep up. 

Backing up individual servers to 
dedicated tape libraries is still an option, 
but this approach has several downsides. 
First, purchasing a tape device for each 
server you need to back up can get pretty 
expensive, pretty fast. Second, managing 
umpteen different tape devices can also 
be a real headache. Third, in a direct
attached configuration, the servers you 
are backing up are stuck devoting pre
cious CPU cycles to backup chores 
when they could be doing something 
much more productive. 

Ultimately, your goal as the backup 
guru should be to "off-load servers and 
the network from housekeeping casks," 
says Legato's McIntyre. "You didn't buy 
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your Oracle server to do backups, you 
bought it to manage your database." 

As separate, high-speed networks 
devoted to all things storage, SANs, ven
dors assure us, can give you the best of 
both worlds: the management and flexi
bility of backup over the network with
out sacrificing the performance of local 
backup, which has people excited. "Most 
of the people who do backups are net
work-fluent," says Britt Terry, director of 
marketing at Spectra Logic Corp., a tape 
library vendor headquartered in Boulder, 
CO. "They know what happened when 
they started using hubs, switches and 
routers, and they're thinking, 'Oh Boy. 
This is going to be great."' 

Of course, the ways in which SANs 
will be great for your backup process 
depend upon your current configura
tion. Coming to a SAN from a local 
backup perspective, the most obvious 
benefit will be your newfound ability to 
assign idle tape devices to backup servers 
co which they are not directly attached. 
In the current SCSI-dominated world, 
SCSI tape libraries are almost always per
manently attached to their disk drives, 
says Steve Whitner, direcror of marketing 
at Advanced Digital Information Corp. 
(ADIC), a tape library and storage soft
ware vendor based in Redmond, WA. 
So if a tape library is busy performing 
backup, say, six hours a day, it is unoccu
pied for the remaining 18 hours. But 
if that same tape library is hooked up to 
a SAN, other servers can use it for the 
entirety of the rime it would sit idle. 
Ultimately, raking a SAN versus local 
backup approach will mean fewer tape 
libraries to purchase and better utiliza
tion of the ones you already have. 

However, if you're chinking about 
raking a SAN rather than direct-attach
ed approach, be careful nor to buy into 
vendor claims of increased performance, 
warns ADI C's Whitner. The assumption 
among potential SAN buyers is Fibre 
Channel's 100-MB/s data transfer rates 
outpace Ultra Wide SCSI's 40-MB/s 
and, therefore, it will take less time to 
do backup over a SAN than it would 
to a direct-attached SCSI tape library. 
"The reality is that they may have no 
more backup speed at all," Whitner says. 

In fact , according to Spectra Logic's 
Terry, "If you've been doing things cor-
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reedy, Fibre Channel shouldn't make 
your backups any faster or any slower." 
That's because in a direct-anached con
figuration, it isn't SCSI that's the bottle
neck. Instead, the gating factor in a 
direct-attached backup configuration is 
the data transfer rate achieved by the tape 
device, not the wire speed, Terry says. 

But, if you're looking at SANs from 
the vantage point of an organization 
that does its backups over the network, a 
SAN's strong point is its performance. In 
a network configuration, the data to be 
backed up must first move over the user 
network to the backup server, which 
prepares it for backup, and then back 
over the network to the tape library. In 
contrast, with a SAN, data never travels 
over the user network, but moves 
between primary storage, the backup 
server and the tape library via its own, 
dedicated network. At no point are end 
users impacted by your backup duties. 

Taking the backup data off the user 
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first place: the "enterprise" segment. 
"Most people implementing SANs 

are at the high end of the market," says 
Kevin Liebl, vice president of marketing 
for MTI Technology Corp., a storage 
vendor based in Anaheim, CA. "That's 
because they've already reached their 
pain threshold. SCSI technology just 
isn't keeping up with the performance 
and scalability that they need." 

LAN and putting it onto the SAN is ATL's P3000 'intelt.' , 
usually referred to as LAN-free backup is reportedly des - igent tape library 
and is commonly touted as one of the multiple concurr:~;ed to support 

Fibre Channel con ne~ork, SCSI and 
most immediate benefits you'll achieve library can be sh necflons, so each 
by implementing a SAN. and direct-attach::d b~ NAS, SAN 

Finally, one aspect of SAN backup •-------...:.en~v.~711~0:n:m:e:n:ts:· _ _J 
that everyone can appreciate is the high 
availability it brings. With the availa
bility of Fibre Channel switches, from 
Brocade Communications Systems Inc. , 
San Jose, CA, for example, it's entirely 
possible to have redundant paths to your 
data. Also, with the cable lengths afford
ed by Fibre Channel, it would not be 
inconceivable that you would want to 
mirror your backups remotely-the ulti
mate in data availability, says Shaun 
Walsh, director of product management 
for SAN and network-attatched storage 
(NAS) systems at ATL Products Inc. , a 
tape library vendor based in Irvine, CA. 
"Backup is people's insurance policy," 
says Walsh. "If it doesn't run, its value 
goes out the door. Availability is defi
nitely a reason people will buy SANs 
in the future, " he says. 

Who's Doinq It? 
When it comes to backup software 

that supports SAN environments, it's no 
surprise to find that the vendors with 
SAN offerings are those that cater to the 
market that's implementing SANs in the 
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In the UNIX world, therefore, we 
recognize two big names in the SAN
capable space: Legato, with its NetWork
er backup software and SmartMedia stor
age management suite; and Veritas Soft
ware Corp., Mountain View, CA, with 
its SAN-capable NetBackup, Hierarchi
cal Storage Manager (HSM) and Media 
Librarian products. 

Also, on the Windows NT end 
of things, both Seagate Software Inc., 
Scotts Valley, CA (whose Network and 
Storage Management Group is soon 
to be subsumed into Veritas), and 
Computer Associates International Inc., 
Islandia, NY, offer SAN-capable back
up products. Seagate's is called Backup 
Exec with Shared Storage Option, while 
Computer Associates offers an Enter
prise Library Option for ARCServeIT, 
its own storage management suite. 

Other backup software vendors are 
reported to be working on SAN solu
tions, but have yet to ship any products. 
Contenders include Sterling Software 
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Inc., Dallas, TX, which recently acquir
ed the Alexandria backup software pack
age from Spectra Logic (it is now called 
SAMS:Alexandria); and IBM Corp., 
Armonk, NY, whose SAN products 
will fall under the Tivoli Storage Man
agement umbrella, and not Adstar Dis
tributed Storage Manager (ADSM), as 
they have in the past. 

This relatively small number of avail
able SAN backup solutions is a testament 
to the radical shift in thinking that SANs 
force backup software vendors to make. 
"In the backup software world, when you 
begin assuming that you're working with 
a SCSI device, you're assuming that you 
have a dedicated connection," says 
ADIC's Whitner. But when suddenly 
a drive can float around between hosts, 
as it can in a SAN environment, that's 
a totally foreign concept, he says. 

In general, backup software vendors 
gain control of which backup server gets 
the tape device and when through one 
of two basic mechanisms, explains Glen 
Simon, product manager at Seagate 
Software. One approach is for the back
up software to send the tape device stan
dard SCSI "reserve/release" commands, 
which lock out other servers from writ
ing to the drive. Another approach is to 
dedicate a "traffic cop" server that owns 
the library's robotic arm, and handle 
device contention that way. 

future Steps 
As far as backup is concerned, it's 

pretty safe to say that of the available 
SAN software solutions on the market, 
off-loading backup traffic from the 
LAN is a primary concern. 

However, as time goes on, SAN 
software vendors envision taking SAN 
backup one step further and introduc
ing the notion of serverless backup, 
so named because the backup servers 
themselves are barely involved in the 
backup process. In a serverless backup, 
the data to be backed up doesn't travel 
over the SAN between the backup ser
ver and the tape library, like it does in 
LAN-free backup. Instead, the backup 
server sends a copy command to the 
third-party storage array, which initiates 
the backup directly to the tape device. 

At the forefront of the push toward 
serverless backup technology is Legato, 
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which demonstrated preliminary server
less backup capabilities at the NetWorld+ 
lnterop show held in Las Vegas in May. 
Two software solutions manage the trans
action: Net Worker provides management 
facilities, while a Celestra power agent 
drives an extended copy command 
embedded in a SAN storage device and 
instructs it to move data directly from 
disk to tape. 

This approach, Legato says, has sever
al advantages. By not having the server in 
the data path, users gain server resources 
like CPU cycles, memory and I/0 band
width. Data management, meanwhile, is 
centralized, that is, users are never locked 
out from their data. 

Legato took a leading position in the 
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serverless backup race this spring, when 
it acquired lntelliguard Software Inc. , 
Dublin, CA, which originally developed 
the Celestra architecture. Celestra makes 
heavy use of the Network Data Manage
ment Protocol (NDMP), developed 
jointly by lntelliguard and NAS array 
vendor Network Appliance Inc., Santa 
Clara, CA, to specifically address the 
issue of serverless backup. 

For Veritas customers, meanwhile, 
serverless backup appears to be a good 
ways down the road. The company out
lines three phases to its SAN strategy 
and estimates that serverless backup will 
become a reality in Phase Three, some
time well after 2000. Veritas is waiting 
on third-party copy specification from 

Companies Mentioned in this Article 
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the Storage Networking Industry Asso
ciation (http: //www. snia. org), a 
consortium of 98 companies dedicated 
to developing standards for the SAN 
marketplace. "We don't want to be pro
prietary," says John Maxwell, director 
of product management for backup 
solutions at Veritas. 

Software vendors aren't the only ones 
who have a lot of work ahead of them 
to deliver serverless backup, so do stor
age and tape library vendors, who must 
embed the various vendors' serverless 
backup modules within their firmware. 
"We've been busy partnering with vir
tually everyone that's out there," says 
ATLs Walsh of his company's quest to 
work in as many different SAN con
figurations as possible. 

Precautions 
One thing is certain: SANs are still 

young. Consequently, the one mantra 
repeated over and over by vendors and 
analysts alike is simply: don't attempt to 
build a SAN yourself. The chances are 
high that it simply won't work. 

That's because with SANs being so 
new, vendors have not yet had a chance 
to fully develop their products, much 
less work out interoperability issues. 

SAN products, for example, often 
suffer from immature components. For 
example, many first-generation SAN 
products relied on Palo Alto, CA-based 
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Tachyon chipsets, 
which only implemented low-level SAN 
functionality. Higher level functionality, 
consequently, was left to vendors them
selves to implement. And so, not surpris
ingly, "everyone implemented things a 
bit differently," causing a host of interop
erability issues, says Spectra Logic's Terry. 

The immaturity of the Fibre Chan
nel specification, too, is often blamed 
for SAN shortcomings. "SANs are very 
much tied to Fibre Channel technol
ogy," says Seagate's Simon, "and so 
where Fibre Channel is at is the state 
of the SAN market." 

But just because SAN technology is 
relatively new doesn't mean that interest
ed parties should necessarily hold off. 
"Even SCSI still has interoperability 
issues," says ADIC's Whitner, but no 
one hesitates to use it. 

The key to a successful SAN solution, 



vendors insist, is a vendor-certified solu
tion. ''A SAN isn't the kind of solution 
you can just buy through a catalog and 
expect it to work," says MTI's Liebl. 
"[You're] better off working with a solu
tion provider." 

MTI, mainly a primary storage ven
dor, for example, will not only provide 
you with your RAID array, but also tape 
libraries, SAN networking components 
and software, which MTI OEMs from 
its SAN partners. 

MTl's enterprise RAID storage systems, 
including the Gladiator 3500 above, for 
high-availability, high-performance Ultra 
SCSI/Fibre Channel environments boast 
Scalable Modular Architecture (SMA) 
technology, which is said to offer a new 
degree of flexibility by separating the 
RAID processor from the disk storage. 

Indeed, some vendors will not sell 
a SAN component without consulting 
services. "We insist that our professional 
service people install and configure 
our systems," says ATLs Walsh. "In 
a mature market, you can just assume 
that things work, but with SANs, there's 
still an awful lot of voodoo going on," 
Walsh says. 

In fact , it seems most players in 
the industry are hard at work testing 
various software and hardware SAN 
configurations. "The SAN certification 
process has consumed us for the past six 
months," says Veritas' Maxwell. "We've 
been methodically going through vari
ous scenarios, and checking ro see if 
everything is properly configured." The 
upshot of Veritas' certification efforts 
was the so-called "SAN Hot Spot" at 
NetWorld+lnterop, where 19 SAN 
component vendors demonstrated 
interworking products. 
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One of the best places to start 
researching your SAN is with your 
existing storage vendor. Chances are, 
if they have a SAN strategy at all, they 
have already devised a list of compa
tible products. If, for example, you 
use Mammoth 8mm tape libraries 
from Exabyte Corp., Boulder, CO, 
your next step should probably be 
to contact those vendors taking part 

in the company's NetStorM SAN 
initiative, announced in May. 

All of which, taken together, 
says MTI's Liebl, suggests that it 
is safe to proceed, "but proceed 
with caution." -

Alexandra Barrett is a Massachusetts
based freelance writer specializing in 
computer industry topics. 
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A SAMPLING OF 

NETWORKABLE UPS DEVICES* 
Compiled by MAUREEN MCKEON (based on information supplied by the vendors) 

• All products listed can be controlled remotely over a network through an IP connection . 

Company 
address 
model 

American Power Conversion. 132 Fairgrounds Road. West Kingston RI 02892. http.llwww apcc.com Circle 200 

Smart-UPS Tower Line- 4-8 96 2-4 5-10/20 y Windows 95/NT, sea, Linux, NetWare 
700-JOOOVA (5 models) Interactive (700VA model) 

Smart-UPS RM Line- 6-8 96 2-4 5-10/20 y Windows 95/NT, sea, Linux, NetWare 
(rack-mount) Interactive (700VA model) 
700-3000VA (5 models) 

Smart-UPS XL & RMXL Line- 6-8 96 2-4 8-215/51 y Windows 95/NT, sea, Linux, NetWare 
700-3000VA (6 models) Interactive (700VA model) 

Smart-UPS T Serles Line- 5 96 2-4 8-215/41 y Windows 95/NT, sea, Linux, NetWare 
1400-SOOOVA (8 models) Interactive (1400VA model) 

Best Power, PO Box 280. Necedah. WI 54646. http.//wwwbestpowercom Circle 201 

Patriot Pro II Line- 4 95 4 7/10 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
400VA Interactive HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Patriot Pro II Line- 6 95 4 7/21 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, 
750VA Interactive HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Patriot Pro II Line- 6 95 4 7/41 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, 
1000VA Interactive HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Fortress Line- 4-6 95 0 6/24 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
750VA Interactive HP·UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Fortress Line- 4-6 95 0 6/34 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
1050VA Interactive HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Fortress Line- 4-6 95 0 5/43 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
1425VA Interactive HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Fortress Line- 4-6 95 0 8.5/68 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, 
1800VA Interactive HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Fortress Line- 4-6 95 0 5/68 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, 
2250VA Interactive HP·UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Axxium Rackmount On-Line (double 5-6 87 0 9/41 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
1000VA conversion) HP·UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Axxium Rackmount On-Line (double 5-6 87 0 8/61 y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
1500VA conversion) HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Axxium Rackmount On-Line (double 5-6 87 0 14/151 (with 1 external y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, 
2000VA conversion) battery cabinet) HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Axxium Rackmount On-Line (double 5-6 87 0 7/151 (with 1 external y DOS, NetWare, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, 
3000VA conversion) battery cabinet) HP·UX, AIX, Solaris, IRIX, sea, more 

Compaq Computer Corp., P.O Box 692000, Houston. TX 77269 http !1www compaq com Circle 202 

Key 

VA = Volt-ampere 
msec = Millisecond 

Y = Yes 
N = No 

N/A = Information not 
available 

499-2,599 

649-2,049 

799-1 ,885 

1,999-3,950 

289 

389 

529 

499 

669 

899 

1,099 

1,199 

1,099 

1,499 

1,359 

2,279 

T700Tower Line- 4 96 5 5/19 y Windows NT, UnixWare, sea, NetWare, intraNetWare 381 
700VA Interactive OS/2, Warp 

T1000Tower Line- 6 96 5 8/49 y Windows NT, UnixWare, sea, NetWare, intraNetWare, 510 
1000VA Interactive OS/2, Warp 
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,,~ 
Company ~~ 

<,'Ii 

address 1::,~~ 

model <?.'~ 

T1500Tower Line- 96 9(79 y Windows NT, UnixWare, seo, NetWare, intraNetWare, 
1440VA Interactive OS/2, Warp 

T2000 Tower Line- 96 7/92 y Windows NT, UnixWare, seo, NetWare, intraNetWare, 
1920VA Interactive OS/2, Warp 

R1500 Rackmount Line- 96 5 7/67 y Windows NT, UnixWare, seo, NetWare, intraNetWare, 
1440VA Interactive OS/2, Warp 

R3000 Rackmount Line- 10 96 5 11/187 y Windows NT, UnixWare, seo, NetWare, intraNetWare, 
2880VA Interactive OS/2, Warp 

Falcon Electric, P.O Box 859, Monrovia, CA 91017, http.//www.falconelectnc.com. Circle 203 

SG 600-IT On-Line (double 4 90 0 13/36 N Windows 95/98/NT 
600VA conversion) 

SG 800-IT On-Line (double 4 90 0 9/25 N Windows 95/98/NT 
800VA conversion) 

SG 1K-IT On-Line (double 4 90 0 6/19 N Windows 95/98/NT 
1000VA conversion) 

SG 1.5K-IT On-Line (double 6 88 0 11/30 N Windows 95/98/NT 
1500VA conversion) 

SG 2K-IT On-Line (double 88 0 7/20 N Windows 95/98/NT 
2000VA conversion) 

SG 2.SK-IT On-Line (double 6 88 0 6/17 N Windows 95/98/NT 
2500VA conversion) 

SG 3K-IT On-Line (double 6 88 0 5.5/15 N Windows 95/98/NT 
3000VA conversion) 

SG SK-ITX On-Line (double Hard- 80 9/28 N Windows 95/98/NT 
S000VA conversion) wired 

SG 6K-ITX On-Line (double Hard- 80 0 7/18 N Windows 95/98/NT 
6000VA conversion) wired 

Fenton Technologies, 1910 E. Warner Ave., Unit C, Santa Ana, CA 92705, http://www.fentonups.com. Circle 204 

PowerPal 
1400VA 
Rackmount 

Line
Interactive 

N/A 2-4 7/45 y Windows 95/98/NT, NetWare 

Liebert Corp., 1050 Dearborn Drive, Columbus, OH 43229, http://www.liebert.com. Circle 205 

PowerSure ProActive Off-Line 4 96 4-6 5f7 N Windows 95/98/NT, NetWare, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, 
350VA • (standby) sea OpenServer, OS/2 

PowerSure ProActive Off-Line 4 96 4-6 5/- N Windows 95/98/NT, NetWare, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, 
470VA • (standby) seo OpenServer, OS/2 

PowerSure ProActive Off-Line 4 96 4-6 5/- N Windows 95/98/NT, NetWare, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, 
700VA • (standby) sea OpenServer, OS/2 

MGE UPS Systems Inc., 1660 Scenic Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626, http://www.mgeups.com. Circle 206 

Pulsar ESV 5+ Line- 2 98 4 4/10 N Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP-UX, AIX, 
480VA Interactive Solaris, Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, VAX VMS 

Pulsar ESV 8+ Line- 4 98 4 5/25 y Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP-UX, 
780VA Interactive AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, Seo, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
(tower or 3-unit rack) VAX VMS 

Pulsar ESV 11 + Line- 6 98 4 5/40 y Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP-UX, 
1080VA Interactive AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, Seo, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
(tower or 3-unit rack) VAX VMS 

Pulsar ESV 14+ Line- 6 98 4 5/80 y Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP-UX, 
1400VA Interactive AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
(tower or 3-unit rack) VAX VMS 

• Product not bundled with software. Users must download free SiteNet Multi link software from Liebert's Web site. 
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668 

950 

1,045 

1,813 

790 

-----
890 

990 

1,590 

1,990 

- ---
2,590 

2,890 

5,390 

5,890 

899 

217 

357 

456 

249 

399 (tower), 
589 (rack) 

- -- - -
579 (tower), 
749 (rack) 

689 (tower), 
969 (rack) 
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Company 
address 
model 

Pulsar ESV 22+ 
2200VA 
(tower or 4-unit rack) 

Pulsar EX 7 
700VA 
(tower or 2-unit rack) 

Pulsar EX 10 
1000VA 
(tower or 2-unit rack) 

Pulsar EX 15 
1500VA 
(tower or 2-unit rack) 

Pulsar EX 20 
2000VA 
(tower or 3-unit rack) 

Pulsar EX 30 
3000VA 
(tower or 3-unit rack) 

Line
Interactive 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

6 

Networkable UPS Devices 

98 5/120 

83 0 8/28 

83 9/50 

83 5/55 

83 9/90 

83 6/100 

y 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP-UX, 
AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
VAX VMS 

Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP·UX, 
AIX, Solaris , Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
VAX VMS 

Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP·UX, 
AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
VAX VMS 

Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP·UX, 
AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
IRIX, VAX VMS 

Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP·UX, 
AIX, Solaris , Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
VAX VMS 

Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, Mac OS, Linux, HP·UX, 
AIX, Solaris, Digital UNIX, sea, Unisys SVR4, IRIX, 
VAX VMS 

Minuteman UPS, 1455 LeMay Drive, Carrollton, TX 75007, http://www.minuteman-ups.com. Circle 207 

Pro 700r Line- 2 N/A 4 7/25 y Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, HP·UX, AIX, 
700VA Interactive Interactive UNIX, sea, SunOS, Solaris, UnixWare, 
(rack-mount) Unisys SVR4 

Pro 1000r Line- N/A 4 7/50 y Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, HP·UX, AIX, 
1000VA Interactive Interactive UNIX, sea, SunOS, Solaris, UnixWare, 
(rack-mount) Unisys SVR4 

Pro 1400r Line- 2 N/A 4 3/50 y Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, HP·UX, AIX, 
1400VA Interactive Interactive UNIX, sea, SunOS, Solaris, UnixWare, 
(rack-mount) Unisys SVR4 

Pro 2200r Line- N/A 4 5/92 y Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, HP·UX, AIX, 
2200VA Interactive Interactive UNIX, sea, SunOS, Solaris, UnixWare, 
(rack-mount) Unisys SVR4 

Powerware Corp., (formerly Exide Electronics) 8609 Six Forks Road, Raleigh , NC 27615, http://www.powerware.com. Circle 208 

Powerware 3115 Off-Line 2·4 96 4 6·9/10-18 y Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, DOS, Mac OS, 
300-650VA (standby) UNIX 

Powerware 5105 Line- 4-6 96 2·4 5·8/11-75 y Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, DOS, Mac OS, 
450-1500VA Interactive Linux, AT&T UNIX, Digital UNIX, Interactive UNIX, 
(tower or rack) sea, Solaris, SunOS, AIX, UnixWare 

Powerware 5119 Line- 6-10 96 2·4 7-13/29+ y Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, OS/2, NetWare, DOS, Mac OS, 
1000-3000VA Interactive Linux, AT&T UNIX, Digital UNIX, Interactive UNIX, 
(tower or rack) sea, Solaris, SunOS, AIX, UnixWare 

Powerware 9 Prestige On-Line 4-10 96 0 6-15/25+ y More than 30 platforms, including Linux, OS/2, 
600-6000VA (double Windows 95/98/NT, NetWare 
(tower or rack) conversion) 

Powerware 9150 On-Line (double Up to 96 0 7-10/unlimited y More than 30 platforms, including Linux, OS/2, 
8000-12500VA conversion) 20 Windows 95/98/NT, NetWare 

Toshiba International Corp., 13131 W. Little York Road, Houston, TX 77041 , http://wwwt1c.tosh1ba.com. Circle 209 

1500 Series Rackmount On-Line (double 5 87 10/60 y 
1200VA' conversion) 

1400 Series Rackmount On-Line (double 4 87 10/120 N 
1500VA • conversion) 

Tripp Lite, 1111 W. 35th St., Chicago, IL 60609, http://www.tnppltte.com. Circle 210 

Omni Smart Series Line- 4-6 96 2-4 5-10/5-120 N 
300· 1400VA Interactive 

• Software available at an additional charge. 
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Windows 95/NT, NetWare, HP-UX, AIX, SunOS, Solaris, 
Seo, XENIX, Unisys SVR4 

Windows 95/NT, NetWare, HP-UX, AIX, SunOS, Solaris, 
sea, XENIX, Unisys SVR4 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel , HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, sea, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

1,148 (tower), 
1,659 (rack) 

965 (tower), 
1,209 (rack) 

965 (tower), 
1,209 (rack) 

1,315 (tower), 
1,513 (rack) 

1,545 (tower), 
2,018 (rack) 

2,455 (tower) , 
2,825 (rack) 

594 

744 

944 

1,544 

130+ 

329+ 

699+ 

699+ 

8,396+ 

1,899 

2,699 

165-649 



APC's comprehensive enterprise-wide 
power protection maximizes uptime 

Symmetra'" Power Array'· 
The solution to 
growing datacenters 

• Maximum uptime is guaranteed by unique 
single-phase Power Array· power sharing 
technology 

• Scalability allows modular expansion and 
reconfiguration as your datacenter grows 

• Simplified maintenance dramatically lowers 
cost of ownership 

• Highest availability/lowest operating costs 
in the marketplace 

• N+ 1 redundancy design assures continuous 
availability 

• Serviceable while load is up and running 

Silcon® DP300E Family 
The solution for site-wide 
power protection 

• 3-phase growth path from 10 kVA to 4 MW 
safeguards your investment 

• Innovative Delta Conversion On-line'" 
design means unmatched efficiency and 
low operating costs 

• Smaller footprint and cabling reduce cost of 
ownership 

• Saves up to 18% in energy loss over tradi
tional legacy UPS design 

• Reduction in harmonic current from 30% 
(legacy) to 3% 

• Up to nine units can be run in load 
sharing/redundant mode 

Estab lishing a relationship with APC can save you millions of dollars. It can 

also ease t he pain of having to manage the uncertainty of power-related 

downtime. Computerworld readers choose APC for reliability 10-1 over any 

other brand. Find out what 8,000,000 customers and 8,000 resellers in over 

120 countries have already discovered: APC's Legendary Reliability'" is 

unmatched in the industry. Contact APC today and let our integrated datacenter 

pow er management solutions work for you. 

"When the tax practice is 
without computers, $35,000 
per hour in revenue and 
production is lost. We need 
APC Symmetra• to help us 
keep our platform stable." 

Bill Cope, Network AnalysL 
Arthur Andersen 

"The professionalism and 
thoroughness exhibited by 
the representatives of APC's 
Global Services Group in 
explaining all facets of the 
transition sold me on the APC 
Si/con' DP300E solution." 

Franco Pasquale, Simulator Team leader, 
Boston Edison 

APC Global Services 
The solution for pro-active 
power protection 

• Quality solutions tailored to meet your 
requirements 

• Provides a road map for implementing a 
power protection strategy that works 

• PowerAudit'": the comprehensive, power 
quality consulting program 

• Proper installation, proactive maintenance 
and cost-saving analysis 

• Cost-effective 24x7 services that focus 
entirely on power quality 

• Attractively priced services bundles available 

• Guaranteed satisfaction or your money back 

• 5,000 employees and over 8,000 business 
partners worldwide to serve you 

Find out why APC has won over 130 awards for 
reliability and visitwww.apcc.com today. 

Legendary Reliability· 

"With untested wiring in the 
new building and a network 
that needed to come online 
quickly, we felt the APC Global 
Service PowerAudif" could 
help us identify and prevent 
any potential power problems.· 

Scott Davidson, Manager of 

Development and Operations, Sarcom 

FREE Enterprise Solutions Kit. Get Legendary Reliability™ for your network. 
To order: Visit http.//promo.apcc.com Key Code k58 5z • Call 888-289-APCC x1 241 • Fax 401 -788-2797 

©1999 American Power Conversion. All Trademarks are the property of their owners. APC2F9EF-US • PowerFax: (800)347-FAXX • E-mail: apcinfo@apcc.com • 132 Fairgrounds Road, West Kingston, Al 02892 USA 
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Company 
address 
model 

SmartPro Net Series 
450-3000VA 

Smart DataCenter 
3000VA 

Smart DataCenter 
SOO0VA 

Smart Unison 
1000VA 

Smart Unison 
2200VA 

Smart Unison 
6000VA 

Smart Unison 
10000VA 

Line
Interactive 

Line
Interactive 

Line
Interactive 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

On-Line 
(double 
conversion) 

6-8 

16 

16 

6 

Hard
wired 

Hard
wired 

Networkable UPS Devices 

85 2-4 5-10/15-240 

96 4-8 36/480+ 

96 4-8 42/480+ 

87 0 10/160 

87 7/160 

87 10/120 

87 10/240 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel, HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT,Mac OS, more 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel, HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel, HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

Solaris , SunOS, Solaris Intel, HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel, HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel , HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

Solaris, SunOS, Solaris Intel, HP-UX, IRIX, AIX, Digital 
UNIX, SCO, OS/2, Red Hat Linux, Slackware Linux, 
Windows 3.x/95/98/NT, Mac OS, more 

Maureen McKeon is a technology writer based in the Boston area. She can be reached via mm@cpg . com. 
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329-1 ,969 

2,999 

4,499 

899 

1,849 

5,499 

9,499 



Product Review 

Flash Disk: 
No Flash in the Pan 
by MARK PETRIE 

Winchester Systems' FlashDisk could quite 
possibly be the 'world's fastest RAID array,' 
and its documentation isn 't bad either. 

I n the past few years, advances in pro
cessor and memory technology have 
brought about amazing advances in 

computational performance. But given 
the increasing demands of databases, 
high-fidelity audio, real-time video 
and high-resolution graphics in today's 
corporate environments, maintaining 
high levels of performance and reliabili
ty still present a daunting task to IT 
professionals. As a result, when shop
ping for a new RAID, increasingly IT 
managers are using performance as the 
benchmark for competing RAID solu
tions. Unfortunately, getting bench
mark and performance data from most 
RAID manufacturers is an arduous task 
at best. One exception is Woburn, MA
based Winchester Systems Inc., which 
guarantees its FlashDisk is the world's 
fastest RAID disk array. 

Winchester Systems has offered 
exceptional value and performance in 
disk and tape technology since 1981. 
As a result, it has developed an impres
sive clientele, which includes the likes 
of Boeing, Honeywell Inc., MCI World
Com Inc. and Siemens AG. "People 
choose FlashDisk because of perform
ance and dependability," says Joel Lieder, 

chief executive officer of Winchester 
Systems. In fact, after talking with 
the company, it's readily apparent that 
performance is at the forefront of Win
chester Systems' marketing strategy. This 
month, Computer Publishing Lab takes 
a look at FlashDisk Enterprise RAID, 
Winchester Systems' thoroughbred. 

The Enterprise RAID system com
prises a data center enclosure with 10 
shelves. Each shelf holds a rack-mounted 
RAID array, with a maximum disk capa
city of 109.2 GB (128 MB of cache). 
Therefore, a fully configured data center 
offers a capacity of 1,092 TB of storage 
and 1,280 MB of cache. Each array 
features hot-swappable disks, redundant 
power supplies, fans, AC power and a 
remote failure notification capability, 
which can page your administrator if 
a hardware problem is detected. For 
those requiring a truly fault-tolerant 
system, you will want to invest in the 
optional redundant controller. This type 
of redundancy may cost a few dollars 
more, but peace of mind is a valuable 
commodity when it comes to mission
critical data and applications. 

The controller uses an Ultra Wide 
SCSI-to-Ultra Wide SCSI interface and 
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is available with five or six channels 
per controller, which can be configured 
as either a host or drive interface. The 
cache uses intelligent multithreaded 
write-back and write-through caching 
algorithms with dynamic look-ahead 
to optimize system performance. Flash
Disk supports RAID levels 1 (mirror-

A fully loaded FlashDisk Enterprise 
RAID system offers a capacity of 
1,092 TB of storage and 1,280 MB 
of cache. 
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Product Review 

Table 1. FlashDisk Benchmark Results 

Test Threads Block size (KB) File size (KB) Throughput (KB/s) N Standard deviation 
Random read 1 1 131,072 533.0 30 131 .5 

1 64 1,048,576 11 ,624.7 25 175.9 
12 1 131 ,072 281.3 30 0.5 
12 64 1,048,576 11 ,617.6 25 155.8 

Random write 1 1 131 ,072 206.3 20 1.1 

1 64 1,048,576 4622.1 20 16.2 
12 1 131,072 207.3 20 1.4 
12 64 1,048,576 4,620.0 20 24.7 

Sequential read 1 1 131 ,072 2,100.8 30 45.1 
1 64 1,048,576 20,477.2 30 344.6 

12 1 131 ,072 2,036.0 30 35.7 
12 64 1,048,576 20,651 .5 30 377.1 

Sequential write 1 1 131 ,072 2,312.7 20 231.4 
1 64 1,048,576 12,450.5 20 106.3 

12 1 131 ,072 2,308.8 20 32.8 
12 64 1,048,576 12,431 .0 20 107.8 

All benchmark results reported in this article were gathered using the vxbench program, which is freely available from Veritas Software 
(http: ; / www . veri tas. com). The program enables the tester to create random and sequential 1/0 environments on VxFS, UFS 
and raw 1/0 file systems and partitions.-mp 

ing), 3 (striping with dedicated parity), 
5 (striping with interspersed parity) and 
1 +O (mirroring with striping), as well 
as just a bunch of disks QBOD). 

On all but ]BOD, you are able to 
use the "hot spare" feature. Hot spare 
is a dedicated replacement disk. In the 
event of a disk failure, FlashDisk auto
matically begins rebuilding the failed 
disk information on the hot spare. 
When the rebuild is complete, the 
disk group functions normally, only 
now it uses the spare disk rather than 
the defective one. What's more, this 
takes place behind the scenes and is 
transparent to the end user. 

Rather than send us the entire 
cabinet, Winchester Systems sent us 
a single preconfigured rack-mountable 
RAID subsystem. It included 12 IBM 
Corp. 9-GB low-profile drives and 
64 MB of cache. The 19-inch rack
mount case appeared well-constructed 
and was equipped with rwo handles 
for easy removal from the data center. 
The FlashDisk front panel contains 
an LED configuration menu, which is 
nicely documented in the installation 
manual. In addition, it has several use
ful alarms that will immediately alert 
you if there is a problem with the 
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power supply, operating temperature, 
fans or disks. Alongside the controller 
are 12 disk bays. Each bay is clearly 
labeled with the appropriate SCSI ID, 
which makes installing the drives and 
disk trays a snap. 

The rear panel of the enclosure has 
dual fans and a 300W power supply. 
Both are hot-swappable and have con
venient thumb-screw fasteners, which 
make removal and installation fast and 
easy. The SCSI interface is located 
under the fan modules. FlashDisk 
offers either 50-pin SCSI 2 or 68-pin 
SCSI 3 interfaces. Our system was 
equipped with rwo pairs of SCSI 2 
interfaces. In addition, Winchester 
provides all the necessary SCSI cables, 
terminators, power cables and keys 
to lock/unlock the drive bays. 

Installation 
The documentation that accom

panies FlashDisk is excellent. The 
white and red, three-ring owner's 
manual takes you through the installa
tion process step-by-step, using a com
bination of labeled photographs and 
numbered lists. It's easy to follow and 
provides additional information regard
ing the technical specifications of the 
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disk, controllers and disk enclosures. 
Installation is completed in three 

steps: 
• Connect the subsystem to either an 

SBus or PCI Ultra Wide SCSI adapter 
on the host machine. 

• Reboot the host system and rebuild 
the device table. 

• Configure the disk partitions/file 
systems as you would if you were add
ing another hard drive. 

Configuration is performed via a 
serial port or through the front-panel 
controls. Both methods are clearly doc
umented in the installation manual. 
When a system is preconfigured at 
the factory (like the one we reviewed), 
Winchester Systems includes full docu
mentation of the settings in the owner's 
manual, as well as screen captures from 
the configuration menus. 

To install the system, simply slide 
the labeled disk trays into the corres
ponding bays and connect the appro
priate SCSI cables, terminator and 
power cables. After powering up the 
RAID array, reboot the host server 
and reconfigure the device tables to 
include the FlashDisk device. You 
should now be able to view the disks 
and default partition tables using 



the format command. If the partition 
information is to your liking, complete 
the installation by creating a file sys
tem on the appropriate partitions and 
mount them. 

Performance 
We connected FlashDisk to an 

UltraSPARC 10 workstation from Sun 
Microsystems Inc. The UltraSPARC 10 
was equipped with a 333-MHz proces
sor, 2-MB cache, 128-MB RAM and 
Solaris 2.7. FlashDisk was configured 
for RAID 5, which is striping with dis
tributed parity. RAID 5 is similar to 
RAID 3, except that the parity blocks 
are interspersed across the disks. This 
allows for better read performance 
and more fault tolerance, and is com
monly used for file servers and data
base applications. 

The vxbench program from Veritas 
Software was used to gather the bench
mark statistics. The program allows 
users to create a variety of I/O envi
ronments on VxFS (Veritas file sys
tem), UFS and raw I/O partitions. 
It can perform single- or multithread
ed random and sequential reads and 
writes with various block sizes. Multi
threaded I/O operations on a single 
file are useful for simulating a database 
environment. We used 10-KB and 
64-KB block sizes for both single- and 
multithreaded operation. The vxbench 
output includes operational variables, 
such as the number of threads and 
block size, along with the number 
of I/Os per second. In addition to 
reporting the mean throughput, we 
have included the number of samples 
(N) and the standard deviation in 
Table 1 to illustrate the significance 
and range of values. 

Product Review 
The first tests comprised sequential 

and random sustained reads and writes 
with one thread. Sequential reads with a 
1-KB block size and a 131,072-KB file 
size averaged 2,100.8 KB/s, and writes 
averaged 2,312.7 KB/s. Random reads 
achieved throughput of 533 KB/s, but 
exhibited a fairly high standard devia
tion (131.5). While, random writes 
had a mean of206.3 KB/s, with only 
a 1.1 deviation. 

When we increased the block size to 
64 KB, sequential read performance was 
a blistering 20,477.2 KB/s, while writes 
clocked in at 12,450.5 KB/s. Random 
reads averaged 11 ,624.7 KB/s, and 
writes chugged along at 4,622.1 KB/s. 

Next, we ran the same benchmarks, 
only now with 12 threads and a file 
size of 1,048,576 KB. Interestingly, 
throughput was similar to that of 
the single-threaded environment. The 
only exception was the multithreaded 
random read, which was 53% lower 
when compared to the single-threaded 
random read throughput. 

Summary 
Our tests substantiate Winchester 

Systems' data and performance claims. 
We found FlashDisk to be robust and 
easily scalable. Users will be pleased 
with the forethought the company 
has put into the product's design. The 
system uses quality components and 
is well-designed. We especially liked 
the configuration menus and diag
nostic tools on the controller's front 
panel. Winchester also put quite a bit 
of thought into the design and content 
of the owner's manual. In addition 
to an easy-to-follow configuration 
section, the manual contains a com
prehensive RAID overview, along with 
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FlashDisk Enterprise RAID 

Company 
Winchester Systems Inc. 
400 W. Cummings Park 

Woburn, MA 01801 

Phone 
(800) 325-3700 

WWW 
http://www. win sys. com 

Best Feature 
Performance, documentation 

Worst Feature 
Price 

Price 
Unit with 12 9.1-GB drives 

(109.2 GB) = $31 ,955 
Unit with 12 18.2-GB drives 

(218.4 GB) = $34,292 
Unit with 8 36.4-GB drives 

(291 .2 GB) = $50,691 

Circle 138 

ample technical documentation. 
If you should need assis tance with 

the product, the company provides 
first-rate service. It promptly respond
ed to our phone calls and emails, and 
was eager to assist with our review. 
Overall, we were quite impressed 
with the excitement the company 
exhibited when discussing its product 
lines. After tinkering with this prod
uct, Winchester's enthusiasm appears 
to be well-founded. ~ 

Mark Petrie is a network administrator 
specializing in SunOS and Solaris en
vironments. He can be reached at 
petriem@yahoo.com. 
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Content Management: 

MICHAEL JAY TUCKER 

Michael Jay Tucker is a freelance 
writer living in Boston. He has written 
about the computer industry for more 
than 15 years and can be reached at 
rntucker@world .s td.com. 

Galloping Off in All Directions 
In this information-based economy, companies are being asked to pump 
increasingly complex information around increasingly sophisticated networks, 
so much so, it's becoming increasingly difficult to manage all that content. 

I f anyone still has any illusions about just how difficult a task large-scale docu
ment and content management is in an age of multiple media, a glance at the 
Bureau of National Affairs Inc. , Washington DC, would be a quick cure. "We're 

a private, employee-owned legal publisher," explains Judy Flynn, director of pub
lishing systems applications development for BNA. The company was founded in 
1929 and has been employee-owned for more than 50 years. 

What it publishes is legal information for a constituency that ranges from lawyers 
to business professionals to the federal government. "They [the government] buy 
back a lot of their own information," Flynn says. BNA's products include everything 
from newsletters to "notifications" (like newsletters, but much larger, and sometimes 
much more frequent-"Our Daily Report for Executives will run to 100 pages," Flynn 
says) to multibinder reference loose-leaf products and tax portfolios. 

~ And all of these are available in multiple forms . Depending on the individual 
~ publication, there will be print versions, Web versions, email versions, CD-ROM 
~ versions ... and on and on. Keeping the material current, accessible, properly for-
~ matted and more or less filed in the right place is, needless to say, complex. BNA 
j has had to put together what it calls the PS2000 System, a centralized document, 
~ content and information management system using tools such as the Xyvision Par-
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lance Document Management (PDM) 
and Xyvision Parlance Publisher (XPP) 
products from Xyvision Enterprise Solu
tions Inc., Reading, MA, and the Adept 
SGML Editor from Arbortext Inc., Ann 
Arbor, MI. 

BNA started putting together its sys
tem in 1990. Now, several years later, 
"we have 3,000 users producing 39 notifi
cations services on our servers, six dailies 
and 18 newsletters," says Flynn. There are 
also 25 reference services, and "they all go 
out in multiple media." In terms of hard
ware, the company is using a Sun Micro
systems Inc. Ultra 3000E server running 
an Informix Corp. database and several 
smaller SPARC-based servers, an assort
ment of Sun Ultras used as X servers and 
200 PCs running Microsoft Corp. Win
dows NT and Hummingbird Commu
nications Ltd. Exceed X sofrware. 

"It's pretty much an all-Sun envi
ronment," Flynn says. It hasn't, she says, 
exactly been a piece of cake. "There are 
a thousand land mines." BNA's project 
team has faced problems from complex 
sofrware integration to the standardi
zation of data content and output for
mats, to the simplification of convoluted 
work.flows and resistance to change from 
BNA's authors. "Many of our writers are 
mostly lawyers. They're interested in writ
ing, not in how to place SGML tags." 
The project succeeded, she says, partly 
because it had significant buy-in from 
the top and from all the departments 
involved. "It had to be a joint effort," 
Flynn says. 

So, all in all, BNA's is a complex and 
demanding application involving the 
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coordinated efforts of technologists, programmers, marketers, 
production staff, managers, editors and even journalists. Could 
content management as a discipline and market possibly get 
more complex? 

The answer seems to be "yes." For coming up fast on the 
horizon are spies and counterspies, suits and countersuits, and 
yes, even the odd employee who wants to do some real work. 

What Do You Mean Content Management? 
First, some definitions are in order. What is meant by the 

term "content management"? That sort of depends on who 
you talk to, and when. 

Traditionally, it has meant the art of controlling the dis
play and format of information, usually as electronic media, 
in some reasonably structured form. There is normally some 
sort of centralized authority, and once documents have been 
developed, they're piped out to end users in some sort of 
read-only form. In other words, it's a lot like print publishing 
and its practitioners have typically been the documentation 
departments of larger businesses. 

"We've been targeting authors, editors, documentation 
delivery groups," says Kevin Duffy, president and chief executive 
officer of Xyvision Enterprise Solutions. ''And we've had two 
distinct user groups. First, we have those who produce docu
ments in support of what they sell." For example, companies 
that might produce a jet plane for the military and have to pro
vide an enormous amount of documentation to go along with 
it. And, in recent years, this is an area that has gotten even more 
complex. Documentation departments now have to somehow 
support everything from print to the Web to CD-ROM and, 
therefore, their tools-like Xyvision-must as well. 

The second group, says Duffy, is "those people for whom 
the information is itself a product." That is, publishers like 
BNA. For them, he says, the problem is simply: "How do you 
move your product in a more timely and cost-effective way 
than your competiror." 

The fact is this is beginning to change. While the market 
for large-scale documentation products still exists, it isn't par
ticularly growing, and other parts of the world are putting in 
claims for content management-style technology. "The broader 
markets are moving away from very structured information 
management," says Duffy. "They're getting involved in depart
ments other than documentation." In other words, there are 
only so many manuals you're going to produce. There's a finite 
limit to how many technical writers (or journalists) you need. 
So, the high document and content management products are 
finding their markets a little crowded. 

But, while that aspect of the market may be topping out, 
there's a new one opening up. Another class of corporate users 
has discovered that it, too, wants content management tools. 
That is, the actual desktop workers, who before asked for little 
more than word processors and email, have decided too they 
want sophisticated content management. "We have had to 
expand to include other forms of knowledge management," 
says Duffy. Specifically, this has meant that Xyvision has begun 
to offer system integration services, and to resell the Livelink 
workgroup collaboration product from Open Text Corp., 
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Ontario Canada. Livelink allows Xyvision's users to produce, 
modify and broadcast sophisticated documents at the desktop. 
It's as though every individual is a documentation department. 

Xyvision's customers are now creating what are called 
"smart documents. " That is, they can check themselves 
against databases of corporate policies, understand their 
own importance and forward themselves to the proper indi
viduals. And they, too, are collaborative. That is, they are 
meant to produce documents that are created and modified 
by groups of closely cooperating individuals, who must be 
able to share not only basic premises but also subsequent 
revisions in a timely and cost-effective manner. 

None of this is new, of course. Lotus Development Corp. 
Notes, various high-end authoring systems from companies 
such as Interleaf Inc. and document management companies 
like Adobe Systems Inc. introduced the concepts of collabor
ative and active documents years ago. The difference is in 
the degree. These content managers are meant to manage 
and produce not only intelligent memos or the odd electron
ic user manual. Rather, they manage whole interactive 
libraries-creating the documents, managing them within 
organizations that literally span the world, resolving cross
references among numberless documents, keeping them 
updated and, finally, maintaining them in a dozen different 
media, ranging from Web pages to printed brochures. 

"It isn't for the fainthearted," Duffy says. 

Rated XML 
The good news is if the market is a bit swampy, there is a 

bit of solidification going on at the technical level. Indeed, we 
may be in the midst of a revolution. 

To date, two major coding schemes have dominated con
tent management. The first was Standard Generalized Markup 
Language, or SGML. This, of course, is a well-defined (by the 
International Organization for Standardization, or ISO) means 
of maintaining large amounts of structured information. It has 
b~en used successfully for more than 10 years by organizations 
ranging from vast corporations to tiny nonprofits. The kicker? 
It doesn't like the Web. It works fine on CD-ROM and so 
forth, but it is so complex and so complete that it tends to 
overwhelm the average Web application. 

So that leads us to the second major standard-Hypertext 
Markup Language, or HTML. That, too, is well-understood 
and has been implemented broadly. Every teenager with a Web 
page has some HTML under his or her belt. And, of course, 
therein lies the problem. It's too simple, too tied to the brows
er, too subject to technical obsolescence and, perhaps worst of 
all, increasingly burdened with vendor-specific extensions. 

What was needed was something that was as Web-friendly 
as HTML and as powerful and as standardized as SGML. The 
result: eXtensible Markup Language, or XML, which can be 
(perhaps overly simplistically) considered a subset of SGML, 
a sort of SGML pared down for the Web, as developed and 
envisioned by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 

But, says Dennis Eskow, editorial director of the Instat 
Group, a market research firm based in Boston, MA, as far as 
content management is concerned, XMLs power is in its abil-

ity to handle many different document formats. "It is a means 
to resolve the issue of how to make intellectual property easily 
transferable from one medium to another," Eskow says. 

Most companies and organizations already have enormous 
amounts of documentation on hand, he says. The trick is 
often getting it out of a proprietary or obsolete format and 
into something multiple and dissimilar applications can use. 
"It [XML] will be ubiquitous," Eskow says. 

For chat reason alone, the past two years have seen a boom 
in the XML tool market. Xyvision is one such vendor, with 
its Parlance product suite. Ochers include Chrystal Software 
Inc., with its Astoria and Canterbury tools, Data Harmony 
Inc., with the Data Harmony software suite, Documentum 
Inc., with its Enterprise Document Management System 98 
(EDMS 98), Object Design Inc. , with eXcelon, Poet Software 
Corp., with Poet Content Management Suite (CMS), Auto
Graphics Inc. , with Impact/Online, and Texcel Research Inc. , 
with the Texcel Information Manager. 

A Dangerous Age 
But if these organizational and technical problems of 

content management are daunting, they're a piece of cake 
compared with some of the legal ones. 

''At one of our clients," says Kelly Haggerty, product mar
keting manager for Elron Software Inc., Internet Products 
Division, Cambridge, MA, "a young executive sent a ... well, 
a very revealing photo of herself as an attachment in an email 
to her husband. " You can probably guess the rest of the story. 
The email was sent to a distribution list rather than a single 
name, and dozens of corporate officers discovered they had a 
very personal snapshot in their mail queues. 

That story is funny-at least, for everyone but the executive 
and her husband-where it stops being funny is when it turns 
into a disaster. For example, if an email message or Web page 
is associated with your server, that means your company is con
sidered liable for what's in it. "The courts are ruling that, yes, 
if you emailed something offensive, then it is as if it went out 
on your letterhead," says Victor Woodward, vice president of 
technologies at Content Technologies Inc. , Kirkland, WA, 
maker of the MimeSweeper content management tool. 

Consequently, companies have found themselves on the 
wrong end of class action suits as a result of their employees' 
"private" email. Woodward recalls the case of a large oil com
pany that was taken to court by some female employees who 
discovered their male counterparts were exchanging jokes, 
which they believed to be offensive, via email. 

Ah, but it gets worse. What happens if you have an em
ployee who is using your Internet connection to post racially 
charged messages to Usenet newsgroups after-hours? Or 
soliciting the sexual services of a minor? Or flaming your 
customers? Or downloading pornographic images and view
ing them while customers are walking past? Or if someone 
inadvertently (or deliberately) downloads the personal files 
of your staff or customers onto your company Web page? 

In all those cases, your company could end up in court. 
Indeed, it is almost certain to. But we're not finished yet. If 
class action suits don't scare you, how about industrial espio-
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nage? The reality of the Internet is that anything can be any
where at a moment's notice-including your trade secrets email
ed to YourCompetition.com by a disgruntled employee. 

Content Control 
All of this has led to a demand for a new kind of content 

management product-a content controller. This type of product 
is "predicated on the idea that you can look at the bits coming 
off a wire and then do something intelligent with chem," says 
Jim Hurley, managing director of information security at con
sulting firm The Aberdeen Group, Boston, MA. "[In terms 
of content control] the focus is on filtering-email, FTP, Web 
pages," Hurley says, and preventing anything from viruses 
to sensitive information from moving along with ocher forms 
of content. 

Vendors in chis market include Content Technologies, with 
its MimeSweeper produce (one of the oldest available content 
controllers), Worldcalk Corp., Santa Clara, CA, also known 
for its secure email products, and Elron Software, an Israeli 
firm chat recencly purchased control technology from Cam
bridge, MA-based On Software and entered the market with 
Message Inspector. 

All of these basically sic at the perimeter (or, in some cases, 
on the desktop) of a corporate network and, in some fashion, 
check each and every file chat comes in or goes our for sensi
tive material. This can be quite a crick. "Some produces just 
look for keywords," warns Elron's Haggerty. And chat means 
some perfectly innocent communications can be rejected, 
while other really deadly ones zip right on through. "Take 
the case of 'White Trash,"' Haggerty says. "Thar's an offensive 
term. But if the content manager is just looking for keywords, 
you could send a message reading, 'Puc the white paper in the 
yellow crash can ,' and it would be rejected." 

To overcome chis, Haggerty says, Elron's product attempts 
to put keywords into the context of the rest of the sentence. 
In fact, Elron is partnering with the Oxford English Dictionary 
to build up an enormous list of words chat might be considered 
offensive and in what contexts. 

Companies Mentioned in this Article 

Arbortext Inc. 
1000 Victors Way 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 
http://www. arbortext. com 
Circle 140 

Auto-Graphics Inc. 
3201 W. Temple Ave. 
Pomona, CA 91768 
http://www.auto-graphics.com 
Circle 141 

Chrystal Software Inc. 
10875 Rancho Bernardo Road 
San Diego, CA 92127 
http://www. chrystal. com 
Circle 142 

Content Technologies Inc. 
204-D Central Way 
Kirkland, WA 98033 
http://www.us.mimesweeper.com 
Circle 143 

Data Harmony Inc. 
P.O. Box 8640 
Albuquerque, NM 87198 
http://www.dataharmony.com 
Circle 144 

Documentum Inc. 
5671 Gibraltar Drive 
Pleasanton, CA 94588 
http://www.documentum.com 
Circle 145 

Elron Software Inc. 
Internet Products Division 
1 Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
http://www.elronsoftware.com 
Circle 146 

Another problem content controllers face is images, whether 
in Web pages or as binary attachments. If an attachment comes 
in at the end of a piece of email as a JPEG file, how can you cell 
if it's a close-up of your new product or a scanned centerfold? 
The answer, frankly, is you usually can't. All the major content 
controllers will open binaries and determine what format they 
are, even check chem for viruses, but actually judging their con
tents for suitability is beyond chem. Which isn't to say vendors 
aren't working on chis problem. 

"Ir isn't a product, and may never be," says Content Tech
nologies' Woodward, "bur we are working on software in the 
lab in which we run thousands of images past a module and cry 
to teach it to be able to distinguish between a picture of your 
family on the beach and, say, a bunch of scantily clad young 
women." Among ocher things, he says, the software looks at 
things like the angle of a person's eyes in a photo. Are they 
looking at the viewer, as though looking into a camera while 
someone says "cheese," or do they seem to be looking off at an 
angle, as if laying in a bed when someone shoots cheesecake? 

So what, then, is the scare of the content management mar
ker? Particularly for webmasters and others who deal with large 
collections of electronic documents? 

It is an industry in radical flux. le has gone from being a 
market of produces that are little more than automated filing 
cabinets, and vendors who are glorified typesetters, to an 
industry in which documents are active participants in inter
national commerce, and in which vendors must be able to 
answer their customers needs for everything from format to 

legal liability. 
In ocher words, it's complex and it's going to get worse, 

and there's not a lot anyone can do about it. In an information
based economy, companies have to pump increasingly complex 
information around increasingly sophisticated networks in even 
more delicate political, social and legal situations. 

"Three years ago, the focus [of the content management 
industry] was just on documents," says Xyvision's Duffy. "In 
just the last few months, it has changed radically." In fact, he 
says, "it is a whole differen t world. " -<> 

Object Design Inc. 
25 Mall Road 
Burlington, MA 01803 
http://www.objectdesign.com 
Circle 147 

Open Text Corp. 
185 Columbia St. W. 
Waterloo, Ontario 
Canada N2L 525 
http://www.opentext.com 
Circle 148 

Poet Software Corp. 
999 Baker Way 
Ste. 100 
San Mateo, CA 94404 
http://www.poet.com 
Circle 149 

Texcel Research Inc. 
1 Broadway, Ste. 600 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
http://www.texcel.no 
Circle 150 

Worldtalk Corp. 
5155 Old Ironsides Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
http://www.worldtalk.com 
Circle 151 

Xyvision Enterprise 
Solutions Inc. 
30 New Crossing Road 
Reading, MA 01867 
http://www.xyenterprise.com 
Circle 152 
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URL/New Products 
Content Certification 
Software Unveiled 

Factpoint's Content Certification 
Suite is aimed at managers of busy 
Web sites. The software is said to have 
a number of features , including a con
tent certification process based on 
digital signatures, designed to ensure 
incorrect information is not posted 
to a corporate site. 

As part of the certification process, 
an authorized user, such as a webmaster 
or marketing manager, must first design 
an approval process, which files and 
graphics relating to a sire need to tra
verse in order to become certified for 
posting, Factpoint says. The approval 
process typically includes reviewing/ 
editing fi les under version control. 
File updates are automatically assigned 
a new version number, enabling the 
"roll ing back" to a previous dare or 
version if needed. Because updates can 
be submitted via a regular browser, out
side parties-such as advertising agencies 
or suppliers-can easily submit content 
without requiring special software, the 
company says. 

In addition, webmasrers can set 
various parameters to ensure outdated 
content is nor published, or char certain 
types of content are nor accidentally 
combined. For example, a price list 
could be declared valid for publication 
only between certain dates, or an image 
file could be allowed to appear only on 
specific pages or in combination with 
specific files. The Content Certification 
Suire will then automatically publish 
content to staging servers and produc
tion servers when certain events-such 
as a release dare-are triggered. 

The final step of the certification 
process is the creation of a Content 
Certificate, consisting of a digital hash 
of the content, the content's URL and 
the user's X.509 digital certificate. To 
help prevent outside hackers from copy
ing and spoofing a site, all certified 
pages carry the Factpoint logo. If the 
content is altered, the logo will indicate 
it is no longer certified. 

Factpoint Content Certification 
Suire runs on Solaris, HP-UX, Linux 
and Windows NT. Web server support 
includes Microsoft Corp. Internet lnfor-

Email Access via the Phone 

The product descriptions are compiled from 
data supplied by the vendors. To contact 
them far more detailed information, circle 
the appropriate reader service number on 
the card located elsewhere in this issue. 

mation Server 4.0+ and Netscape Com
munications Corp. Enterprise Server 
3.51+. Pricing starts at $100,000 for 
100 users. 

Factpoint Inc. 
10 Burlington Mall Road 
Burlington, MA 01803 
http://www. factpoint. com 
Circle 154 

Mainframe Data 
on the Web 

Information Builders has begun 
offering Parlay Application Integration 
Server, a Java application server that 
extends mainframe data, applications 
and IBM Corp. MQSeries applications 
to corporate intra/extranets and the 
Internet. 

Parlay is said to enable developers to 
create Java applications char integrate 
with enterprise-class systems, including 
IBM's Customer Information Control 
System (CICS), Information Manage
ment System/Transaction Management 
(IMS/TM) and MQSeries-based sys
tems. It also provides integration ser
vices to other CORBA 2.0- and COM-

Infinite Technologies has released two products designed to make 
receiving email easier for traveling professionals who don't have 
access to a laptop or their desktop computer. 
!voice Pro is a clienVserver email system, Internet gateway and 

4.0 offers users of cellular telephones that support the Wireless 
Application Protocol (WAP) secure access to corporate email and 
the ability to retrieve, reply, forward, delete and create email mes
sages from anywhere. Infinite Interchange is a Windows-compatible 
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email voice attendant, which enables users 
to access email messages from any tele
phone. The system combines an IMAP4/ 
POP3 email clienVserver SMTP gateway 
and voice system. Using !voice Pro, email 
users can also access their mailboxes via a 
standard Web browser. It supports a range 
of email systems, including Lotus Develop
ment Corp. Notes and cc:Mail , Microsoft 
Corp. Exchange and Outlook, and Qual
comm Inc. Eudora. !voice Pro costs $549 
for a 10-user license. 

Interchange Wireless E-mail Gateway 
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server application that integrates seamlessly 
with any IMAP4, POP3 or SMTP email sys
tem. Remote wireless users can connect 
securely through the Interchange server 
for direct access to corporate mailboxes, 
Infinite says. 

Interchange Wireless E-mail Gateway 
4.0 is priced starting at $349 for 1 O users. 

Infinite Technologies 
11433 Cronridge Drive 
Owings Mills, MD 21117 
http://www.ihub.com 
Circle 153 
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based distributed applications. 
Parlay includes support for Java 

Naming and Directory Interface 
(JNOI), which enables Java components 
to be located at runtime by a global 
directory regardless of their location on 
the network; Java servlecs, so developers 
can create Web-based applications that 
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use HTML and Java servlets to com
municate with Parlay's built-in HTTP 
server (or any external Web server co
resident with Parlay); the integration 
of CIC++ application code with Java 
components, so newly developed Java 
programs can call existing programs; 
and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) . Full 
support for Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) 
1.0 is planned for later this year. 

Parlay Application Integration Server 
supports more than a dozen platforms, 
including AIX, Solaris, HP-UX, Linux, 
05/390 and Windows NT. Pricing 
starts at $11,250 per CPU. Parlay Ser
ver-Side Enterprise JavaBeans-which 
provide additional messaging services 
for MQSeries, IMS/TM, CICS and 
TN3270 emulation-can be purchased 
separately for $2,250 per CPU. 

Information Builders Inc. 
2 Penn Plaza 
New York, NY 10121 
http://www.ibi.com 
Circle 155 

Multipurpose Modem for 
Remote Users 

EZ Rider Pro from Arescom offers 
telecommuters and remote workers the 
choice of using either a 56-Kb/s analog 
connection, asymmetric digital sub
scriber line (ADSL) or cable connection 
co access che Internet. It also supports 
10/ l 00Base T Ethernet connections and 
enables a small office network co share a 
single IP address from a standard analog 
dial-up account via a built-in, dual-

speed hub, Arescom says. 
The modem's Ethernet input inter

face allows EZ Rider Pro co function 
as an Ethernet-co-Ethernet router, en
abling users co segment Ethernet local 
area networks (LANs). EZ Rider Pro 
can also act as a backup for the Ethernet 
interface, providing redundant interface 
and network backup capabilities, the 
company says. 

EZ Rider Pro supports Dynamic 
Hose Configuration Protocol (DHCP), 
Network Address Translation (NAT), 
IP Filtering Firewall and the Microsoft 
Corp. VPN client. It costs $775. 

Arescom Inc. 
46724 Lakeview Blvd. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
http://www. arescom.com 
Circle 156 

UltraSPARC Server for ISPs 
EIS Computers has introduced 

Fusion-iX/2, a low-profile, rack-mount 
UltraSPARC server designed for Inter
net service providers (ISPs) that need co 
double the number of servers in their 
existing racks. 

Built with Sun Microsystems Inc.'s 
SPARCengine Ultra AXi PCI board, 
Fusion-iX/2 features a 300-MHz U!tra
SPARC-Ili CPU (a 360-MHz model 
is also available) , up co 1 GB of RAM, 
dual Ultra Wide SCSI channels and 
support for 1 00BaseT Ethernet. It can 
house up co four hard drives and two 
PCI cards and comes in a 3.5-inch 
rack-mount enclosure. In addition, it 
has a hot-swappable power supply and 
room for a floppy drive, tape drive or 
CO-ROM, EIS says. 

Pricing for Fusion-iX/2 varies 
according co configuration. A 300-MHz 
CPU with 256 MB of RAM, 9-GB hard 
drive, CD-ROM and Solaris preinstall
ed costs $4,199; the same configuration 
installed with Linux costs $3,675. 

To complement the new server, 
EIS is also offering two accessories char 
are said to enable ISPs co better design 
and manage their rack-mount environ
ments. A 1 U keyboard-video-mouse 
(KVM) tray combined with an 8- or 
16-port console switch allows a whole 
rack of servers co be controlled by a 
single integrated console, the company 
says. The KVM tray costs $2,259, and 
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the console switch costs $949 for 
the 8-port version or $1 ,575 for che 
16-port version. 

In addition, EIS offers che Master
Switch AC power manager, which 
reportedly allows remote users co cycle 
AC power (manually or automatically) 
co servers via a standard Web browser. 
It costs $510. 

EIS Computers Inc. 
207 W. Los Angeles Ave ., Ste. 303 
Moorpark, CA 93021 
http://www. eis.com 
Circle 157 

XML for Handheld Devices 
One of the leading vendors of eXcen

sible Markup Language (XML)-based 
data exchange products has brought its 
technology co the handheld computing 
market. Bluescone Software now offers 
Bluescone XML-Contact for che Palm 
Com puring platform, an XML appli
cation for 3Com Corp.'s Palm Com
puting devices. 

The product is designed co exchange 
data between handheld devices and cor
porate databases using XML. The Blue
scone XML-Contact client runs directly 
on che Palm Computing device and 
allows users co select information co 
upload/download, then translates that 
information into XML-based docu
ments. The Bluescone XML-Contacc 
server runs on any XML server. It pro
cesses the XML document sent from 
che Palm Computing device, interacts 
with the target database and sends back 
the appropriate information as an XML 
document. 

Bluescone XML-Contact can be 
downloaded for free from the company's 
Web sire. 

Bluestone Software Inc. 
1000 Briggs Road 
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 
http://www.bluestone.com 
Circle 158 

New, Improved 
E-commerce Tool 

Open Market has released ShopSite 
4, an application for building online 
stores. This latest release features an en
hanced setup wizard, a new user inter
face and predesigned site templates. 

In addition, Open Market has added 
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new database management capabilities 
for backing up and restoring data. 
ShopSite also comes with a new shop
ping cart program, a configurable site 
search utility, a module for managing 
sales and enhanced editing features , 
Open Market says. 

ShopSite 4 runs on a service pro
vider's Web server; nothing is installed 
on the user's machine. A list of Open 
Market partners and resellers is available 
from the company's Web site; pricing 
starts at $100 per month. For service 
providers interested in hosting ShopSite, 
the software runs on Solaris, Linux, 
IRIX and Windows NT, and is compati
ble with Web server software from 
Apache, Microsoft Corp. and Netscape 
Communications Corp. 

Open Market Inc. 
1 Wayside Road 
Burlington, MA 01803 
http://www.openmarket.com 
Circle 159 

Keep Bandwidth Hogs 
in Check 

Allot Policy Manager from Allot 
Communications enables IT managers 
to configure and manage limited band
width resources using scalable, dynamic 
network policies, the company says. 

Allot Policy Manager retrieves data 
from directory services through the use 
of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP). Network policies, driven by 
an organization's existing databases, 
are dynamically updated and loaded 
into the Policy Manager. This seamless 
integration allows an organization to 
maintain/update users, applications 
and policies independently, while Allot 
policy-enforcement devices automatically 
adjust to meet user demands on the net
work, the company says. Policy-based 
actions tailor network usage according 
to corporate goals or a network user's 
service-level agreement (SLA). 

Internet service providers (ISPs) 
that cannot integrate information 
about multiple users with their existing 
systems, can now define a small number 
of service classes for providing tiered 
offerings, Allot says. This is accomplish
ed by associating groups of users with a 
particular service or offering. Enterprise 
networks can allocate bandwidth based 
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on employees, departments or appli
cation attributes contained in a cor
porate directory. Meanwhile, electronic 
commerce applications can link cus
tomer databases and associate network 
policies with dynamically changing 
database information such as customer 
frequency status or money spent, 
Allot says. 

Allot Policy Manager runs on Win-
dows NT and costs $9,995. 

Allot Communications Inc. 
292 E. Main St. 
Los Gatos, CA 95030 
http://www.allot.com 
Circle 160 

Tool to Capture 
Electronic Signatures 

ePad from Interlink Electronics is 
a pen input device that captures hand
written signatures for use in electronic 
commerce, online banking and signa
ture-based security systems. 

ePad reportedly uses a pressure
sensitive input surface that is designed 
to emulate the natural feel of signing 
on paper. When used with lnterlink's 
pen input software, ePad captures 
signatures on-the-fly and inserts them 
into Microsoft Corp. Word documents. 
The device not only captures the sig
nature, but also reports the line shape 
and stylus pressure needed to electroni
cally bind and verify the signature, the 
company says. 

ePad connects to a PC serial port and 
costs $69.95. 

Interlink Electronics Inc. 
546 Flynn Road 
Camarillo, CA 93012 
http://www.interlinkelec.com 
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Application Development, 
Deployment 

Sybase has announced the availa
bility of Enterprise Application Studio 
(EAStudio) 3.0, a set of application 
development and deployment tools 
that includes Enterprise Application 
Server (EAServer) 3.0, Power] 3.0 
and PowerBuilder 7.0. 

EAServer 3.0 is designed to deploy 
Web-based and distributed applications 
by incorporating the capabilities of a 
component transaction server and a 
dynamic Web page server, the company 
says. It offers cross-client and cross-com
ponent support for distributed appli
cations based on COREA, JavaBeans, 
Enterprise JavaBeans, COM and C/ 
C++ applications. 

Power] 3.0 enables users to build 
Internet applications that use HTML, 
Java clients and deliver Java server-side 
components. PowerBuilder 7.0 reported
ly allows developers to build applications 
based on Web-based components and 
features a new HTML DataWindow, 
which al lows users to deploy to 
all major Web browsers, Sybase says. 

EAScudio 3.0 costs $3,445 per devel
oper. Prices for separate components 
are as follows: PowerBuilder 7.0 costs 
$2,995 per developer, Power] 3.0 is 
priced at $595 per developer and 
EAServer 3.0 costs $2,995 per single 
license. All three components run on 
Windows 95/98/NT, and EAServer 
also runs on Solaris. 

Sybase Inc. 
6475 Christie Ave. 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
http://www.sybase.com 
Circle 162 

Windows NT Firewall 
Upgrade 

CyberGuard has upgraded its firewall 
software with the release of CyberGuard 
Firewall for Windows NT Release 4.2. 

The new version features the com
pany's Proxy Framework technology, 
which reportedly serves as the founda
tion for all proxies. Users have the op
tion of integrating any new antivirus 
product into the CyberGuard Firewall, 
the company says. 

CyberGuard Firewall supports Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL), static Network 
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Address Translation (NAT) and split 
Domain Name System (DNS) capabili
ties, which hide internal addresses and 
system names from external access when 
the firewall is configured as the network 
DNS server. Pricing for CyberGuard 
Firewall for Windows NT Release 4.2 
starts at $1,495. 

CyberGuard Corp. 
2000 W. Commercial Blvd., Ste. 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 
http://www.cyberguard.com 
Circle 163 

Application Server with 
XML Support 

InfoSpinner has unveiled ForeSite 
Application Server 3.0. This latest 
release features eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML) support; a packaged 
Java Integration Framework QIF) with 
JavaBeans, which uses XML for enter
prise data access; and encryption across 
clusters. InfoSpinner says it provides 
drag-and-drop application integration, 
complete support for enterprise storage 
procedures, host integration connection 
caching and pooling, and support for 
IBM Corp. MQSeries, Customer Infor
mation Control System (CICS) and 
Java servlets. 

Pricing for the base ForeSite Appli
cation Server 3.0 starts at $25,000, with 
add-on modules available. It runs on 
Solaris 2.5.1, AIX 4.2, HP-UX 10.10 
and Windows NT 4.0. 

lnfoSpinner Inc. 
1601 N. Glenville Drive, Ste. 108 
Richardson, TX 75081 
http://www.infospinner.com 
Circle 164 

Service to Deliver Video 
One of the barriers preventing com-

panies from delivering multimedia con
tent via the Internet is the high cost of 
digitizing and editing video. Javu Tech
nologies may have the answer with the 
launch ofVideoFarm.com, the compa
ny's new service designed to make the 
delivery of multimedia content via the 
Internet affordable. 

VideoFarm.com, which is main
tained by Javu, is said to host multi
media content, convert video to a 
digital format and provide editing 
software. This software can be accessed 
via any Web browser, which allows 
users to edit multimedia data directly 
online, Javu says. Pricing for the service 
starts at $49 per month for 1 GB of 
storage on Javu servers. 

Javu Technologies Inc. 
Chelsea Piers, Pier 62 
New York, NY 10011 
http://www.javu.com 
Circle 165 

Free Site Management 
Software 

Mercury Interactive has released its 
Astra SiteManager 2.0 site management 
application. 

With Astra SiteManager, users 
can schedule Web site scans, create 
customized HTML reports and run an 
off-line analysis of a site's performance 
in terms of download time, Mercury 
says. In addition, Astra SiteManager 
comes with a browser view function, 
which allows users to see what a 
site would look like if viewed with 
different browsers. 
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Astra SiteManager 2.0 runs on Win
dows 95/98/NT 4.0 and can be down
loaded for free from Mercury's Web site. 

Mercury Interactive Corp. 
1325 Borregas Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
http://www.merc-int.com 
Circle 166 

Network Management for 
Windows 2000 

Telco Research's Tru Access Manager 
is said to provide IT managers with 
reports on the network usage of individ
ual users and workgroups. It monitors 
usage for policy violations based on an 
integrated set of policy filters, Telco says. 
Violations can be logged and reported 
via email or SNMP. 
~ , .... .!.,..?,,,,;.,.., ~....___..., 

Tru Access Manager's scheduler can 
also schedule the generation of reports 
and perform routine maintenance at 
any interval, eliminating the need for 
constant intervention, Telco says. All 
reports can be generated as text, rich 
text or HTML. Tru Access Manager 
runs on Windows NT/2000 and is 
priced starting at $3,995. 

Telco Research Corp. 
616 Marriott Drive 
Nashville, TN 37214 
http://www. telcoresearch. com 
Circle 167 
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To contact them for more detailed information, circle the appropriate reader 
service number on the card located elsewhere in this issue. 

Rack-Mount Ultra AXi 
for Telcos 

The RackMounr-2UAXi system, 
aimed at Internet service providers 
(ISPs), telecommunications companies 
and other firms with a need for small
foo tp r int rack-mount servers , is a 
19-inch steel enclosure with a 1.44-MB 
floppy drive, a 5.25-inch half-height 
slot for CD-ROM, tape or removable 
disk drive, and six fans. It can report
edly accommodate up to three internal 
7,200- or 10,000-RPM disk drives or 
two half-height drives . It uses Sun 
Microsystems Inc.'s Ultra AXi mother-

board, which offers features such as 
upgradable UltraSPARC-IIi processor 
modules with processing speeds of up 
to 360-MHz, integrated dual-channel 
Ultra Wide SCSI, two 33-MHz/32-bit 
PCI slots and integrated 10/100-MB 
Ethernet. Pricing starts at $3,855 for a 
300-MHz CPU system. 

Rave Computer Association Inc. 
36960 Metro Court 
Sterling Heights, Ml 48312 
http://www.rave.com 
Circle 101 

HP Server Offers 
Dual-Processor Path 

Hewlett-Packard's HP 9000 N-Class 
Enterprise Server is a PA-RISC server. 
The N-Class features up to eight 64-bit 
PA-8500 processors and an IA-64 
system bus designed to support future 
generations of both PA- RI SC and 
IA-64 processors, HP says. 

New Enterprise Storage Solutions 

T 
he EnterpriseXpress storage system from Overland Data is available 
in two models: two-drive and four-drive. The two-drive system comes 
with two DLT?000 tape drives and 26 cartridge slots, supporting cus

tomer installations with 150 to 300 GB of disk capacity and a backup rate 
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of 36 GB/hour. The four-drive system features four DLT?000 drives and 
52 cartridge slots, targeting enterprise customers with 300 to 600 GB 
of data. It can be scaled to provide 3.5 TB of native capacity and a backup 
rate of 180 GB/hour. Each model can be expanded in increments as small 
as one drive and 1 0 cartridge slots. Expansion modules slide into the 
library cabinet and snap into place, and can be added or removed without 
impacting operation, Overland says. EnterpriseXpress costs $38,290 for 
the dual-drive model and $75,680 for the four-drive model. 

Overland has also announced a new technology designed to enable 
remote operation and management of its automated tape libraries and 
autochangers from anywhere in the world via a standard Web browser. 
Web TLC (Total Library Control) is a platform-independent unit that con
nects to both the tape library and the Internet via an Ethernet connection. 
Because it does not use the host server connected to the tape library, it 
is compatible with a variety of platforms, the company says. This design 
allows an administrator to remotely configure, monitor and control the 
storage system via any browser. Web TLC is priced at $1 ,995. 

Overland Data Inc. 
8975 Balboa Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92123 
http://www.overlanddata.com 
Circle 100 
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Cataloged between HP's high-end 
V-Class servers and K-Class midrange 
UNIX servers for workgroups, the 
N-Class is aimed at business-critical 
application needs such as enterprise 
resource planning (ERP), data ware
housing and technical computing. It can 
be configured with either of HP's PA-
8500 processors-360- or 440-MHz-and 
with 512 MB to 16 GB of RAM. It 
offers up to 18 GB of internal d isk 
storage capacity, a maximum external 
storage capacity of 71 TB and includes 
a total of 12 I/0 slots. 

The N-Class server comes with the 
64-bit HP-UX 11 operating system pre
installed (but does not support HP-UX 
10.20) and features a complete set of 
built-in management tools, including 
HP's Secure Web console for easy, brows
er-based administration and an extended 
fault-detection system that fea tures a 
separate processor and bus to monitor 



the system, the company says. The ser
ver also features HP's WebQoS 2.0 tech
nology for stabilizing, optimizing and 
prioritizing Internet users and applica
tions. The HP 9000 N-Class Enterprise 
Server is priced starting at $48,000. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
3000 Hanover St. 
Pa lo Alto, CA 94303 
http://www.hp.com 
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Battery Power Protection 
for Networks 

The PowerSure ProActive Series un
interruptible power supply (UPS) from 
Liebert reportedly provides power pro
tection for workstations, peripherals and 
network equipment such as routers, 
bridges and hubs. Each model (350VA, 
470VA and 700VA) offers five minutes 
of battery backup at full-load, protec
tion for phone and data lines, lightning 
and surge protection for all outlets and 
is available in a wide range of voltages. 

PowerSure ProActive also includes an 
intelligent power management function 
designed to withstand buck and boost 
transitions without transference to che 
battery, thus extending battery life and, 
at the same time, protecting load capa
cities, the company says. Full-sequence 
testing capabilities are said to allow IT 
managers to conduct comprehensive 
battery/system checks. Available in 115V 
and 230V versions, PowerSure ProAccive 
is designed for use in most countries. 

Each PowerSure ProActive system 
comes with a Multilink communications 
cable and users are required to download 
free SiteNet MultiLink software from 
the company's Web site. The software 
runs on Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, SCO, 

New Products 
NecWare an d Wi ndows 95/98/NT. 
PowerSure ProActive coses $217 for the 
350VA model, $357 for the 470VA 
model and $456 for the 700VA model. 

Liebert Corp. 
1050 Dearborn Drive 
P.O. Box 29186 
Columbus, OH 43229 
http://www.liebert.com 
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High-Performance 
Computing in a Package 

T he H igh Performance Computing 
System (HPC-1) from Sky Computers 
is aimed at environments req uiring 
maximum raw computing power, such 
as real-time applications in technical 
settings. HPC-1 is packaged in single
chassis increments of either 6U or 9U 
form factors, each able to accommodate 
up co 16 boards, Sky says. Each 6U 
chassis provides 42 gigaflops (giga float
ing-point operations per second) of pro
cessing power, while each 9U chassis 
provides 170 gigaflops. 

The computing power of the HPC-1 
reportedly comes from off-the-shelf 
PowerPC microprocessors. The commu
nications interconnect between boards, 
chassis and systems is provided by the 
ANSI standard SKYchannel 320-MB/s 
packet bus architecture. Multiple SKY
channel connections are said to facilitate 
fast communication throughout che sys
tem hierarchy to continually provide 
maximum system throughput. 

GOOD TOOLS ARE JUST THE BEGINNING ... - ----------Sun recognizes that you need more than a good set of tools to develop 
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Each HPC-1 system is custom-con
figured and can include features such 
as Fibre Channel 1/0, RAID or High
Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) . 
The system offers a capacity of 128 GB 
of memory and 680 gigaflops of per
formance for the VME 6U version and 
512 GB of memory and 2,720 gigaflops 
for the VME 9U version. It runs on 
Solaris. Pricing for the HPC-1 starts at 
$500,000. 

Sky Computers Inc. 
27 Industrial Ave. 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
http://www.sky.com 
Circle 104 

Super-Thin LCD 
from Panasonic 

Panasonic Computer Peripherals has 
unveiled a new, super-thin monitor, 
the PanaFlat LC90S 19-inch digital 
multiscan LCD (liquid crystal display), 
equipped with built-in stereo speakers 
and USB connectors. 

The PanaFlat's five USB connectors 

New Products 

make it easy to attach peripherals to a PC 
by standardizing on one type of connec
tion and allowing ports to be located on 
the monitor for easy accessibility, the 
company says. Created for peripherals 
that require high-speed data transfer, 
such as digital cameras and printers, USB 
connectors can transfer files at 12 Mb/s. 

The LC90S also features a thin-film 
transistor (TFT) active-matrix screen, 
0.294mm dot pitch, a spectrum of 

Try Out The Latest Software 
free software 

Try It NOW! 

Software Solutions For The 
Solaris'M and Java'M Environments. 

Sun Solutions NOW! 
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Solaris'" and Java'" environments by Sun's third-party software vendors. Check 
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market-sometimes even before they're in full release. 

Over 500 Software Products 
This is the largest collection of downloadable demos and trial software written for 
Solaris and Java on the Internet. We've added the complete Sun Solutions Catalog 
with over 14,000 product listings. 

www.sun.com/downloads 
♦Sun 
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16 .77 million colors and a contrast 
ratio of 200: 1. 

The monitor can be used with Sun 
Microsystems Inc. UNIX workstations 
and desktops running Windows 95/98/ 
NT. It is priced at $2,000. 

Panasonic Computer 
Peripherals Co. 
2 Panasonic Way 
Secaucus, NJ 07094 
http://www.panasonic.com 
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Building, Managing 
User Interfaces 

Aonix has released TeleUse 3.2.1 user 
interface management system (UIMS) 
software. The product reportedly allows 
developers to design and build object
oriented GUis in C, C++ or HTML, 
and incorporates the latest version of 
the MotifX Window standard (2.1) and 
CDE 2.1 functionality. The Motif sup
port includes new Motif 2.1 widgets, 
such as XmSpinBox, XmComboBox, 
XmContainer and XmNotebook, and 
provides comprehensive support for the 
composition and usage of XmRender
Table and XmRendition objects to 
express text-rendering attributes. 

This latest version updates support 
for UNIX-to-Windows 95/98/NT cross 
development, which is said to enable 
developers to create interfaces for either 
UNIX or Windows platforms using 
common UNIX Motif-based sources. 
TeleUse 3.2.1 costs $7,500 for a single 
seat and is available for Tru64 UNIX 
(formerly Digital UNIX), HP-UX, AIX, 
IRIX, Solaris and Linux. 

Aonix 
595 Market St., 12th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
http://www.aonix.com 
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UNIX Connectivity 
Software Upgrade 

GraphOn has updated its thin-client 
server-based line of connectivity soft
ware for accessing UNIX applications. 
The products-Go-Global 1.6 for Win
dows desktops, Go-Joe 2.3 for Java 
environments and Go-Between 1. 1 for 
Windows Terminal Server/ multiuser 
NT clients-now include a universal 
X server, called GlobalHost, which 



enables UNIX X-based applications to 
be served up to multiple types of desk
top clients. 

Each new release also features a pro
prietary algorithm that encrypts a client's 
password and maintains the encryption 
during transit from the client to the ser
ver. This end-to-end encryption protects 
a user's password from being seen in tran
sit, the company says. 

Go-Global and Go-Between now 
share TrueType fonts between server and 
client, thereby reducing network traffic. 
Where bitmaps of the font characters 
were previously sent from the server to 
the client, this new approach installs a 
library of fonts on the X server and sends 
only the character name and information 
to the client, instead of the entire bit
map, GraphOn says. 

Go-Global, Go-Joe and Go-Between 
each cost $360 per seat and support a 
range of UNIX platforms, including 
Solaris, HP-UX, AIX and Linux. 

GraphOn Corp. 
150 Harrison Ave. 
Campbell, CA 95008 
http://www.graphon.com 
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Raritan Touts its 
Master Console 

Raritan has announced MasrerCon
sole SMX (Sun multiuser matrix), a line 
of keyboard-video-mouse (KYM) 
switches. MasterConsole SMX enables 
one, two or four simultaneous users to 

control multiple Sun Microsystems Inc. 
servers using a Sun keyboard, monitor 
and mouse, the company says . 

MasterConsole SMX comes with an 
on-screen user interface for simple oper
ation and system management. Ir is 
capable of storing up to 60 user names, 
each with personalized operating profiles 
and optional passwords for security, 
Raritan says. Additional security is pro
vided by a multilevel system that ensures 
authorized user access to each server. 

MasterConsole SMX comes in three 
models: SMX18, which controls eight 
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Sun servers from one user console; 
SMX28, which controls eight Sun servers 
via two user consoles; and SMX416, 
which controls up to 16 Sun servers from 
one to four user consoles. Units can be 
cascaded for single- or multiuser control 
of up to 256 computers, the company 
says. The SMX18, SMX28 and SMX416 
models cost $1,895, $2,495 and $5,695, 
respectively. 

Raritan Computer Inc. 
400 Cottontail Lane 
Somerset, NJ 08873 
http://www.raritan.com 
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IVT Unveils Video 
Delivery Software 

Instant Video Technologies (IVT) is 
now shipping Burstware 1.1, client/ser
ver video delivery software that is said to 
manage the transfer of cinema-quali ry 
video across all types of network. 

Burstware is designed to conserve 
bandwidth while providing smooth un
interrupted broadcasts, the company 
says. It uses IVT's Fasrer-Than-Real
Time video/audio delivery mechanism, 
which reportedly sends out managed 
content "bursts" capable of staying ahead 
of the content consumed by clients. 

The Burstware server runs on Win
dows NT and Solaris. Ir comes with a 
load-balancing feature for use with 
multiple servers. This allows one server 
to be removed from serving up data or 
to provide failover capability. The Burst
ware client is written in Java and can be 
configured to run with a Web browser or 
as a stand-alone application. Ir plays 
MPEG, QuickTime or MP3 files. A 
100-MB server costs $25,000. A sub
scription pricing model is also available 
for VARs; contact vendor for a quote. 

Instant Video Technologies Inc. 
500 Sansome St., Ste. 503 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
http://www.burst.com 
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More Memory for 
SGI Workstations 

Camintonn is now shipping memory 
expansion for SGI's Visual Workstation 
320 and 540. The new memory expan
sion is fully integrated and interoperable 
for both Visual Workstation models and 
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is designed to increase the memory to 
1 GB for the 320 and 2 GB for the 540 
in increments of 128, 256 and 512 MB. 
Pricing for the added memory starts 
at $345. 

Camintonn Corp. 
22 Morgan 
Irvine, CA 92618 
http://www.camintonn.com 
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Tandberg Unveils 
DLT Autoloader 

Tandberg's DLT Autoloader is 
designed to provide an affordable and 
compact storage solution for security 
critical data for large workgroup envi
ronments. The Tandberg DLT Auto
loader uses one DLT4000 or DLT7000 
drive and accommodates up to seven 
cartridges, with capacities ranging from 
140 GB to 490 GB. The drive supports 
transfer rates of up to 36 GB/hour. 

The product is available in rack
mount and desktop versions with a com
pact footprint char allows two loaders to 
be installed side-by-side in a standard 
19-inch rack. All Autoloader functions 
can be controlled via either a front-panel 
LCD or host software. Ir supports vari
ous network and operating sys tems , 
including Linux, NetWare and Windows 
NT, and is priced starting at $5, 163 
for the DLT4000 version and $7,9 19 for 
the DLT7000 version. 

Tandberg Data Inc. 
2685-A Park Center Drive 
Simi Valley, CA 93065 
http://www. tandberg. com 
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Corporate Portal 
Development Tool 

Rio 3 .2 from D araChan nel 1s an 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
enabled tool designed to build dynamic 
two-way corporate portals with input 
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(publishing) and output (retrieval) capa
bilities, making intra/extranets easier 
to use, integrate, manage and support, 
the company says. 

New features have been added to 
Version 3.2 to ensure smoother deploy
ment in a secure environment and to 
improve document management, the 
company says. An extensible security 
architecture supports standard directory 
services, an API to access proprietary 
directory services and integrated Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) support. Content 
creators can now remove all files asso
ciated with a channel or folder by sim
ply deleting that channel or folder, and 
all URLs and documents associated with 
it are automatically deleted from the 
server, DataChannel says. 

An extra feature is the XML Java 
parser, which allows developers to access 
and manipulate data between appli
cations across different platforms, 
including UNIX and Windows NT. 
DataChannel Rio is priced starting at 
$14,500 for the UNIX version and 
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New Products 
$9,500 for the Windows NT version 
(a free 45-day trial version is available 
for download). 

DataChannel Inc. 
600 108th Ave., N.E., Ste. 900 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
http://www.datachannel.com 
Circle 112 

RAS Card Supports 
Solaris 

Chase Research, a data communica
tions company specializing in remote 
access hardware, has announced support 
for Solaris on Intel in its remote access 
services (RAS) multimodem card. The 
Chase PCI-RAS Multimodem card is 
a V.90 RAS and computer/telephony 
integration (CTI) product that comes in 
either 4- or 8-port versions. It can be 
used to create remote access servers on 
Imel-based Solaris systems and supporcs 
56-Kb/s V.90 standards on all channels. 
Data compression is achieved via the 
V.42bis standard with V.42 error correc
tion, the company says. Pricing for the 
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PCI-RAS Multimodem card starts at 
$1,195 fo r the 4-port version and at 
$1 ,895 for the 8-port version. Drivers are 
available for Solaris (Intel and SPARC), 
SCO UNIX, Linux and Windows NT. 

Chase Research Inc. 
545 Marriott Drive, Ste. 100 
Nashville, TN 37214 
http://www.chaser.com 
Circle 113 

APC Repackages 
Redundant Switches 

American Power Conversion (APC) 
has introduced its redundant switch 
packages as independent products. 
Previously, these switches were only 



New Products 
available as part of the Sm art-UPS 
1400/High-Availability Redundant 
Switch package; now APC's redundant 
swi tch is availabl e in four models 
designed to use identical Smart-UPS 
(uninterruptible power supply), ranging 
from 700VA to 3000VA in 120V and 
208V environments. 

the load, for example, during a severe 
power surge. 

The redundant switch also sends 
status messages via the UPS-to-UPS 
management software, which in turn 
alerts IT professionals when it has 
detected a problem. Pricing for APC's 
redundant switches starts at $415. 

ponen t models, allows developers to 
combine custom-built components with 
prebuilt components from third-party 
sources to create new applications, the 
company says. 

APC says it has enhanced its redun
dant switch to work with existing rack, 
towe r, exten ded-run or rack- mount 
extended-run Smart-UPS. It requires 
only 1 U of rack space and works with 
servers running Solaris , NetWare or 
Windows NT. The switch monitors 
power quality from both the primary 
and redundant UPS, each of which can 
be plugged into separate AC circuits, 
the company says. Furthermore, APC's 
redundant switch is said to shift the 
load to th e redundant Sm art-UPS 
when it detects a potential disruption to 

American Power 
Conversion Corp. 
132 Fairgrounds Road 
West Kingston, RI 02892 
http://www.apcc.com 
Circle 114 

Software to Build 
Component-Based Apps 

In addition, Panther comes with 
tools for the development and deploy
ment of Web-based applications, the 
company says . Developers can use 
Panther's Integrate Application Server to 
dynamically create HTML, as well as 
write business logic in Java. Panther 
supports Win32, UNIX and Linux plat
forms. Base pricing starts at $4,995 and 
includes Web development capabilities, 
COM/DCOM support and a one-year 
maintenance agreement. 

Prolifics, a Jyacc Inc. company, has 
released Panther, a new software family 
for building component-based applica
tions. Panther, which supports COM, 
CORBA and Enterprise JavaBeans com-

Prolifics 
116 John St., 20th Floor 
New York, NY 10038 
http://www.prolifics.com 
Circle 115 

Upgrades, Enhancements, Additions ... 

■ SolutionSoft Systems has updated its testing tool for UNIX 
and NT systems. Time Machine is a date simulation program 
that reportedly enables IT managers to simultaneously test an 
application's response up to 200 times on the same system 
without interfering with normal operations. The latest version, 
Release 3, includes a new contingency planning tool called 
"program encapsulation," which makes it possible to modify 
specific noncompliant programs to interpret dates as if they 
were in a previous year. Encapsulated programs change all 
years after 2000 into past years containing the same date/ 
weekday pairings as the actual year so date-related infor
mation can be correctly processed, the company says. It can 
be used as either a stop-gap measure or as a long-term solu
tion for programs that cannot be made 100%-compliant. Both 
encapsulated and nonencapsulated Y2K-compliant programs 
can operate simultaneously on the same system, the com
pany says. Time Machine 3 is available for systems running 
HP MPE/iX, HP-UX, NCR MP-RAS, Solaris, AIX and Windows 
NT. Pricing starts at $2,000 per CPU. SolutionSoft Systems 
Inc., 2350 Mission College Blvd. , Ste. 777, Santa Clara, CA 
95054, http://www.solution-soft.com. Circle 116 

■ Version 5.0 of lnnosoft lnternational's lnnosoft Directory 
Services (IDS) product suite is said to be able to support 
thousands of concurrent client connections and deliver more 
than 550 typical queries per second on low-cost, single
processor hardware (scaling up with additional processors). 
It features "fall-back multimaster replication " technology 
based on Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) v3, 
which provides for the reconciliation of data between a pri
mary and secondary master server should either become 

unavailable for a period of time, lnnosoft says. It also pro
vides "second-level slave replication" so that one slave server 
can receive incremental updates from another slave server. All 
configuration and management of masters and slaves is Web
based and replication can be configured to use Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) for server-to-server authentication and 
encryption of data streams for secure replication over public 
networks. IDS is available for Solaris 2.6/7, Tru64 UNIX 4.0, 
AIX 4.3 on PowerPC, Red Hat Linux 5, Open VMS 7.1 and 
Windows NT. Pricing starts at $1 ,800 for 1,000 entries. 
lnnosoft International Inc., 1050 Lakes Drive, West Covina, 
CA 91790, http://www.innosoft.com. Circle 117 

■ SoftTech Solutions' On-Line! Detective 11.0, a system sup
port tool for personnel supporting Sun Microsystems Inc. 
workstations and servers, reportedly offers easier navigation 
and improved product coverage. It covers troubleshooting, 
root cause resolution, configuration rules and guidelines, as 
well as many other Solaris-related issues needing quick and 
accurate answers and information. New navigational aids 
include hot links, full-color photographs, a search function 
and a site map. On-Line! Detective supports all Sun worksta
tions from the SPARCstation IPC to the Ultra 60. In terms of 
servers, it includes the SS1000, SC2000, Enterprise 3000-
6000, Enterprise 3500-E6500 and Enterprise 250 and 450. It 
also covers storage arrays, including the StorEdge A5000. 
Pricing starts at $4,580 for a single-user license, plus a $990 
annual subscription fee after the first year. A license for 50 
users costs $85,500, plus a $26,000 annual subscription fee. 
SoftTech Solutions, 3525 Elizabeth Lake Road, Ste. A, Water
ford, Ml 48328, http://www.stsolutions.com. Circle 118 
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The high impact, cost-effective and powerful advertising section 

reaching over 100,000 technical product specifiers and buyers. 
To advertise call Carol Flanagan at (508) 839-4016 Email: caflanag@aol.com 

BACK UP 
INTO THE 
NEXT 
CENTURY 

Why take a chance losing a 
valuable customer with used 
product? 

Applied Digital Systems (ADS) has 
been providing computer solutions 
since 1984. And as a Sun Value 
Added Reseller, our Ultra™ 
based solutions give unmatched 
perfo rmance for all your 
computing needs. 

No worrying about Warranties! 
Nu Horizons Electronics 
Corporation, an Authorized 

~ Distributor, is your source for new 
and original product offered by Sun Microsystems, 
microelectron ics group. 

ADS offer Solaris™ based on-line catalog sohware, RAID disk arrays and tape 
library backup products. Our DLT and AIT tape libraries include sohware to 
automate backup for Sun and other UN IX platforms. 

Motherboards, CPU's, Processor Modules, 
Graphics and Networking Cards, Solaris OS, JAVA 
OS, and Memory Modules ... Also Performance 
Technologies and Viking Memory. 

Plus, our technicians are Sun Competency 2000™ trained to give you unparalleled 
technical support and service for maximum efficiency and reliability. 

Call ADS at 1-800-724-2692 for your Sun or data storage upgrade requirements. 

"" Suo,thtiSunlogo,ood(ompe1en<y2000 
are trudemorksor reg~1ered 1rodemork1 
olSunMiu0111temsln< 

Ill APPLIED DIGITAL SYSTEMS INC. 
30 liftbridge ln. E. • Fairport, New Yark • l 4450-1526 • 716-377-7000 

Rochester • Boston • D.C. • Houston • Chicogo 
Web Site: www.adsys.com • GSA# GS35F-O l 27D 
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♦Sun 
mic rosyst ems 

AUTHORIZED 
MICROELECTRONICS 

DISTRIBUTOR 

MICHAURA SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
... the upgrade specialists 

• Systems 

Buy . .. Sell . .. Trade 
Sun Microsystems 

and more ... 
• Spares 
• Lantronix 
• Best Power 
• Repairs/Advance Replacements 
• Peripherals 

Michaura Systems Corporation 
2 Henshaw Street 

Contact us today! 
Tel: (78 1) 937-0010 
Fax: (78 1) 937-0808 
email: sales@michaura.com 
URL: www.michaura.com 

Woburn, MA 0 180 I All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

NU HORIZONS ELECTRONICS CORP. 

Call 1-877-NUHO-SUN 
Open from 9:30AM to 8:00PM EST 

www.nuhorizons.com/sunsales 
EMAIL: sunsales@nuhorizons.com 

Circle No. 346 

-_ /ll~ --■11 ) __ -
UNiWisAL 
C APITAL 
FUNDING 

SUN MICROSYSTEMS 
WORKSTATIONS 

PRINTERS SERVERS MEMORY 
OPTIONS DISK TAPE 

800-883-9339 
BUY• SELL• RENT• LEASE • 

UPGRADE•EXCHANGE 

UNIVERSAL CAPITAL FUNDING 
15695 Medina Road, Plymouth, MN 55447 
VOICE (612) 551-9309 FAX (612) 551-9311 

EMAIL: lyonts @winternet.com 

Circle No. 330 Circle No. 320 
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Comtek Computer Systems 
Specializing in : 

SUN 
SUN Microsystems & Peripherals 

In-house OEM Depot Repair 
Same Day Advance Exchanges 
Spare Parts & Systems Sales 

System Lease and Upgrade Programs 
Inventory Mgt Programs 

• Same day shipping 
• One year warranty 
• In house technical support 
• Authorized Software Support Provider Agent 
• On hand inventory 
• Customized supply solutions to meet your needs 
• We can handle all your SUN needs 

Comtek Computer Systems 
"The first choice in SUN Support" 

Give us a call so we can put our highly 

trained staff to work for you. 

1-800-823-4450 
WWW.Comtekcomsys.com 
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CD-R lar SUN 
The GEAR™ product line offers state-of-the-art 
CD-Recordable software and enables System 
Administrators to: 

• distribute data on cross platform media 
• archive data safely and inexpensively 
• cut patches and updates to CD 
• create custom audio and video CDs 

GEAR supports the most extensive number of 
optical file formats, including ISO 9660 with 
RockRidge extensions. GEAR products are 
compatible with the latest CD-R technology from 
all major manufacturers. We support multiple 
UNIX versions including AIX, Digital UNIX, 
HP-UX, IRIX, and Solaris. 

GEAR Software, Inc. 
1 (877) 237-4327 

www.gearcdr.com 
The leader in UNIX CD-R 

software for more than 1 O years. 

Circle No. 361 

Customer Blown Away 
By Low Prices 

Work Stations • Servers • Peripherals • Parts 
Sales • Rentals • Leases • Exchanges • Repairs 

Maintenance• 120 Day Warranty 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN and 
Silicon Graphics equipment with Security! 

~CU/Ul> 
.,/.-. 

-
2340 Cou nty Road J • White Bear Lake, MN 55 11 0 

65 1/227-5683 • FAX: 65 1/223-5524 • seccomp @seccomp.com 
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~'o'· E.L.I. SYSTEMS inc. 
~ I! ~ ~,:I ·' 139 Hampshire St., Cambridge, MA 02139 

Design Your Own System or Select a GRAPHICS CARD 
Purchase Parts Individually 501-1845 ZX F/B $595 

501-2253 TX4 F/B 595 

Start with a SUN BASE 501-2325/2922 TXl F/B 175 

E450 Enterprise $10,600 Creator 2D/3D 375/625 

Ultra 1 /140/170 2,300/2,500 Remember MEMORY 
Ultra 2 5,300 Xl 64P 64 MB SP 20/1 0 $250 
Spare 20 550 Xl 64F 64 MB SP l 0 250 
Spare 10 275 Xl 32P 32 MB SP 20 150 
Spare 5 70/85 500/600 Xl 32M 32 MB SP5 175 
Spare 5 11 0/1 70 700/1,700 X116F 16 MB SPlO 25 

Add a MONITOR 501-1739 4MB S2/1/IPC 15 

1 6" Sony color $175 3"' - Spare 5, 32 MB 110 

1 7" Sony color 400 
3,d _ Spare 10/20/U ltra , 32 MB 120 

19" Sony color 250 
3,d _ Spare 10/20/U ltra, 64MB 225 

20" Sony color 525 What cae.acitf_ DISK 
Seagate 1 GB N/WC $175/225 

Choose a CPU Seagate 2.1 GB N/WC 280/295 
200/300Mhz, Ultra2 $1 ,000/3,100 Seagate 4.2 GB N/WC 325/350 
501-2352/2562 SM51 250 Seagate 9.0 GB N/WC 550 
501-2752/2769 SM61 350 
501-2953 SM81 425 SYSTEMS SPECIALS 
Ross 125 Mhz/512 K new 1,500 S20TX1-61-64-P46 19"cm $1,800 
Ross 1 50 Mhz/51 2 K new 2,000 S10GX-41 -64-P46 19"cm 965 
Ross 1 80 Mhz/512 K new 2,100 S5FX1 -70-64-P46 16"cm 1,2 00 
Ross 200 Mhz/512k new 2,200 Al 1-UBA1-1A-064AB 20" cm 3,785 

PHONE 1-800/447-1156 E-MAIL sunsales<11'di.com 
FAX 617 /354-1417 WEB http:/ /www.eli.com 

Circle No. 363 
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Remote Trouble-Shoot & Reboot 

78 

v' Dial-up and telnet access to Remote Sites 
v' Select Multiple Console/AUX Ports 
v' Reboot power on selected devices 

When it comes to Remote Site Management, no one offers more choices to access 
multiple console/AUX ports and/or reboot power than NetReach products from 
Western Telematic. We offer the flexibility you need to mix and match equipment 
for small or large remote management strategies. NetReach products are now 
installed in thousands of network sites world wide. Our customers know they can 
depend on our superior quality and reliability for their mission-critical operations. 

• • • • • Remote acce65 to multiple RS-232 Coni;ole/AUX Port,; 
• TCP/IP (telnet) and dial-up (modem) • Continuous 
off-line buffering • Password Protected • Any-to-Any Port 
Matrix Switching • AC or -48V DC power options 
• Various models from 4 to 64 ports 

Reboot "locked-up" network equipment 
• AC and -48V DC versions • Password, Site ID, Plug 
Labels • On/Off/Reboot power swit ching 

Single modem for Dial-up acce,; to con,;ole port,; 

• AC and -48V DC powered • 33.6Kbps V.34+ 

• Requires only one 19" rack space 

n n n ~ □ western~ 
~ LSD telematic inc. (800) 854·7226 • www.wti.com 5 Sterling, Irvine, CA 92618-2517 

Facsimile: (949) 583-9514 
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"WE'LL TRADE ANYTHING YOU HAVE 
TOWARD ANYTHING YOU NEED!" 

USED SUN-HP-DEC-EMC-CISCO-LUCENT-ETC. 
Mainframes-Servers-Workstations-Storage-Networking J ~ fax: 978-531-6037 

~ TriniComp ce,.it9r:;:;:,J~~366 
~ s v s r E M s www.tr1n1comp.com 

2 Centennial Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 All trademarks are property of their respective companies 

Circle No. 420 

QUICK RESPONSE To YOUR INFORMATION REQUESTS 
For more information on the products/services advertised in this section, please circle the appropriate reader service 
number(s) on the reader inquiry card located elsewhere in this issue. OR 
You can E-mail your requests for more information using the reader inquiry card numbers. 

Here's how: 
E-mail address: BERKCOMP@AOL.COM 

Include 
1. Magazine name and issue date 
2. Your name and address 
3. Reader inquiry numbers, separated by commas, for which you 

need more information. 
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... 

EXA-"Bitten"?? 
Extend your EXABYTE Warranty 

EXB-820x, 12 hr Repair (6 mo war) : $ 250 
"Hot Swap" Repair (6 mo Warr.): $ 300 

EXB-850x, 12 hr Repair (6 mo war) : $ 350 
"Hot Swap" Repair (6 mo Warr.): $ 400 

"SCS gives value a 
new twist!" 

DLT-"Bitten"! ! 
DLT-2000, DLT 4000, DLT4700: Call 

SUN Microsystems W /S 
Buy, Sell, Spare Parts, Repairs 

Customer's Head Spins Over 
Great Deals 

flt 
West Coast Computer 

Exchange, Inc. 
11167-A Trade Center Drive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN and Silicon Graphics 

equipment with Security! Unbeatable value, unparalleled 

service -- no wonder so many heads are spinning' 

Call: 916-635-9340 or FAX: 916-635-9485 

... 
Catalog at Web Site: www.wccx.com 

email: sales@ wccx.com 2340 County Road J • White Bear Lake. MN 55110 

65 1/227-5683 • FAX: 65 1/223-5524 • seccomp@seccomp.com 
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REMOTE YOUR DLT TAPE SYSTEM 

.. 

f'~f APCON® 
f'l'ff 

APco:s:, 1--:c. 
17938 s11· L"pper Boones Fem Rd. 
Portland, OR 972!4, L".S.A. 
Phone , 503 I 639-6700 
Fa, 303 6.19-67 •0 

e-mail: 
info7@apcon.com 

The new LAZERLINK IV 
extends DLT tape systems 

up to 550 meters, for 
centralized tape backups . 

Ultra SCSI 

Call for free application information: 1-800-624-6808 

Order on-line at: 
www.apcon.com 

Circle No. 442 
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LOOK!! SYSTEM INTEGRATORS/UPGRADERS 
SAVE$ !! SAVE$!! SAVE$!! SAVE$!! SAVE$ 
Use our Hot Swap Car r iers and $ SA VE $ on your data storage 
solution.We have much more. Please contact us ASAP. 

1. SUN Spare -10, 112, 5/20 
2. SUN Ultra Spare - 1/2 

Enterprise Series. 
3. IBM Netfinity - 5000 

5500, 7000. 
4. SGI - Onyx, 02, 

Challenge, Octane. 
5. COMPAQ - Proliant. 
6. HP - Netserver. 
7. GATEWAY/ALR - Servers. 

ARROWFIELD INT'L INC. 
2812-A Walnut Ave. 

Tustin, CA 92780 
800-227-9628 (CA) 
800-322-0322 (AZ) 

www.arrowfieldinc.com 
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LOWEST PRICES ON MEMORY 

DEC, HP, 
IBM, SGI .. SUN, ROSS 

SIMMS, DIMMS 

Clearpoint Enterprises, Inc. 
Save time, money dealing directly with Manufacturer 

25 Birch St. 

" If My Memory Serves Me Right 
.. .It Must Be Clearpoint" 

Ema il: 

Circle No. 362 

~ummrn 
alphnumeric paging 
software for UNIX 

Now UNIX and NT users 
can send text messages 
to alphanumeric pagers 
from a user, an application, 
or an E-mail system! 

Interactive User Interface 
Event Monitoring 

80 

I ntraNet/1 nternet Paging 
E-Mail Forwarding 
Easy Application Integration 

Starting at only $199 

Circle No. 453 

M ilford , MA 01757 
(800) 253-2778 
(508) 473-6111 

Fax (508) 473-0112 
www.cl earpoint.com 

memory @clearpoint.com 
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SYSTEMS & CPU's 
Ultra 1/170E-C3D-128mb-2.1 GH-CD·F1 .................. $ 3,995.00 
Ultra 2/1167E-C3D-128mb-2.1GH-CD-F1 .... . ....... $ 6,995.00 
Ultra 2/2300-C3D· 128mb-2.1 GB-CD-FL ................. $12,995.00 
Ultra 60-300mhz-C3D· 128mb-4.2GB-20" ............... $ 8,495.00 
Ultra 60-360mhz-C3D-128mb-4.2GB-20" ................ $ 9,1 95.00 
Enterprise 450 Dual 300mhz .......................... $15 ,200 .00 
Enterprise 250 Dual 300mhz .................... .. .... $ 9,995 .00 
Enterprise 4000 0Base .............................................. $15,500.00 
S5/170mhz-64mb-2.1 GB-CD-FL ............................... $ 1,995.00 
S5/85-32-1.05GB-TX1 N ............................................ $ 850.00 
U2/200mhz ................................................................ $ 1,450.00 
X1191A 300mhz Ultrasparc cpu ............................... $ 2,850.00 

MEMORY & DISKS 
Sun 1GB SS5'20 ... .. . . . ... S 135.00 
Sun 2GB SSV20\Ultra ............................................. $ 275 00 
Sun 4GB SS5'20\Ultra ............................................ $ 565.00 
Sun 9GB Ultra\Array ................................................. $ 950.00 
Sun X7004A 256mb kit\Ultra .................................... $ 995.00 
Sun X7022A 256mb EX000\EX500 ......................... $ 895.00 
Sun X7023A 1GB memory kit EX000\EX500 ........... $ 3,995.00 
Sun storage arrays 1121114\RSM\A5000 ............................ Call 

GRAPHICS 
TX1/TX4 ... . ....... $195/$895 
Creator/Creator3D .............................................. $395/$695 

ENTERPRISE 
EX000 X2601A system board ................................ $ 5,495.00 
EX000 X2611A 1/0 board ....................................... $ 4,750.00 
EX000 X2560A 336mhz\4mb cpu ............................ $ 6,995.00 
EX000 X2550A 250mhz\4mb cpu ............................ $ 3,695.00 
EX000 X2530A 250mhz\1 mb cpu ............................ $1,495.00 

Upgrade your current monitors to 20" Sun Sony 
color for only $295.00! While supplies lasts! 

Large inventory of hardware including spare parts, workstations, 
peripherals, memory, and 3rd party products. 
Industry leading 18 month warranty 
Check our web page for weekly specials - www.gshiis.com 
Email: sales@gshiis.com 

techinfo@gshiis 
• Call for full product line and availability. • Trades accepted, and purchase 
options available on all excess used equipment. 

IE ~ 
l11ma1iml 

GSH Intelligent Integrated Systems, Inc. 
95 Fairmount Street Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Tel: (603) 529-7880 Fax: (603) 529-7884 
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WANTED TO BUY 
SUN 

Cash Paid Now For 
All Enterprise Servers 
Ultra 1 & 2, 30 & 60 

SUN Disk & Disk Arrays 
Memory & Enterprise options 

SAVE on OFF LEASE & REFURBISHED SYSTEMS 
Systems available for sale, lease or rent 

CALL NOW FOR QUOTE 

~ E 

(800) 456-6233 
FAX (7141 632-9248 
sales@datalease.com 
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SUN-IBM-HP 
NEW/ Search our on-line catalog at 

WWW.OSEXPRESS.COM ~-----------
SOFTWARE .l..!SI ~ 
WordPerfect 7.0 1st user 495 395 
Netscape SuiteSpot Pro 6995 6145 
VSt"FAX Gold Fax Software 2395 1995 
VSt"FAX Gold Windows Client 10-user 590 520 
FrameMakor 1-user(floaling license) 2500 2295 
Adobe Acrobat 1-user 295 245 
lnformix On-Lina Dynamic Server 1-usr (min. 10) 1500 cal 
tnformix On-Lino WO<l<Group Serv 1-usr (min. 5) 295 cal 
tnformix 4GL Development 1-user(min 3) 900 cal 
Term Communications Software 695 595 
LP Plus Print Manager/Spooler 4-printor 695 575 
SoftWindows MS-Windows Emulator 549 475 
Spatch alphanumeric paging SW 4-user 499 425 
Double Vision Remote Support S/W 795 665 
Uniplex II+ (20-user) 5500 4895 
Oisk_Pak Disk Optimizer/Oefragger 1495 1230 
Cheyenne Arcserve/Open Backup S/W 1995 1395 
Legato Nelwor1<er Backup S/W 2500 1950 
Hummingbird PCX-ServerWin NT/95 545 395 
Hummingbird Maestro NFS Server -Win NT t95 169 

Q!.!A~I!.!~ !,U,I TAPE LIBRARIEi 
1601320GB, 36GB/hr, autoloader, barcodes r/a 6995 
2801560GB, 36GB/hr, autoloader, barcodes r/a 11495 

OTHER HARDWARE 
HP8GBExternal 4mmOATTape0rive 1150 925 
HP24GB External 4mmOATTape0rive 1550 1195 
HPLaserjet 8000N, 24ppm, 16MB, 10/100BT 3279 2895 
Mannesman Tally MT-661800Ipm Line Printer 7999 6795 
Seagate Cheetah9.1GB Ext. UllraWide SCSI 1495 875 
Plextor 32X External CO-ROM Drive 395 255 
Young Minds CD-Studio (nlwk CD-writer Sys.) 8339 ean 
Oigi PortServer 1116-port Terminal Server 2395 1890 

100's of other UNIX products available! 

Other Platforms: SCO, SUN X86, WIN NT, DEC, SGI, DG 

GM#t½tbh11?i EXPRESS! "'J 
Your direct •ource for UNIX, 
W in NT & networking product,a 
45 Wh itney Ro•d . Suite B8 , M•hwah , NJ 07430 

Roe 
Shipping! 

1-800-445-9292 
kall end ask kr OII free catalog/ 

Fast 
Oewe,y! 

Fax: 201 -847-8899 
E-mail: sates@.osexpress.com 

MCNISNAMEX/ 
DISCV/C.O.0 ./Net. 
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Remanufactured 
Sun Systems 

Complete 
Network 

Services 

Full Technical 
Support 

• 
• Peripherals 

• and KIDC 
MemoryU 

1-800-842-4781 

ml,¾orkstaf!oos 
5980 Golden Hills Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55416 
phone: (612) 512-3200 fax: (612) 512-1072 
email: sun@workstations.com www.workstations.com 
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"When it comes to service, 
d'" scs doesn't monkey aroun . 

Customer Goes Ape Over 
Great Service 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN and Silicon Graphics 
equi pment with Securi ty. Unparalleled service, unbeatable 

value - No wonder so many people are going ape. 

2340 County Road J • White Bear Lake, MN 55 110 
651/227-5683 • FAX: 651 /223-5524 • seccomp @seccornp.com 

Circle No. 438 

ULTRAFAST SBus A/D 

10 MHz DATA ACQUISITION 
The ultimate 12-bit data acquisition board can 

acquire 8 Million AID samples while simultaneously 
outputting 8 Million D/A samples and TTL vectors, 
all without CPU intervention. 

Four analog inputs, twin 5 MHz 12-Bit AID and 
D/A converters, 5 MHz TTL input/output vectors, 
and huge 16 MB RAM allow use in the most 
demanding scientific and industrial applications. 
ULTRAVIEW CORPORATION email: ultrav@worldnet.att.net 
34 Canyon View, Orinda, CA 94563 www.ultraviewcorp.com 

Telephone: (925) 253-2960 Fax: (925) 253-4894 

Circle No. 375 
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• Prices are examples for the indicated plattorm. A particular module for a specific model may differ in price. Prices are subject to change. 

Nordisk Systems, Inc. • 7900 East Greenway Road, Suite 207 • Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
Contact: e-mail: sales@nordisk.com 
Telephone: 888-NORDISK (667-3475) or 480-922-1222 Fax: 480-922-7222 

Web Sites: &@uli>iDM¢II or or www.nordisk.com 
Circ le No. 340 

DCG Computer• your total •olution• provider 
Sun Ultra Spare, Alpha & Intel 

20 AXi Systems 
in a 6' s ace 

Circle No. 322 

AROUND 
THE CLOCK 

and 
AROUND 

THE WORLD 

We're 

Your Company's 

Hottest Source For 

Buying, Selling, or 

Trading Sun™ Equipment. 

ill I ]Ji" For Over 15 Yeors ... 

~ Results Without The 

Headaches. Guaranteed. 

Call toda y: 
248.528 .6565 
Fax: 248.524.1449 

VIRTUAL 

Or for easy ordering ANYTIME ... 

Web: www.virtualtechnology.com 
E-mail: virtual@wwnet.com 

TECHNOLOGY 
<:um/J/1/tr ,,rod111'1s and St'l'l'il',•s 

Circle No. 331 
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Discover Solar Systems 
with hundreds of Suns. 

Refurbished Sun Microsystems equipment at great 
prices. Fully-tested inventory on hand , same-day 
shipping , satisfaction guaranteed . 

• Workstations & 
Servers 

• Upgrades & Parts 

• Storage Options 

• Rental & Leasing 
A,,ailahle 

• Cycle 5 Master 
Reseller 

• SunSoft Authori-::.ed 
Reseller 

To buy or sell , 

1-800-253-5784 
~ 

Outside U.S. call 1-425-222-7588 Fax 425-222-7388 himaiional 

Ext. 220 

r vtsu~lh h t eug t~ 
Diagramming Flowcharting 

Features: 
cross-platform (UNIX & Windows) 

FrameMaker MIF export 

rubberbanding connections 

advanced flowcharting features 
drag-and-drop shapes 

hierarchical documents 
·smart pasting" 

100 levels of undo 

Used worldwide by: 
Lucent, Ericsson, Hewlett-Packard, 

Motorola, Siemens, Nortel. .. and more 

flowcharts 

software design 

technical graphics 

network diagrams 

web imagemaps 

org charts 

Visual 
Solutions 

,.. 
www.confluent.com 

free download I use code AE13 

1-800-780-2838 

SDIAR 
SYSUMS 

http://www.solarsys.com - 01"8~"° Nl•9'ltl---n.o.,;,11.ftJV-~ ...... ~---~log<>"'•ff-•a,•.-~--..o10.,,-.....:,~,. I .-..~....._- """'--"'ll'lw,__..~ 

Circle No. 411 

JUST OFF LEASE 
ULTRA 60 

$325/mo* 
360MHz Processor 
128Mb memory • 9.0Gb Disk 
Creator 3D 
• Lease for 36 months with $1.00 

buyout or purchase for $8,950. 
Subject to supply on hand and 
credit approval. 

~ E · 

(800) 456-6233 
FAX (7141 632-9248 
sales@datalease.com 

Circle No. 455 

To Advertise Or For More 
Information Concerning The 

UNIX/NT Recruitment 
Opportunities Section 
Please call Carol Flanagan at 

(508) 839-4016 

Circle No. 447 

Sun & HP 

BUY SELL TRADE 
Workstations and Servers 

Boards Monitors Disks Tapes Mass Storage Solutions 
♦ Same Day Shipping ♦ Competitive Pricing 

♦ Custom Configurations Available 

DEPOT REPAIR CENTER 
♦ 30% To 50% Cost Savings ♦ One Year Warranty 

♦ Overnight "Swap" Service 

AC 
ACC, Inc. 

Advanlec Computer Company 
4125 Business Center Drive Fremont, CA 94538 

Phone: (510) 440-9700 Fax: (510) 440-9709 
E-mail: sales@advanteco.com 

http://www.advanteco.com 

Circle No. 439 
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RS/6000 Products 

press nt 
echnology Services 

R/S 6000 
SAVINGS UP TO 75% 
• Whole machines 
• Parts 
• Repairs 
• Logistics management 
• Features 
• Upgrades 

800-328-7723 
Jeff Karschnik x5760 

email: jeffk@expresspoint.com 

Tim Balko x5706 
email: tbalko@expresspoint.com 

Circle No. 372 

RS/6000 
NEW • REFURBISHED 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 
SYSTEMS • PARTS 

PERIPHERALS - ~ 
Worldwide Trade Corporation 

5253 Edina Industrial Blvd. 
Edina, MN 55439 

Call (612) 831-8094 
Fax (612) 831-7018 

Circle No. 342 

Server /Workstation Marketplace 

MEMORY UPGRADE SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR 

SERVERS & WORKSTATIONS 

PROLIANT SERVERS 
& 

PROFESSIONAL 
WORKSTATIONS 

Sun 
ENTERPRISE 

3000-6000 
64MB, 256MB, 1GB KIT 

ULTRA 
1, 30, 60 

128MB, 256MB KIT 

SiliconGraphics 
OCTANE 

64MB, 128MB, 256MB 
51 2MB KIT 

02 
64MB, 128MB, 256MB KIT 

--------- - ---- - -- - ---- - - ------ · ---- --
POWER EDGE 6300 SERIES NETFINITY 

INTELUSTATION 
RSJ6000 

Tel : (949) 454-9888 
Fax: (949) 454-9499 

Gateway·· 
E3200 ~il ~:~it::;r 

email: corporate@kingmax.com 3000, 9000 

Klt.JGMAX Aloompanyiop_..~~ofltlllirl'Np9Cll¥,t ~ --. 

Circle No. 379 
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The 
one 
and 

only 
source 

for 
all 
your 

IT 
needs 

ONE SOURCE CORP 

Circle No. 345 



RS/6000 Products 

More? 

SAVE OVER GOING DIRECT TO IBM 

FULL LINE SUPPLIER /ALL SYSTEMS IN STOCK 

Circle No. 343 

Circle No. 357 
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' * National Data EMAIL: RS6000@natdata.com 

call for free CATALOG 

:-:;-;~ §$ 
Cornnuter Svsterns 

BUY - SELL - RENT 

SUN MICROSYSTEMS 
IBM RS/6000 

• SYSTEMS • PERIPHERALS 

• DISK UPGRADES • PARTS 

• MEMORY UPGRADES • PROCESSOR UPGR. 

800-327-0730 
Keith DiCarlo Ext. 459 

Fax: 949-474-9250 
kdicarlo@ecsunix.com 

Circle No. 404 
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BUY-SELL 

& DATAGENERAL 

PARTS - DISKS 
MEMORY- SERVERS 

WORKSTATIONS 

AMES. SCIENCES, INC 
501 SOUTH STREET, EASTON, MD 21601-3&46 

. 410-82048100 
FAX.410 .. s20 ... s179 

Circle No. 348 

~A Family Business" 
101 First Street Utica, NY 13511 

Phone, (315) 724-2209 FAX, (315) 724-0794 
wwwccn .com 

Server /Workstation Marketplace 

RENT to OWN 
SUN® 
E450 

4 x 300MHz Processors 
512Mb memory 
PGX 8Bit 
8 x 4,2Gb Disk 
12x CD-RDM • Floppy 

$998/mo* 
•Lease for 36mo , then it's yours for only 

$1 .00 ·or· purchase for $28,500 . 
• Just off lease from a major finance co . Subject to 
supply on hand.Lease subject to credit approval. 

~ E 

(800) 456-6233 
FAX (714) 632-9248 
sales@datalease.com 

Circle No. 352 

Sun Workstations/Servers 
IBM RS6000 Business Partner 
Sun 20" Monitor Repair 
Sun Parts & Peripherals 
SONY Authorized Dealer 
Netscape Solution Experts 

Computer Crnnect:iql 

BONlS TO 
Sel'l'(Jl1/" orbfo io11 E.rpe,·t 
ADl[RTISERS (U' THE 
FOllO\\'ING ISSUES 
• AUGUST 1999 ISSUE 

Sil,!g1·a1,h 9•J 
Los Angeles, CA 

• OCTOBER 1999 ISSUE 
•·.111 lntemt•t \forld 

New York, NY 
l SE\I\ 2nd SJmposium 011 
l11te11lt't 'lt•t·hnologies and 
S~sh·ms 

Boulder, CO 

RENT 
THIS 
SPACE 

Call Carol Flanagan 

(508) 839-4016 
Circle No. 367 
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A 1rIL~1rIICC 
PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS 

·supER• SPARC™ VALUES! 
MEMORY 

64MB SS201------$250 
64MB Ultra 1 $275 
128MB Ultra 2 $495 
256MB Kit Ent. Server $1.095 

STORAGE 
2.1GB SGT 'cuda lnt/SCSl--$425 
4.3GB SGT 'cuda lnt/SCSl--$650 
9.0GB SGT 'cuda Int/SCSI- $950 
9.0GB SGT Cheetah Int/SCSI $1,295 

SPECIAL! 
23GB SGT Elite lnt/SCSl--$1,895 

WORKSTATIONS 
SS Ultra 1. 2--CALL FOR QUOTE! 

NOW! VISIT OUR WEBSITE! 
WWW.ATLANTICPS.COM 

912-929-7099 FAX 912-929-709B 
E-MAIL: atlanticps@mindspring.com 

Circle No. 316 

MONITORS • MONITORS • MONITORS 

[ f\; l ~~f!!~«rn!i 
Your Complete Monitor Solution 

SERVICE • EXCHANGE • SALES 
Authorized Service Provider 

Sony Mitsubishi Wyse NEC (PGS) 
ALL MONITORS REFURBISHED TO OEM SPECIFICATIONS 

AND CARRY A 6 MONTH WARRANTY 
HUNDREDS OF MONITORS IN INVENTORY 

Monitor Technology Inc. 
978-454-6666 PHONE 978-454-8765 FAX 

SUN • HP • SGI • IBM • SONY 
Circle No. 431 
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Anatomy of a World Class KVM Switch At NT/, We Know That Your 
Reputation is Depending 
On Our Performance. 

High Resolution Video 

True Matrix Design 
NTl's True Matrix KVM Switch 
design allows up to 8 users 
independent or simultaneous Multi-Platform Sul! ort 

Our Matnx KVM Switch can be 
used as eit he r a sing le or 
mult i p latform switc h and 
supports all PS/2 sty le PCs 
RSG000, HP9000, Mac Sun and 
Sun s ULTRA systems 

As a network professional, you need 
to be certain you can rely on your 
switching peripherals to do what the 
manufacturer says they can. Not some 
of the time, but all the time, every time. 

At Network Technologies, we deliver 
performance, not excuses. If you need 
to streamline your server center 
operation, combine Windows NT and 
UNIX systems in an enterprise 
environment or just eliminate the 
confusion and expense of redundant 
keyboards and mice, NTl's Multi-User, 
Multi-Platform Matrix KVM Switches 
will provide you with the reliable and 
compatible switching solutions 
you need. 

At NTI we stand by our promises, 
because it's not just your reputation 
that's on the line. 

a ■---■ Network Technologies Inc ..... ■• 
■ .,.. ■ ■ 1275 Danner Dr• Aurora , OH 44202 • 330-562-7070 • 800-742-8324 

! ,. ! ! FAX: 330-562-1999• E-Mail : sales@nti1.com 

Circle No. 366 

The ultimate in 
Windows to UNIX connectivity 

FacetWin makes Windows•95/NT' to UNIX 
integration easy and affordable. 
• File & Print Services 

No need for NFS or ftp ... files and 
printers on UNIX systems simply appear 
as local resources to your PC, 
and are ready to use1 

• Terminal Emulation 
World class terminal emulation 
from the terminal experts that brought you 
FacetTerm•. Set up a UNIX application 
with a Windows icon in one minute! 

• Graphical Administration 
Graphical properties administration from 
Windows wrth context sensitive help. 

• Plus, check out these cool features: 
• PC Backup/Restore 
• Modem Server 
• Remote Computing Support 
• Email Server 

Just ask for a FREE EVALUATION copy of 
FacetWin, or check out our web site at 

www.facetcorp.com. 

Connecting 
Windows to UNIX .. . 

e the Windows Way! 
B 

FacetCorp ~ 
tel: B00/235-9901 • 972/985-9901 

fax: 972/612-2035 
info@facetcorp.com 
www.facetcorp.com 

Facet Win is a registered trademark of FacetCorp. Other 
namesarepropertiesoftheirrespectiveholders 

Circle No. 421 

G f at 
Workstation Corp. 
EntE?rprise .server 

S · /Jstsl 
SVN .I 

CALL FOR Ci ,_ ..... _, NEi 

(BOO SB7-78Bi! 
2210 Tall Pine5 Drive • Suite 220 • Largo, A. 33771 
Phone: (727) 524-9668 * Fax: (727) 524-9138 

Circle No. 422 
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
The Ad Index is published as a service to our readers. 

The publisher does not assume any liability for errors or omissions. 

New England/Upstate New York/ 
Eastern Canada 

CAROL A. FLANAGAN 
80 Worcester St., Ste. 9 
North Grafton, MA 01536 
Phone: (508) 839-4016 
Fax (508) 839-4226 
Email: caflanag@aol.com 

New York/Mid-Atlantic/ 
Southeast 

JOANNA PARKER 
18 Stephanie Drive, Ste. 3 
Stirling, NJ 07980 
Phone: (908) 542-0789 
Fax: (908) 542-0782 
Email: joanna@cpg.com 

Mid-West/Southwest/ 
Central Canada 

LINDA LIEBi CH 
9600 Great Hills Trail, See. 150 W 
Austin, TX 78759 
Phone: (512) 502-3035 
Fax: (512) 502-9988 
Email: lindal@concentric.net 

Southern California/Arizona/ 
Nevada/Hawaii/Utah 

TARADUDAS 
30 Paseo Alba 
San Clemence, CA 92672 
Phone: (949) 361-4908 
Fax: (949) 361-1564 
Email: tara@cpg.com 

Northern California/Oregon/ 
Washington/Western Canada 

VICKIE MIYAOKA 
1935 Mayfield Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95130 
Phone: (408) 374-9925 
Fax: (408) 374-9926 
Email: vmiyaoka@cpg.com 

Server/Workstation Marketplace 
Classifieds/Recruitment Ads 

CAROL FLANAGAN Mgr, Telemarketing Sales 
Phone: (508) 839-4016 
MARY ERICSON 
Phone: (508) 839-0720 
80 Worcester St., Ste. 9 
North Grafton, MA 01536 
Fax: (508) 839-4226 
Email: caflanag@aol.com 
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Integrating new technology into your 

existing environment can be overwhelm

ing. It takes the experience, cooperation 

and technological know-how of an industry 

leader like Box Hill to make it work. 

Our LAN-less Backup SAN solution 

integrates leading-edge technologies from 

the industry's top storage providers. 

LAN-less Backup takes traffic off your 

LAN, increasing production throughput, 

0 STORACiETEK'" 

o d lients j 
...t_; i~ .. 

' 6 ~ SeNers 

-.. ~ ,~ Systems Libraries 

00CIJCJJ 

Circle No. 27 

reducing costs, and virtually eliminating 

the need for a backup window. 

Provide your enterprise with the 

proven increased productivity benefits 

of LAN-less Backup coupled with the 

speed, flexibility, and dynamic resource 

allocation advantages of a SAN. To 

put our solutions to work for you, 

call Box Hill at 1-800-727-3863, or 

visit us at www.boxhill.com/childsplay. 

BoxHill 
BIGGER. FASTER. SMARTER. 

www.boxhill.com/childsplay 
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ANAT@MY 

VII. The Spine -
The backbone of 
the P3000 's design 
is a PC! expansion 
bus supporting 
SCSI interface, 
Fibre Channel, 

tape array and 
server PC! cards 

- "future proofing" 
your library with 
a modular 
upgrade path. 

0 f An Enterprise-Class 

I. The Brain - Much like ''some" human brains, the 

P3000 has a massive capacity to store and move informa
tion. This intelligent library has a native capacity of 11.4 
terabytes and blazing performance of 288 gigabytes per hour. 

------- . II 

Divisions of the Spine 

VI. The Heart-The heart of the P3000 is the 
lntelliGrip precision cartridge handling system 

which will pick-and-place cartridges for years 
without skipping a beat. 

ATL 

V. Like a well-tuned body, The P3000's 
reliability, redundancy, ease of use and 
modular upgrades all add up to low total 
cost of ownership (TCO). 

PRODUCTS 
I 

Library 

--

II. The Eyes - With local 

and remote browser GU!s, 
you 'll see the industry's most 
powerful DLTtape library is 
incredibly easy to use. 

III. The Skeleton -The 

human body has two arms and 
two legs. The P3000 delivers 
the same high availability 
(HA) design with redundant 
AC cords, power supplies and 

Jans. Plus, the power supplies, 
Jans and DL Ttape drives can 
be hot-swapped. 

------------

:t. ' - -. 

IV. The Nervous System - The complex 
nervous system of the P3000 is designed to 
support multiple concurrent network, SCSI 
and fibre channel connections, so each 

library can be shared by NAS, SAN and 
direct-connect environments. 

I 
Cl 

I 
A Quantum.Company DLTTAP E LIBRARI ES D ESKTOP TO O ATACENTER 

ATL Products, I nc. 101 I nnovation Drive I rvine, CA 92612-3 0 40 
Phone: (949) 856-7 800 Fax: (949) 856-7799 Email: atlpsales @atlp.com www .atlp.com 

© I 998 ATL Produces, Inc. a Quantum Company. lntclliGrip is a trademark of ATL Products, Inc. Quantum, DL T , DLTtape and rhe DLTrape logo are crademarks of Quantum Corporation. 
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